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CROSS-CULTURAL EDUCATION

STUDY-TOUR
Introduction

by H. G. Sherk

The establishment of priorities for development of curriculum in

the area of cross-:.ultural studies, with an initial focus upon native

peoples has prompted Curriculum Branch personnel to engage in fact-

finding and information-gathering activities related to this task.

Several peetings have been held with representatives of Alberta native

organizations, to date. Both formal Jnd informal exchanges have occurred

between departmental personnel and representatives of the Indian Education

Center (a branch of the Indian Association of Alberta), the Metis Assoc-

iation of Alberta, the Alberta Native Communications Society, and the

Voice of Alberta Native Women. in addition, P. Lamoureux and H. Sherk,

Ass,xiate Directors of Curriculum and the Cross-Cultural Education Consult-

ants in the Field Services Branch (C. Allan, H. Calfrihoe and M. Kowalchuk)

have visited selected centers within and beyond our provincial borders in an

effort to gain insights and understandings into needs, sensitivities, problems,

and concerns of native people with regard to the school curriculum. But a

primary goal in these visits has been the identification of promising

procedures and accomplishments in cross-cultural education wherever interest-

ing developments may be occurring.
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H. Cailihoe and H. Sherk travelled to points in Saskatchewan,..NIQP-

itoba, Montana, New Mexico and Arizona in a study-tour of cross-cultural

education with a focus upon people of Indian ancestry in May, 1973. This

report focuses upon native studies programs at the institutions visited

and (-)11 irformation gained through interviews with personnel involved in

ndlive-studies curriculum and instruction projects that were encountered.

Prior to embarking on this tour, a short preliminary paper was

prepareC, in which some questions then considered to be pertinent were

raisec. (It should he noted that in initial meetings with native people

tn A(berta i became evident that the questions were not fully satisfactory

for itt purpc-,es we had in mind. vet we did not really understand how to

improve them. We decided that we must begin somewhere and this paper

could serye a useful purpose in explainino what we hoped to learn at each

center we would visit). The paper wc.s forwarded in advance of our departure

from Edrcnton to key persons in areas in which visits and interviews haa

been scheduled. A copy of the paper "Native Culture - Native Heritage in

Tne r4berta School Curriculum"(1973)" is included as an Appendix to this

report.

Tbe report is presented in the form of transcribed interviews that were

"captured" originally by means of a tape-recorder. No recordings were

made of interviews with Dr. Mkles Zintz at the University of New Mexico

in Albuquerque or with officials of the Bilreau of Indian Affairs Language

Arts offico in Albuquerque. In each of the latter instances, published

materials are available and these can be made available to curriculum

I.
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development workers as professional resource materials.

in the following section some observations and impressions gained

through visits and interviews on this tour, along with a syntheais of

advics received, are recorddd.

Summary of Advice and Information Data; and Some Implications

I. "Bicultural and/or bilingual" education should provide for in-

depth study and:experiences in two distinct cultures. The implication

I
here is that superficial or token approaches to native cultural componeots

are not likely to be acceptable to native people. Nor are they likely to

have much appeal to non-natives who are motivated, toward gaining fundamental

understanding of their Indian neighbors.

?. "Bicultural" and "bilingual" are appropriate terms to use in
*

sneaKino of educational programs which focus upon native people in Canada -

+heir heritage, their present situation and future prospects.

3. Components of native culture, heritage, crafts, art, language, etc,

rannot be neatly labelled and separated. There is a unity to a culture which

defies such categorization, except in a very artificial way. Native languages

- _
are regarded by many people of Indian ancestry as essential components of

the culture. Indeed, some groups (c.g, the Navajo) use the term "bilingual"
,

to represent the total cross-cultural education spectrum.

4. One of the major objectives ot bilingual and bicultural education

programs presc:ritiv in existence is to develop a sense of pride and a positive

self-image on the part of native students.

1.>
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5. There is a wide range in perceived needs and expectations rel-

ating to the nature and content of cross-cultural curriculum and instruction

programs amongst native people. One implication of this fact is that

curriculum outlines, guides and materials developed for a particular set

-_

of circumstances may have quite limited application in other settings or

under other circumstances.

6. Communities in which the desire or demand for native cultural

components in the school curriculum is limited may select appropriate parts

of curricula and materials prepared for use in more comprehensive programs.
...,, ;

Thus there can be some transferability of the results of efforts expended

in developing comprehensive curricula in the field of native studies to

situaiions in,yhich a somewhat curtailed version of the "total package"

may be preferred. (Two examples here may provide clarification. Some

native people in Alberta express a desire for Inclusion of native-language

study whereas others apparently do not favor this as a part of the school

curriculum. A school in a community that does not place a high value upon

stuay of the native language could still draw upon other parts of a "total

curriculum package" developed in an area with similar cultural traditions.

In another case, a school in a non-Indian community might draw upon

certain parts of the "total curriculum package" in offering a course Aout

Indian cultures to non-Indian students.)

7. There is widespread agreement among cross-cultural curricuium work-

ers that the preparation and production c4 resource materials relating to

the particular languages and cultuve-s- 'to be studied are necessary aspects

-
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. of :The curriculum development process.

8. An important "rule" in cross-cultural curriculum development is:

"Identify people and places where something worthwhile is already being

attempted In this field. Facilitate such3developments." This approach

has a greater probability of success than others that have been tried.

9. There is widespread belief among Indian people, with a substantial

amount of support from many non-Indian professionals experienced in teach-

ing native students, that special attention must be given to encouraging and

finding new structures to make possible the preparation of native people

as teachers. Eut this must be accomplished in such a way as to allow the

individuals concerned to continue to function in "the native way" as WI

as in "the white man's way." (In virtually every center we visited, we

heard description's of programs which had flexible entry provisions for._

native students, which enabled them to take courses for university credit

in their home communities, which included opportunities for teaching exper-

ience in the schools as aides under the supervision of qualified teachers

and hich made provision for eventual certification of the trainees as

qualified teachers).

7.

10. Apart from the physical aspects of curriculum, there is an over-

riding concern which must be considered as primary if native-stUdies are to

be successfully implemented. This crucial factor is the human one. The

quality of the educational experiences of students will be, in large

measure, a function of the attitudes, knowledge and understanding on the

part of the teachers involved, as well as on the part of students and others

in the communities affected. For this reason, an extensive program of pre-

service and in-service education designed to prepare teachers for working
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with students in implerenting this program appear to be needed. Further-

moru, some efforts may need to be expended with a view toward (mining public

support for such programs through involvement of community leaaers in plan-

ning sessions and other related activities.

H. Competent native people who are interested ane eager to provide

their services are available to serve as consultants and to becoffe actively

involved in planning and developing curriculum outlines and related mat-

erials for use in Alberta schools.

12. In any curriculum project of a cross-cultural nature there is

need for cooperation between people who have a "feel for" and understanding

of the particular culture to be featured, on the one hand, and professional

educators, on the other. Neither group, singly, is likely to produce

curricula or materials that can be used effectivey in school programs.
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RESUME OF PLACES VISITED DURING STUDY-TOUR

(Including Identification of, some 0)The "Contact People")

May 14/73: Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

I. University of Saskatchewan

ITEP is the "Indian Teacher Education Program" at the University of

Saskatchewan. The Federation of Saskatchewan Indians perceive this as

"their nrogram" even though kt is formally a program directed and nperated

r-

by the uriversity. The FSI has been, and continues to be involved in

planning the programs and in providing data for some of the culture and

lanruage components in the ITEP.

Students are admitted into this program under special provisions. They

study for varying periods of time, depending upon "where they are" when

+hey enter. Much of the course work can be completed in the local communitieS

in whichthe students are resident, as a result of a plan of operation which

takes university personnel to the native communities In Saskatchewan. Fund-

ing is on a federal and provincial cooperative basis"(federal for treaty

Indians, provincial for non-treaty).

The Indian Curriculum Resources Center at the U. of S. is quite widely

known. It is not large, physically, but it serves school personnel through-

out the province as a source of resource materials. Or. Andre Renaud is

chairman of the Indian and Northern Education Program.

2. The Saskatchewan Indian Cultural College

This is an institution devoted to facilitation of native language and

culture components in the curriculum, primarily with students of native

-44.11
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anceptry in mind. The SICC has some knowledgeable persons on staff wgrking

to produce curriculum guides and resource materials. It is an arm of the

Federation of Saskatchewan Indians. Rodney Soonias is title dire tor.

3. The E.D. Feehan High School

This school in the Catholic schocd system in Saskation offers an Indian

ulture course which, is aye:liable to any -students.as an elective. It is

taught by white teachers. But a new curriculum is being developed by a native
0

td-
writer, Mr. Val Light Trayallers. The major aims underlying this program includs,e,

the development of a healthy self-image on the part of native students and

improveJ understanding and empathy toward native people on the partof the

non-Indians enrolled.

Mr. Reng Poisson and Mr. Karl Baumgardner ere teachers concerned with

this program.

4. May 15-16/73: The University of Brandon (Manitoba)

Dr. P. Halamandaris is In charge of the IMPACTE program at the University

of Brandon. This is an On-Campus and Off-Campus program known as "Indian and -
Metis Project for Careers through Teacher Education. There Is an open admission

policy so that mature students of Indian ancestry may enrol and commence their

studies at poirOe determined by their individual stages in development and

learning. This program involves cooperation by federal and provincial

governments as well as local school systems. In the Off-Campus projects,

students who cannot attend the university can study and gain experience in

their home communities. In a sense, the university goes td ttie people. In

addition to regular faculty, native people serve as visiting lecturers.
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Professional educators (usually principals), act as "mentors" in local commur-

ities as a part' of the Off-Campus operation. Students.may complete the two-

year academjc requirements in two and one-half years, or they may need con-

siderably more time than that. The program is designed to accomodate -uch

time variations as may be needed, depandikg upon individual 0fferences in the

backgrounds. IMPACTE students rpceive subsistence grants equal to training

grants_aaid by Canada Manpower.

5. ,May 17-18/73: Rocky Boy Elementary,School - Rqcky Boy (Cree) Reservation,

near Havre, Montana

The Rocky.Boy. School Is an institution operated by a local board under

tne Bureau of Indian Affairs. Special funding has been obtained:through the

U.S. Office of Education and a bicultural and bilingual (Cree and English

language, Indian and dominant culture) curriculum is being developed. In

t_

addition, resource materials are being prepared and produced right at the

school. Mr. Gerald dra,, is the superintendent and Mr. Robert Sil'Verthorne

is prfncipal.,

;

Thi5 School has a number of Indian people working as teachers and teacher-

)4cs. The lasl,Zer have prospectspf becoming accredited teachers through a

college program b sed at Havre which includes both On-Campus and On Reserv-
e

ation instruction. Native people are involved to a considerable extent as

instructors in the native culture aspects of the university program, and also

in the preparation of native culture-related resoUrce iteMs for use at the

.Rocky Boy Elementary School.

6. May 22-23/73: Bureau of Indian Affairs Ilavajo Area Office,

Vandow Rock

This office is headquarters fur the BIA education operation on the Navajo

*1
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Reservation. Mrs. F. Spell is Chief of Curriculum and Instruction at this

office. The man in charge of the BIA education system (Navajo Area) is

mr. A. Tucker.

7. May 23/73: Navajo Tribal Education Office,

Window Rock, Arizona

Mr. Dillon Platero is the man responsible for education at the Navajo

Nation Resources building at Window Rock. Until recently, Mr. Platero was

Director of Education ..at the Rough Rock Demonstration School, a native-run

school operated under_contract with the Bureau of Indian Affaic5,

8. May 22/73: The Chinle Boarding School

The Chinle Boarting School is at Chinle, Arizona, beside)he spectacular

Canyon de Chelly. This is a school operated on the Navajo Reservation by the

Bureau of Indian Affairs.

9. May 22/73: Many Farms High School

This is d large high school operated by the BIA on the Navajo Reservation

at Many Farms, Arizona. There is also a college on the campus site at this

locatior. Many Farms is between 15 and 20 miles from Chinle.

10. May 23/73: Rough Rock Demonstration School

Rough Rock is the site of one of the original Indian-run contract schools.

It is under the control of a school board composed of Navajo people. The

school is developing a "bilingual" program featuring Navajo language and

culture as well as the "Anglo" culture and language. Special funding has

been nrovided by the U.S. Office of Education.

10



At Rough Rock Demonstration School, each classroom is staffed with a

teacher, a teacher-aide and a "parent" who serves as a resource person

with regard to the native culture. The school has its own resources -

production department which is capable of producing print and some audio and

visual media materials.

Miss -Ethelou Yazzi is Di rector of Education at Rough Rock.

II. May 23/73: Rock Point (Contract) School, Rock Point, Arizona

Dr. Wayne Holm has been principal of the BIA operated school at Rock

Point for fourteen or fifteen years. He recently completed his doctoral

studies in a program concerned with r:ross-cultural education. Rock Point

has just completed Its first year of operation as a contract school run by

a local (Navajo) school board. Special funding has been available o

facilitate the development of a bicultural curriculum and its implementation.

12. May 24/73: The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M.

Dr. Miles Zintz is a widely-recognized authority on the subject of

"Education Across Cultures," which is the title of one of his books. Dr.

Zintz' text is used in many colleges and universities.

13. May 24/73: BIA Language Arts Office, Albuquerque, N. M.

This is the national headquarters for the Language Arts Project of the

BiA. However, this project and the consultative services available through

it were scheduled to be phased out during the current summer apparently for

reasons of economy.

1-1
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INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION SURVEY TOUR, May, 1973:

h. Callihoe & H. Sherk

Saskatoon,S,askatchewan MIL14.211.22keuity of Saskatchewan

We spent the morning at the University of Saskatchewan. Father A.

Renaud was not present, but he had made ample preparation for our

visit. Mr. Bob Devrome was acting director in Father Renaud's

absence. Mr. Devrome spent most of the morning, and also had

lunch, with us. We wore also privileged to.speak to a number of

people that have been involved in an LIP Program dedicated to the

preparation of resource materials for use in education ff Indian

students, in particular. Also, we had an opportunity to discuss

in some depth the ITEP (Indian Teachers Education Program) with

Mr. Devrome and tit. Don Barnett. This is a new program, intro-

duced in January, 1973. Excerpts from actual comments made by

the people involved are available from tape-recorded interviews,

and these will follow in a later section of this report.

We also visited the Curriculum Resources Center at the University of

Saskatchewan. A fairly wide-ranging assortment of curriculum

resource materials is available from this center, although it is

housed in quite small quarters. We'were provided with several

lists of materials that can be obtained'on loan from this center,

provided that you are an educator living in Saskatchewan. The lists

. may be of prime interest to us as indicators of materials that may

be available for use in intercultural education programs.

Materials that have been produced in the LIP project, under the

direction of Mr. Dave McKay, are available for purchase. We

have some information in mimeographed form indicating the nature

of most of these materials. We also photographed a display of

these materials.

UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN

ITEP & LIP PROGRAMS

LIP RPOJECT

P. Porter Since the month of January I've been involved with a LIP project

ilye; on the campus in Saskatoon. Twelve Indian and Metis people have

been developing language and history materials to be used in

various schools throughout the province. To date we have over 14

publications which have been printed and we have available a brochure

outlining the various materials. There are also approximately

15 to 16 historical and language materials in the form of books

which will be ready possibly within the next month. The Indian

people represent the Chipewyan, Cree and.Saulteaux tribes here in

Saskatchewan. They have produced an introductory Cree language

course composed of 4 books and tapes which accompany them;

also introductory courses in Saulteaux and Chipewyen which could be
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used by teachers preparing to go_into modern communities or Py

elementary and hie,h school chlidren. To date, one of the

giuduate students and myself have been working on a project

to determine the feasibility or the usefulness laf these materials

in the schools. We've composed a unit in social studies, language

arts, art and music and we are currently working in an all-white,

.an integrated and an all-lndian school. We've given a pre-test to

determine attitudes on various subjects such as, white people,

myself, what I uould like to be, etc. and will be giving a post-

test at the en0 of the unit to determine whether or not curriculum

raterials with basic Indian content help to improve the attitudes,

and the se4-c3ncept of the Indian youngster and broaden the outlook

of non-Indian students.

Good, I wonder if you could tell us what kind of things have

happened that you are happy about and then maybe some of the

problems you've faced too.

Porter Yes, well we've been very happy about the pe:sonal growth that

has developed with the people on the project. Several of the people

who came in really had no idea exactly what the project was all

about and since then have become more self-confident and even a

few of them have decided to go on to further studies and will be

going to university in the fall. There have been several problems

also, which is only to be expected. Several people find it dif-

ficult to 4eep lenz hours and to keep a steady pace and therefore

there has.been a turnover of personnel. There are several times

personality problems but I think this is all part of the learning

experience for them.

H. Sherk WC have another question for you, Pat, We were just wondering whether

there is any coordination of effort here. What is the Departmentr

of Education doing along the same line? Can you tell us that?

Porter Well, I an afraid that this is one of the basic problems - there

HAc really seems to be a lack of coordination. There isn't really

too much in the line of communicating what various projects are

being carried on. Right now the LIP project is working on

hiring people to compile curriculum materia4jand it is unfortunate

that people can't pool resources and perhaps come up with a much

better product.

H. Sherk

D. McKay

Here is Mr. Dave MaKay who is the administrator of the project.

And will you tell us Dave how tilt project got gibing,-where it

is now from the administrative and financial angle ahd what needs

are facing you at this time?

Well, in February of 1972, Father Renaud and Jerry Hammersmith,

were the people who originally started this project and it

was run from the Indian and Northern Education Program here at

the University. They hired 12 Indian and Metis people to develop

curriculum material with awIndian-point of view. For some time

the Indian and Northern Affairs Department was in charge of the
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program. Since October of last year, th3y have turned it over to the

native peoplk, themselves. We have run the project on our own. Father

Renaud's Department has just more or less played the part of the

assistantship and we are coordinating projects ourselves. When we first

started out I don't think any of us really knew what they wanted or
which way we were going but we had some of the graduate students and
some of the people in Northern Education helping us. Our biggest

problem has been the financial problem. We are sponsored under LIP

and basically I think LIP is more or less to create employment, not
necessarily to get a product out of this. We are only allowed .17%

of expenses. Each person iF paid $100 a week and we are only allowed

17% of these expenses. That doesn't leave us very much money for
printing and developing tapes and things along that line. Another

thing is we find the LIP projects are usually only four months and
we seem to have to Always gear our projects so that they will be done
within four months. At the end of the four months they usually COMB
along and say you will carry on and we will give you another four
months and another two months and the last extension was for six
months.

And that's pretty well run out new.

YJs, it will be run out of at the end of May and this has also been a
problem.

Dr. Don Barnett of the ITEF program at the University of Saskatchewan
will tell us something about this program. You were just going to tell

us how it got going and then tell us a bit about it.

Okay. ITEP - correct me if I am wrong Bob, is financed in part by the
federal Department of Indian Affairs through the accounting services of
the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians and the general budget of the

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon campus. In Saskatchewan the FSI

has 3et up the Indian Cultural College which is here in Saskatoon and
they handle a grant from Indian Affairs to set up a program for teacher
education for Indians. Now we do have some Metis in the program. There

dre 3 or 4 Netis and they are financed tnrough the provincial government.

But it basically is an Indian Teacher Education Program. In terms of

curriculum development here at the university, the courses that ITEP
students take are the same courses according to label. w.For example.
Anthropology 101. They are taking all of the methods courses. But in .

regard to the ITEP group we arc-trying to'make the curriculum more
oriented and more relevant to Indian - Metis heritage. Some of the

feedback that we get from the Indian students is, well yes they want it,

and there is a definite need for that. No one is going to argue against

that. But my personal opinion is I don't 'know if we can carry that to

a complete extreme because some of them are saying, "Well look, we want

the things the other students are getting." For example, they have

been asking us questions like this. They have said, "Must we
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always remain as a separate intact group? Why can't we sit in

with the other students just like everybody else? and that's why we

made an effrpt to include more intersession courses and summer

session courses for them than what has been originally planned. In

the c-)ursel themselves the professors arc saying well how about these

Indian students, what do they want, what kind of a curriculum?
Well again I am sort :If giving you my own feeling here. There is

ar Indian-Metis component that is necessary but you still have to

give them the se-called regular, usual component. Number one, they

kind of want that; they want what other people are getting.

M. Cherh Does this mean that they have to have more than the other poeple

have; they want this and the other too?

D. 3hrnett I think so, r think you have to be very careful to include both

parts. For example a psychology course. Maybe a better example is

a mi.tho& courst There is not an Indian teacher method. Good

teaching m.,thcds apply to white kids, black kids, Indian kids, to

Jow extent, I personally feel to a large extent. So there is a

comm-,n comnonent and we just can't sort of say we are going to design

completely new courso for everybody and make a new world for them

because they Kind of want that reality too.

Ch2,-k What we've been thinking in terms of is possibly developing units of

something of this kird that can be "plugged into" existing courses.

7.15.7 I think would be in tune with what you are thinking.

D. Barnett Right. You would add components to your present courses.

H. Shr.;rk But our problem is where do we, how do we go about this? Have

you mything to sug7sst for us there?

D. Isarnett

H. Shork

D. Barnett

Well you've talked to the LIP Nople and as I perceive the LIP

pmgram anl I know myself as I look at those materials that they

have d-Jvclopc.d, if I'm a teacher and going to teach that stuff to

kidr I can't do it. The stuff is there hut you just can't take

it and transform 3t into an operation. You can't operationalize

it in a ciassro:m. SomethinR else has to be done and that's where

they have hired this ;=,irl Pat to sort of ''redigest' this stuff into

thc form flr teachers.

Is that going to solve it or do teachers neee insorvico? What do

.9<,u think? This is what we are wondering too.

This Is a hard question with no one answer. Ideally you should

have inservice for everybody but the real situation is that you can't

have inservico for everybody and how much inservice is worthwhile?

hhvo participated in really lots of inservice workshops: one-

day, two-lavs, three-days and you go back to your classrooms and

ask teachers how much did you actually put into operation from that

workshop? One or two teachers put one or two ideas into operation.

In reality you can't provide everybody with inservice in the pro-

vince of Alberta for example. So therefore, you've got to

I ,
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at least try to move in terms of developing better materials.

In talking about methods for teachers, Don Barnett and Bob Devrome
of the University of Saskatchewan have some ideas for us.
Okay, let's start that one again if you don't mind Don.

That was sua a good idea, Harry - I forgot what it was. No I was

saying that I think in some waYs we are kind of skirting the real

issue of this intercultural education thing. I've seen this with

blacks in the United States when I worked in Philadelphia there.
We say okay, hurray let's get something for intercultural education
for the Indian people, our native people and really do them a good
turn and make something really relevant. They did the same thing

with the blacks in the United States. Black history, let's give it

to them, that's what they need. Make them proud of their heritage

and culture and all that. Do you know what the black kids in

Philadelphia were saying? They said: "We are ,sick and tired of
black history,,it's the same old stuff but instead-of learning
and memorizing all the stuff about the white guys, we are now
memorizing and learning all the stuff about the black guys." And
that is just substituting content for content. Instead of talking
about how much water rises in a beaker, we'll make it relevant and
teach them about tracking. You know, now the content is a little

more interesting. But we're just substituting content when we
really should bc putting a thrust toward exciting teaching methods.
Now fine, change the content a little bit but chamgiug the content
alone is not the answer. And that is what we tend to look toward

in intercultural education as I see it. That is, just change the t

content and that will change our problem. Maybe we should, change -

H. Sherk Change the procedures or change the attitudes of the people that

are doing the teaching?

D. Barnett Yes, maybe that's where you have to give the in-service. And if
you are going to change,content, rather than switch completely to
a cultural framework or group framework, let's change the focus. For

example, we put kids through school, both Indian and white; they
,pass one grade to another. Yet they themselves are insecure people.
They are lost in the world. They are not secure. Everyone suffers

some personal insecurities. We all suffer from a poor self-concept

at times. Maybe we should be working at developing, for example, --
a good self-concept in each individual kid - whether hc? is Indinn

or white.

H. Sherk Bob, what do you mean by method as opposed to content here?

R. Devrnme In terms of content we want to look at Canadian or European or
North American history - we have all kinds of these - but that's not
the major issue. In terms of content where it comes to dealing
with native peoples the Cree, Chipewyan, Sioux, or anything else,
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the major point is that it should deal with the objectives of what

education is all about. to implement this new teaching you have to look

at that in order to change what has been going on. That's why I agree

with Don. With that sort of thing and not so much with content, You have t6

look at methods.

Well, surely there has to be something more. I look at methods as

something mechanistic and I really think that basically you have to

change the people, change the thinking of teachers who may not really

have an understanding or a feeling for native children. You don't

feel that this is the basic ---

R. Devrome Maybe I didn't say it properly, but that's what I meant. If you are

going to achieve the objectives in a society that is maybe less

totalistic or class-structured than we have it, that is going to

come through the methods primarily and not thrdUgh just developing content.

H. Sherk

C. King

Now we are fortunate to have been jrined by Mr. Cecil King the

Director of the ITEP program here ani we would be interested in knowing

the relationship between the FSI (the Federation of Saskatchewan

Indians) and this program.

Well basically, this program belongs to the FSI. It is one of the

lprograms under the Cultural College. Teacher training must aiso coma

under the College of Education and therefore an agreement or contract

is made between this college and the Cultural,College and the FSI.

H. Sherk Now is there anything else in particular you wanted to tell us about.

I think Bob was mentioning something about Dr. Blue.

C. King Dr. Blue is in charge of the graduate program here in Indian studies.

He himself is an Indian. He was released half-time to the Federation

of Saskatchewan Indians to work in devising the teacher training program,

so at the onset a year ago Dr. glue and myself compiled and began to

devise a design which was submitted to the Board of this university.

H. Sherk Now you were mentioning that the FSI has certain input into this

program. Do you mind explaining that again, please.

C. King The university has a sat structve for the amount f courses that you

must go through in order for certification and the easiest way of

changing them is to establish a matrix whereby we meet the goals that

the university requires but using native content or a high component

of native content and still meet those objectives.

H. Sherk

C. King

You were saying earlier that there is a good deal of material

available that would be in the area of native content. ffiat resources

are-there? You have access evidently to a lot of this type of thing.

What I meant there was that this type of thing goes on where native

organizations are forming te create curricula, school material, units

that could be use0 in classrooms and so on and the variety of such
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place. Every province has some form going on

more advanced than others.

To what extent are you using print material as opposed to films, film-

strips, video-tapes and this sort of thing?

In the ITEP program?

Or that you might be recommending that the teachers would be using in

their instruction. Yes, I guess in the ITEP program.

Well we have much. There are many films here and there are also

cassette tapes and printed materials done by various local people on a

very local level which would probably be more of interest and

relevant to those particular localities. But nevertheless it's printed

material that can be then used in the classroom.

I get the impression that in this particular area of the curriculum we
ought to be thinking beyond print very considerably, even more than many
other areas; and there is a lot available that is pictorial now -
through recordings made with native people, for instance, that

isn't available in print. Is that an acc4rate perception?

That's quite true. I think also there has been a trend to involve the
native people themselves in body and our program attempts to do this.
We bring people in who we feel would have a contribution to make.

Now we are looking for ways to do this. Is this likely to be

facilitated by having someone like yourself who understands native

people? They can look to you and say well here is one of our own. Do

you think that this is facilitating the part'xipation of other native

people within the province?

I'd like to think that Bu't the PSI is a fairly large organization

and it has covered, I think every canaunity or it manages to cover every
community so that our communities are kept informed as to what is going

on. Also, they are becoming involved, they see the processes taking
place, and the interest I think An the people of this province is much

keener. Maybe I'm making too much of a judgment here. We have found that

they are certainly ve1lort

H. Sherk Thanks.
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INDIAN CULTUPAL CO'LLEGE - Saskatoon May 14, 1973

Indian Cultural College (May 14, 1973)

In the afternoon we visited the Indian Cultural College which is
located a consiccrable distance from the University Campus. This

"College" is in fact a kind of nerve-center for Indian cultural

and educational pursuits in the provinee. In fact, the ITEP

Program at the University of Saskatchewan grow out of a proposal
frem the Indian Cultural Center, and is regarded as "our program"

by the FS1 (rederation of t:>asketchewan Indians). Mr. Rodney

Socnias, Director ef the Easkatchowan Indian Cultural College,
described to us a number of "thrusts" that the Cultural College

promotes:

1) the culture center
2) educaticn liaisen (throughout the province)

3) community education (existing adult programs to include an

Indian culture component)
4) resources center

:-A) art (representatives of SICC travelling around to different

schecls)

C) teacher traininv, (the ITEP)

7) curriculum Joe Handley heads this project. He is on loan

from the University of Manitoba.

0 medicine:,

9) consultation and research (This was described as being a
rather important part of the funetion of the SICC).

r. :c)cnies explained that the Saskatchewan Indian Cultural College

has been accredited, se arrangements have been made with the

University of Saskatchewan to o:rfer the program known as Indian

Teacher Lducation Pregren

We had most interesting di.scussions with Mr. Joe Handley and Mrs.

(1ail Bear. Mrs.. Bear has been a teacher, and she is presently

engaged in writine curriculum outlines for social studies courses

with a high native culture and heritage component. It seems that

ways and means by which these will be made available to schools

have net yet been worked out. Initial plans are for piloting of

these curriculum outlines in selected schools this fall. The

intent seems to be to use them first of all in schools operated

by the Indian Affairs Department and the Federal Governmentl.

Excerpte from the tape-recorded interviews with Mr. Handley tnd

Mrs. Beer are included below.

Ut! have Gail Bear and Joe Handley here this afternoon and Gail,

you were going to tell us a little bit, I think, about the way

this organi-4etion got established. Is that right?

C. Boar About curriculum development?

2 c)
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That' right.

Well most of the courses have been developed at the high school

or university level.
4

So you are actually developing a curriculum. How are you going

about this Ga3l?

I hotve done a lot of research to find out the background of the

Crec and the other tribes in Saskatchewan and sort of built an

outline out of the information that I gathered and I have that

Ione roughly up to grade VIII, From kindergarten to grade VIII

llonp with the teacher resource books and books children can use.

We are findiw, out mnat there haven't been any books developed

that 1,ertain to the Saskatchewan Indian people. So we find that

we are going to have to produce some of our own in the primary

levels and going up to Grade VIII.

What you have been doing then up until now is finding some that

are in existence that could be used here. Is that right?

Yes. Some of them that we can start with until we get our own

produce:2.

Whc;re hwe these been developed?

With the Makwa ..eries Chat I got from the Peguis Publishers in

Winnipeg. They have a good set out. Mind you the set pertains

to the people in the ncrth but I think we can still use them.

Then are you ,leveloping a full curriculum or just the components

that could be included in the regular curriculum?

Well the course could be used on a reserve where there are nothing

hut Indian children and hopefully we would like it to supplement

the existing provincial program - social studies program.

That wa,_ one of the question:1 we had in that brochure. We were

wondering do you think it is really feasible to try to do that,

to develop curriculum outlines that could be used with classes of

Indian ..-tudents es well as havinj it also useful for non-native

students?

Well, hopefully you could use it in an integrated situation or

you know in an Indian school or in a white school because the

white students need to know what's been going on in Indian schools.

Right. Well we are certainly committed to that. What kind of

sources of curriculum materials are there in Saskatchewan that

you can tap and how do you to about tapping them?
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Well, in terms of pmgrams. There are number of experimental
programs that have been developed up-to-date for Indian and
Metis people. One of these you can get from the Department
of Education included in thc curriculum guide as an appendix.
This is dev.loped right from grade I up to Grade IX level.

H. Sherk Did you say you are involved in developing that?

J. Handley I was. Mery Kowalchuk was involved, Rod Soonias. A number ok
us were involved in it right from abol 1964. This went on until
about 1968. And then a conrnitte ws up in Regina with the
Department of Education Curriculum Branch. I was on the Social
Studies Committee and a number of us were involved again at that
stage of revising the provincial curriculum guide.

H. Sherk Have they been kept up-to-date, do vou know? Or was this a kind
of a one-shot effort?

J. Handley No. I left Saskatchewan three years al7o, but I think that most
oP the committees were kept as on-goine committees. Although I

have a notion some cf them might have disbanded by now.

H. Sherk

J. Handley
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G. Bear
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And pmsumably wc could write to Don Mc.Leod and get that infor-
mation. Incidentally, Don along with the other Western Directors

was in Edmonton for a meetine last week and we had so many things
to deal with we didn't Tet into this in detail.

There is a committee now. The Department has also hired a man

who acts basically as a liaison officer. I'm not sure. I can't

think of what his name is. You could ask Don Mc leod and he will
tell you.

I think I do have that. There was another question that I wanted
to ask here and you have reminded W. of it. You are talking about

social studies. Is it basically social studies, Gail, that you
are working on or are you looking at curriculum, working on
curriculum in other areas as well - for example arts and crafts
and this kind of thing?

No. We are ,:tarting with culture first ane then possibly the
history, then the arts. And there is a Cree language program
going on right now, too.

Art - someone else is working on this?

Yes. Ida McLeod

Oh. She is working here as well as at the university.

No. She works out of Indian Affairs but she is on loan to our

office.

I see.
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WQ might ,alco mention another part of the Indian Cultural College'.

A fellow by the name of Smith Attamoyah is in the-proce,ss of col-

lecting a lct of information from old people. He is collecting

legends, for example, collecting these on tape. It isn't all
storytelling - just hearing the people talking about the,old days

and about the present and the changes that have ocCurred.
A

H. Sherk Now are you .setting up a libr.ary or sopething here? Where will

that be? Where will that be available from?

J. Handley lhat will be available from the Saskatchewan Indian Cultural,

College. night now it is housed in the,Emmenual College Building

on the campus as a part of this college. If you wanted more in-

formation ru woulThave to write here; 1402 Quebec Avenue.

H. Sherk Can you 131 us Gail, how the materials'that you'are pro-

ducinp (and I shouldn't keep talking about materials - really

curriculum outlines and that's.what we are primarily concerned

about) , how arc these going t be made available to school

people? If we are interested in getting these in/Alberta, are

these available to us?

G. Bear I thinl,. 1-7,,u could get hold of theTi if you write to the Saskatchewan

Indian people, the Crue.

h. Therk Do ycu have ome kind 3f liaison with the Indpn Education Center

in AlLert.q Is there this kind of cooperative arrangement avail-

:IL.. Cr do you know of such thingp?

G. bear 4,i kncw.

J. Handley This i my cwn opinion. I feel that we aren't going to be selfish

with the materials that wc- have developee. It will be made avail-'

ahlo but agair we emphasize that a lot of it is only in the stage

cf beinr, pLloted and we don't feel that it is finished materials.

A loq of this, the content is applicable to Saskathewan. Although

you know, the strategies, teaching methods and so on might

be cf infarct--

H. Sherk
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Mind you, I think we heve.some pretty competent people in Alberta

and you know there are some projectc underwaytoo and if we can

cooperate in sharing what is developed there, we'll be more than

pleased to do it too.

I think this is very important that we do have this cooperation.

We are talking about actually speaking Cree rather than using

Cree as the language of instruction here.

We haven't eotten to that stage yet where they can use it as a

languNc of instruction.

I am thinking about maylie when children come to school and they

normally speak Cree, and they don't speak English very well. Are

no schools actually teaching -
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They haven't even gone that far yet. All they are doing is in-

richin2 the Cree.

Are you familiar with the native language program in Manitoba?

You made reference to the Rocky Boy School in Montana.

They hdve, written their own little booklets just like we want

to produce from some of their stories. They have done this;

they have done the numbers. They have it in Cree syllabics.

We've done this.with the animals too. They are a little ahead

of us. Mind you I haven't been there yet but I have gotten some

of their materials and they are really good.

Joe, you were speaking about using Cree as a language of in-
struction.and the need for special preparation for people who

are going to offer such courses.

Ida Wasacase is the Cross-Cultural Consultant.

Is th,i all a surname?

Ida Wasacase: She is Cros3-Cultural Consultant in the Curriculum

1,ranch, Department of Education. Right now she is in charge of
piloting a (Vivo language program in 7 schools in Manitoba. These

children are bcing taught in the native language, Cree and Sault-

eaux. I believe the intention is to carry the pr,gram through up
to Grade III, .,;radually phase it out and use English as a lanpage

of instruction. Last year was the first year of piloting; I am

not suce what the results have been but, yeu can find this out.

Yes. Sten Bullock was talking about this. But we didn't go

into a lot,of detail.

J. Handley The children are being taught in Cree, Inarting in Grade I.

H. Shork So what you have just told us is that Saliiteaux and Cree are,

in fact not completely different languages.

H. Handley They are both of the same linguistic root.

H. Sherk You have been mentioning projects that Dr. Rdlph Sabey'and Dr. Ted

Aoki have been involved in.

J. Handley Yes, I would like to receive more informationon this subject.

H. Sherk I have a paper on that written by T. Aoki (but I don't think that

I brNght it with mc) showing how it'works. What I would suggest

that you do thcugh is write to Dr. Aoki and mention to him that I
referred to his paper and ask that he sebd you a copy. I em sure

that he would be glad to do so.
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I will fcrward to you a copy of the paper on developing a cross-

cultural model for social studies. We ara currently developing

that whole medel in Winnipeg.

This is P paper which eets out the model. This could make our

trip worthwhile. Thaz ie the Kind of thing, I think, that we

ruelly need. Will it include suegestions for getting people

together, for involving people. What will this model include?

Right ene tne medel is at the stage of a working paper and also

a job definition and deecriptien for the students who are working

this eummer at developing the model For a further stage. Right

now it ie at an elementary stage.

Whet I em wendering, will it surest the,background of the people
that will be inyolved in the development or is it more of a curr-

iculum itself that is outlined in this model?

It's
is based, the objectives of the curriculum, the organization,
the methodology, ared, a job description for the people who will be

involved this sumMer in developing such scope and sequences and
materiels and whatever else is necessary.

I will leek forward to eetting that." Do you think it was feasible

to bring native Indian people together with the Metis people and

develop a common program or should we be working in small groups

here and there? Do you have any suegestions at all, becnuse I
think this is every crucial question for us at this time as to

know how we are &ing to proceed. So far we've been meeting with

the treety Indian people and the Department of Indian Affairs in

one greup and with the Metis and Alberta Native Communications

Society in the other group and really the ANCS is really serving

beth status and non-status people.

. Handley Well, in my feelings they again are not that strong. We are all

native peeple and in semathing like this we should all be working

together en it. 0ow I know there are difficulties because of the

Indian Act and the difference in funding and so on, but my own

feeling is that people should be working together on this and I

think that this is especially true through curriculum development.

H. Sherk We hope te preceel this way. But right now the Indian Education

Centre people are saying to us that what we really need es a con-
ference to loA at sone of these crucial issues. You know some of

the euestiens we are raisinje Maybe they could be resolved at a

conference. But the president of the Metis Association says that
is the last thing in the eerie we eeed; what we need is some action

and nrt N(0'e talk.

J. Handley The thing ie you're never zoine tc 6et all Indian people thinking

alike anyways.
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What you are seying though i5 that you think that one central
curriculum Is bctter than having a whole lot of small projects

gping on in individual places? We've been wondering, since we
see so much diversity in thinking whether we ought to be following
a "Project Cauada Pest Model° with local curriculum development
here, there and everywhere.

Again, my own feeling here is that there is going to be more
than one program wing en anu mom and more development stage
in curriculum in every provinco as it is right now. In Sask-

atchewan we've got 3 or 4 different programs going, on right now.

I think we've already gpt the format but we just want to co-'
ordinate it with Project Canada West.

H. Sher]. They all fit into a larger pattern.

J. Handley

H. Sherk
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Y. I think really what is needed rather than more small pro-
grams is more coordinatj.01 and cooperation between these that

arc already going on right now. Because you know what has hap-

pored. I just outlined 11 different curriculum programs that
are going on in Manitoba. I've been away from than for 3 years

so I don't know whet is happening. But I would imagine the same

thing is happening in hlburta. You know I can see, you people
at the provincial department hive a very important role in being

able to coordinate these and bring them together. Rot so one

controls the othcr but so th7t you know what is going on.

One problem we see right now in promoting or sponsoring more
curr3eu1um development in this area even to coordlnate what
is going on is that we have an idea (maybe it is a false one)

that a lot of people are in areac,of the province that are

not readily accessible. It's not easy to bring them to.Edmonton,
this type of thing, and maybe they're not all that anxious to

come to Edmonton. I don't know. We were wondering if we ought

to be thinking of bringing people in there to develop curriculum
or would it be better to have projects going on in the reserves
or at Eort Chipewyan or something of this kind. What do you

think? That would mean that we would have to provide coordination
through people going out, somebody, you know, working with the

people, like Project Canada West is doing.

I think I agree with you that more of the curriculum develop-

ment should go out to the community. I still think that there
is a role for projects like the one that Gail is working on

right now. We have developed a broad general framework.

I am sort of motivated that way. Put I wonder whether the
resources Are really available in the local area. Maybe they

are, meyhe this is exactly where they are.

J. Handley I think this is where we, like the Irorrams that Gail is developing
can provide a lot of the resources cnd lot of the iduas. And
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I think that people like Gail should be going out and working
maybe and I'le a le Cr:.-ssc, for example in Northern Saskatchewan where

they've taken over control of the whole school, spending 3 or 4
days with the people there, helping them to develop or further

refine the programs that shc has developed tO fit their unique
needs. Maybe we as a Culture College also have the function of
prc)viding not only resource people but reference materials as well.

Sherk Well, we are going down to Rough Rock to try to find out some
things because there seems to be a lot of controversy over whether
they are really accompliFhing very much that's worthwhile.

J. Handley I was therc 4 years ag,o. At that time we were very impressed
with Rough Rock. I could supply you with some papers as well
on Rough Rock.

H. Sherk Wt.: have read quite a bit about it.
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At that time we were very impressed with it the degree of local
control that was given to the people and how the people were
making very effective Use of i.

Did you thirk that there was real control, because a lot-of the

thinzs we'vc read suggest that they had control over who the janitors
were and this type of thing but didn't really exert much control
over curriculum Ind instruction.

What WC felt wac that they had a fair amount of control, even to
the extent of being involved in the teaching. You know, when we
were in P)ueh Eock Demonstration School, there were a lot of
mothers, f3thers and so on in the school and it helped a good
deal with the language proFram and the social studies programs.
The thing that also impressed uc is the degree to which the
school had rporated Navajo arts and crafts into the school
program. skills rellting to sheep,raisinF, nedicine - they
had a course on this!

& the Rough Rok Demonstration School has a new Director. Did

you know that? Ethelou Yazzi. She was Principal before, I
think.

There is also the Navajo Community College. When we were there

4 years aFo, they had the plans all drawn up for their new
facilities.

I wrotr to Many Farms. 1 was talking to people on the phone and

I thought it was at Many Farms. Is the other place near?

It is only 100 miles cr so. The InsUtute of Americln Indian
Arts in Santa Fe is an interesting place. The Director is Lloyd

New. He would be very worthwhile talking to. He would high-

point the degree of success which the school has.

It .school?
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Yes, it's a school where a lot of people who have dropped out,
a lot of the Indian people who have dropped out of the regular
secondary school have been enrolled. They have a very high de-
gree of success with the students. The drop-out rate is not very
high. One of the re.lsons why is that the students have a great
deal cf time in art programs and they become very involved in
this. They spend half-time in art and half-time in academic
subjects.

H. Sherk This is sort of a fine art focus so that it will be somewhat
vocational.

J. Handley No. It's an art for appreciation. Another place is Albuquerque,
New Mexico. I you are goinF down you have to go to the University
of Albuquerque and meet with Dr. Le Roy Condie who is doing a lot
of work in both language arts and teaching English as a second
languagc,.also teaching of native language and in social studies
programs - as well as Miles Zintz. You might be familiar with
Miles Zints's book - "Education Across Cultures". And there
is intermountain School, Brigham City, Utah. I believe it is
about 60 miles or so outside of Salt Lake City. I think the work
done in Saskatchewan

isasi9n4itdAras-in-other-pLace6N

H. Sherk Now we arc speaking with the Director of the Cultural College.
Rodney Soonias. We will be glad to hear what you have to tell us.

R. Soonias The Indian Cultural Center started in 1969 as the result of a
mandate from the Indian people. This was presented to the FSI,
in the form a resolution in a chief's contract at an all chiefs'
conference here in Saskatoon. The big concern was that of cultural
genocide. It seems that there are so many institutions right now,
the school, the.church, the media. They are all concertedly (evemthough it's inadvertent)) they are working to replace the old
Indian ways with the white way of life and the white way of life
for the Indian people is not working. You know when we look at
the number of suicide rates, the high attrition rate from school.
You know the penal institutions aro fuIl'of Indians and Metis
and no doubt nobody can say this is all because of education.
But I think education has had a very debilitating effect on Indian
people, thc way it is run and the purpose I think now the Culture
Centre was to help a person SD he wouldn't be ashamed of what he
is. But we wdnted to be able to find a really pure Indian culture
so we went to our old people. They had lost their important place.
In the old days they were the teachers; they were_the ministers;
they were the medioing man; they were everything. Now they are
relegated to nothing. And we have tried to change this. We
wanted them to feel impoi,tant again, so that they would go out
and teach in their own way. And holding little workshops where
they would talk themselves and --

(The tape ended at this point. Mr. Soonias explained how resourcematerials were being prepared through the cooperation of elderlynative people who recall Indian ways and Indian legends and stories.)
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E. D. FEEHAN HIGH SCHOOL

This is a high school operated by the Roman Catholic Separate School

System in Saskatoon which has had a native culture course in its

curriculum for some time. rn fact, Mery Kowalchuk, now with the
Alberta Department of Education, helped to set this program up. We

visited with Mr. Karl Baumgardner and Mr. Rene Poisson and managed

to tape-record a good deal of the conversation pertaining to this\j9

program. This is reproduced below.

E. D. FEEHAN HIGH SCHBOL

Saskatoon - May 14, 1973

Rene Poisson and Karl Baumgardner are going to tell us about

the intercultural curriculum that they have devised and used

here.

K. Baumgardner I will just give you a little background. The course began

here about 4 years ago and it worked in conjunction with the

Indian Affairs Branch. They provided a bit of financial backing-

for it. They were very interested in this and so was Father

Renaud's Department at the University of Saskatchewan. They

had two advisors, Con York and Joe Handley. We began the course

by attempting to have two teachers, a teacher of Indian ancestry

and a non-Indian. What these people were very interested.in (and
in fact the Department of Psychology) was to see the different

reaction of the students to-the two teachers. As far as Father

Renaud's group was concerned - should they train people of Indian

ancestry or not? Anyway they discovered from the results that

there was no major significant difference between the two.

We would experiment with it. After the-first semester, after
trying a new curriculum, we invited people from Indian Affairs to

come. We invited the students who had taken the course, and
teachers who were handling it, the Principal and myself as the

department chairman. Ve got around a table for a conference and

we asked questions like what do you think should be offered, what

can be in the course, not just to teach them about Indian ancestry

and culture but for the Indian students coming from the reserves
in the north, leaving their homes for the first time, living in
a different area, what can be included in there to provide them

with a bit of guidance ae well? And they gave some suggestions.

Of course one of the things that we were latking after first -
semester was materials, AV equipment to work with and so on.

H. Sherk You said after the first semester, you had enough to get going.

K. Baumgardner Right. We got started, we had basic materials like texts and this

sort of thing, methods books. And one,thing they came through with

was that they wanted to have more material to work with, more of an

exploratory type of program. Second semester, we started going

and that's when Rene came with us.
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Well, by the time I had taken over the course, a type of guideline
curriculum had been picked by the University workers in Father
Renaud's group. A fellow who now teaches in Alberta, Mery Kowaichuk
spent quite a few hours in the beginning to put sore of this together.
He didn't have much help at that time. Eventually I arrived with a

type of preliminary syllabus of what was to be done and I attempted
to follow that somewhat. I found that many areas just lacked the
depth that it really needed so just over the years without really
getting down and rewriting it, I have added materials here and there
which can be useful. There are sore things that I discovered after
having done one semester. For instance, I learned that the level of
prejudice was very high in the school toward Indian students.

H. Sherk On the part of non-Indians?

R. Poisson

H. Sherk

R. Poisson

H. Sherk

R. oisson

On the part of non-indians and also really, for some students, it
was the reverse on the part of the Indian students. I came to the

conclusion that this type of course, just couldn't be like an ordin-
ary course. Somehow the amount of work that we did had to lead to
a lowering of prejudice, to an understanding between the two groups
that usually worked in the class. So I restructured the class a great
deal to work with two groups. One group went to the contract type
of idea to obtain the material because when the students came in,
both Indian and non-indian, they really lacked the background as to

facts, the facts that you need to understand this particular situ-
ation. So as we do now, we meet on Monday as a group. That is in a
sensg a lecture day. I present the plan for the weok and then we meet
on a Tuesday, and a Thursday and a Wednesday and a Friday in smaller
groups, which gives us an opportunity to give thought to problems.
One thing that I found is that the drop-out rate across the school of
students of Indian ancestry drastically went down. Because al- least

they had an opportunity to be heard within a small group where they

could work and also it was sompwhere where they could "find themselves"
instead of just being lost in ,every large school.

The two groups that you formed in the class, did you have them form
their own groups?

No, I formed them myself. But I attempted to get sore students of
Indian ancestry and students of non-indiar ancestry in both groups.

I would like to have you clarify something. You talked about the
students not having the facl-s and you talked about problems. I am

Just wondering what kinds of things you are dealing'with. Is this

a problem-oriented course; is it a history course?

Essentially, what I attempt to do is to take straight Indian history.
We are attempting to look at the history, particularly of this prov-
ince and across Canada from, insofar as possible, the perspective of
the Indian people. This is why we use people from the Culture Center

here; we use people from the university and we use SOITO people from
the Anthropology Department who have had maybe even more contact with
Indian people.
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Problems croppup, such as other students don't talk to them in the
school. Well they are not interested in straight historicai content,

even from the Indian people's perspective if they have that particular

problem here. And so by using some of the historical developments,
essentially I try to get them to be aware of the problems that they
have now. Possibly some of the Indian people and non-Indian people
are saying "give us solutions to these particular problems", problems
that they seethemselves, like discrimination, for example.

H. Sherk It is largely a problems-oriented course within a kind of historical
framework.

R. Poisson That's the approach that I take. I imagine it may have been a little
different before. I have a new curriculum which Val has put together
here. It's a curriculum based primarily upon content and hopefully
he will then come up with perhaps other methods, being a person of

Indian ancestry himself - methods whereby some of this content can be
applied in the high school situation.

H. Sherk So you are aclually bringing in some native people for the arts and
crafts pert?

R. Poisson

H. Sherk

R. Poisson

H. Sherk

R. Poisson

We did previously. Usually I will ask the group if this is their
bent. It just so happens this year there was a majority of boys and
this Is not really their complete interest, in that general area. I

said all right. In replacement of that what we will do is make some
arrangements with the Culture Center and attempt to get some of their

people in and perhaps it won't be something that you will be dealing
with in arts and crafts. Perhaps they can help develop other
innovative programs which take one or two weeks.

Have you brought these people in yet?

No. I am still working on that.

What would you expect that they would bring to your cicss that you
haven't had before?

I haven't talked with Ed for a little while, so therefore I don't
know what they have at the present time. One of the other things
that we do - we go on field trips. Fish Creek and Fort Carlton make
one real good trip for the students. There is a museum and also the
rifle pits and the trenches; they can picture themselves in there.
The artifacts that are left from the cultures of people, give them a
little picture anyway. And of course the artifacts from the Rlel days.
Fort Carlton has been rebuilt (it was burnt down in 1885) and they
put some things in there from the time. Another trip we take them on
is from Saskatoon to Fort (continued on next pagE;...)
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Battleford and they've done a tremendoui amount in the last
three years with a room, a log sheck, plows, and pictures

of towns. One thing they have there which is very interest-
ing is a mural in the background of a map of the west wiih key
figures drawn in the background and with pictures of life of

the settlers and life of the Indians in 1885. Another trip

we have taken is to the Poundmaker Reserve, Poundmaker's

grave site, and then back to the city. Now another area

which some of the staff have visited just to take 'slides for
the students, (it would be too far to take a class) is Fort

Pitt and Frog Lake.

You are getting close to Alberta. How many of these field

trips would you take in a year?

Economically, we can only affor'd one. This ytar, however,

I want to do a short topic on Indian history and culture
in one of my themes in level 30 Social Studies, and I want
to try to work with the studeRts and have them finance

a trip.

Karl, you are talking about possible student exchanges with-
in the province, would you mind repeating'this for us?

One possibility that does eXist for us is to make an exchange
with students in the Regina. area (there is an art museum

that we have there) and the students from our area. We

can accept a.group of Regina students on an exchange basis

and I would assume that this has possibilities for you in

Alberta as well.

Now you are talking about an incentive grant. How do you

get it and what are you going to do with it?

The provincial government has authorized the Northern Board

for the northern areas of Saskatchewan to allocate monies
in terms of innovative grants with something which relates
to Indian ancestry or curriculum development. For example,

they have given money to people to develop curriculum, teachers
themselves, and I am sure that from the Northern Board
you could obtain copies of the particular curriculum that

suits specific areas such as buffalo and arrows. They could be
adapted. You could enquire through the Department of Education.

U
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Northern areas refer to those parts of the province that<do not

have any municinal government. They are blocked in a northern area

and they finance the education. What is happening now is

that people are'demanding local control of education - they
want their own board and the provincial government still
providing the same amount of money, only they would control

it themselves.

What are yom going to do with innoVative grant?

The inn6ative grant that we receive is to study the con- (
temporary sites associated with the 1885 uprising in Saskatch.ln.
We have taken slides; it will be an audio visual product
when it is finished; slides and using the students in Indian r
history in Grade XII to do the writing of the material,
the research of the material (our own students). This is the
whole idea, to incorporate Indian and non-Indian students
into the writing of this material. Therefore, we should
end up with a package that can be distributed throughout
the province.

H. Sherk Who owns the product and how will it be distributed?

K. Baumgardner

H. Sherk

K. Baumgardner

H. Sherk

K. Baumgardner

The product is owned hy the provincial government, We don't

get a penny out of th.k. We just get expenses met. Just
within a specific rant.r.... They give us 41,000 to do this
and it is over three years. If you need more then you have
a second and a third. Then you are finished.

How is th.s $1,000 arrived at?

We put in a budget.

You were talking about biases from the standpoint of the teacher

a while ago. You are quite willing to admit you are biased
before you start. Where is this bias?

I admit to the students that the bias that I will take in the
course is on the Indian people'sside. There will be enough
of the other bias in the classroom because of this lack of
background and usually the number wf Indian students is

smaller. So I will take the side of the Indian people.
However, by the time they are done they will know both sides

3 "
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because the judgement is going to have to lie with the students.

Can a white person really present that kind of a bias accurately/
Can you really interpret how Indian people feel?

K. Daumgardner This is a very good question. Put it this way, in as much as
possible, on the issues that ve take wlith perhaps a little more
knowledge that I have of Indian people's position on the issue,
I will support that part of the issue.

H. Sherk Then how do we take the average teacher if there is such a thing,
and enable him or her to present this kind of a program in a way
that is going to be acceptable to Indian people?

K. Baumgardner I don't think you can throw the door open to anyone. I think
definitely there has to be a lot of in-service education;
possibly try to emcourage people into it that have already had
experience in teachino in schools or reserves or northern areas.
For example, Rene has had a number of years teachin9 in I'le a
la Crosse and other areas. He has been living with the people
for auite a while. He has a rudimentary recognitton of their
language and I think this is important. Some people would
probably have a great deal of difficulty handling this course.
I think that you have to have a feeling for the culture and when
you talk about culture to people, it's what you can't say in
words.; you've sot to learn from amongst them and this is very
important.

H. Sherk You are going to talk about your curriculum outline now..

K. relumgardner I just wanted to point out that it is still in a rudimentary form
as it appears on paper, still i6 the rudimentary form as it came
out about two years ago. Since then I added much material and.
many new ideas, many new techniques which I just keep partially
in my head and partially in my own little bookle-6 But Val

Light Traveller's content curriculum which he has come out with
is far superior to the one I have. He'll be in he Culture
Center; he'll be working out of the Cultural Center. Rndney

Soonias should have'a copy of that because I did receive one from
the Culture Center.

R. Poisson The major part of the curriculum work was done by the Indian
people.
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We are now talking about the way -this program got underway
and the fact that there was in input from native people

themselves.

K . a um nardner Yes; the first part of the course is done by native people

and their job was to deyelop the curriculum as well. The
second year Nerv Kowalchuk was involved in it and Mery comes
by this the sem way as Rene does through experience in

Northern school work.

H. Callihoe

R. Poi sson

I was wonderiQg if the program here has helped the native student

in self-image, self-concept?

D.ie person I know hag been helped because I did get the feedback. This
was a girl who was here before and one point that she rade was

"I cape in here, I was ashamed to be an Indian Person but when I

left I.found out that there was nothing to be ashamed of and I

was really proud."
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University of Brandon IMPACTE

(Indian and Metis Project fer Careers throup Teacher Education)

Dr. P. G. Halamandaris, Director of IMPACTE spent all morning with

us on May 16th, 1973. He introduced us to several members of the

IMPACTE staff. These included Miss Cathleen ("Casey") Coughlin, a

young lady from North Dakota who has been here on an internship and

who,expects to be a part of the program next year; Mrs. Pat Porter

who is in charge ot administration of financial aspects; Dean'Temper

of the Faculty of Education who also serves as an instructor in the

IMPACTE program; Professor Moon, and Professor Gibson, Professor

Moon teaches an elementary curriculum course and Professor Gibson

offem instruction in mathematics methods, including some mathematics

instruction as needed.

After some initial discussions with Dr. Halamandaris, we moved to

a separate room where he very willingly responded to a number of

questions in 41a recording session. The results of that interview,

as transcribed, follow:

IMPACTE: Dr. P. Halamandaris

University of Brandon - May 16, 1973

he Shark Dr. Halamandaris, whe is in charge of ths IMPACTE program here is

with Herb Callihoe and myself today. Dr. Halamandaris will you

please explain to us what IMPACTE is and how it got underway.

Halamandaris 'IMPACTE is an acronym that we us, for Indian and Metis Project and

Careers in Teacher Education and its overall objective is to certify

Indian and Metis people to teach in Manitoba: Presently the minimum

certification requirement in Manitoba is 2 years of university

training. These 2 years of university training, the IMPACTE students

are expected to fulfil in about 2 1/2 to 3 years, including summers.

Students may finish in two years, less than two, three years. It

depends on the input of the student.

H. Sherk They must be Indian students, native students?

Halamandaris The students must be native students and this question was raised

again. Particularly, the ,people who are "treaties" are funded by

the Indian Affairs and Metis are funded by the provincial gdvernment.

The question came, what happened if a white woman, let's say, is

mother to a treaty and she applies for the program. This was then

the question by the students and the students were very strong that

thin project should be kept forthe time being only native. They

decided the privilege should be only available to those who are

born native in order to eliminate any legalities that may apply to

people of white ancestry.
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And will you tell us please; how the cooperation between the feder-
al and provincial government was arranged: how did you manage to

get this going?

Halamandaris The preject started with a'proposal which I submitted to the De-

partment of Indian Affairs and Northern Development in Winnipeg,

suggesting to them the study apprcach to the program - that the

students will spend part of their time in the classroom and part

of the time studying. The Indian Affairs at that time - the money

that they had available and that they could allocate to us was
only $50,000 and it was only for on-campus, although we wanted

money for off-campus. So I approached different other agenc5es
and the provincial government agreed to pay for the non-treaty

people and the federal government to pay for the treaty People

who participate in the project.

h. Cherk And I think you explained that this is worked out on a per-pupil

basis for funding.

Halamandaris Yes. For instance, it cost overall approximately $6000 per

student.

H. Sherk We would be interested in knowing about the similarities and dif-
ferences in the courses that are offered for the native students
as compared with those for the majority of students.

Halamandaris Do you mean in the schools or at the university level?

H. pherk Certainly at the university but you may have some comments regard-

ing how the schools might be concerned.

Halamandaris A number of courses that we have in the project and the instruc-

tors who teach these courses are from Sociology to Psychology to

Canadian History, Political Science. They have selected content

to meet,the needs of the student and by that we mean that if we

talk about scciological problems, we like very much the instruc-

tor to draw examples from the arca. If we talk about anthropology,
instead of anthropological examples drawn from aborigines of Aus-

tralia or in Africa, we would like vary,much for most of the
examples.to be drawn irom ? ,rth American Indians. Kinship systems

and so forth. So the c:ere, is the same; the content, the empha-

sis is somehew different. Similarly for Canadian history, we like

very much that some emphasis is placed on the native historical de-

velopment such as the treaties in Manitoba where the Riel rebellion

eccurred and so forth. But I have to say in many instances the

regular course is repeated. What I want to say over here, the stu-
dent cares fer a good course in history and with an emphasis in

native history. But if it is only for the sake of native history,
then I would say that Chat is n)t a good course plan. I am not sure

if I have answered your question. In some high schools now I

know for instance that we have a center in the Pas. They have

developed a department of native studies from high school and SO
an,instructor over there who is a native person, he teaches native

history over there and they have native languages. So our students,

in fact this instructor, is also a session lecturer for IMPACTE

and he teaches two-courses for IMPACTE.
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H. Sherk Is this a sociology approach rather than a history one?

Halamandaris The course on contemporary people is a course within the native
studies in the anthropology department. Now the other course
is Canaaian native history.

H. Sherk Now we are getting into your program here in the IMPACTE project.

Halamandaris Yes, but it relates to what is the trend in some high schools
in Manitcba now, the development of native studies emphasis whether
it is language, culture, art within the school.

H. Sherk Is this for all students?

Halamandaris This is for all students, for instance in the Pas. This is for
all students. For instance, I have been told that many white
students are interested in this area of Canadian and native stu-
dies.

H. Sherk You mentifted languages. Will you tall us what the situation is
in regard to native languages at both the university and in the
schools.

Halamandaris In languages we have here Dr. Boyce who has his degree from Yale
in language in linguistics, and since the program started we have

developed two full courses in Cree. One course is for non-speakers
of Cree and the other one is structured Cree which implies if you
know the Cree how do you go about and teach it. Grammar and so
forth. Similarly we have courses for Saulteaux. This coming fall,
73-74, we start a new course in Sioux language. Also we have a

course in teaching English as a Second Language and a course that
ye introduce this coming fall, two courses in introduction to lin-
guistics as part of the total development of language.

H. Sherk In teaching English as a Second Language, would that be for teach-
ing students with any linguistic background or is that speci-
fically geared to the native linguistic patterns?

Halamandaris Teaching English as a Second Language is specifically geared for
Algonquin or if we can say native teachers of Indian languages
that would be able to teach English and what are some of the prob-
lems that we will encounter in teaching English language to Indian
children.

H. Sherk Now have you had an opportunity to read that little 4-page brochure
that we prepared with some questions on it? You will notice that
we had two categories there with regard to native language. One

was using the language as a language of instruction and you stated

earlier in our discussion that in certain parts of Manitoba this
is being done. I would like ta hear more about that now and also
to what extent, if at all, are Cree or other native languages being
taught (the structure of them being taught) to students. We see
two possible focuses, one is using the language of instruction and
the other really teaching the language.

4 0
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lialamandaris The implication for our students is that in many areas our stu-
dents would go out and teach Grade I, II, maybe III in their native

tongue. They would give instruction in Grade I with the social

s:udie3 or language arte, They would teach the Cree with English

as a second language. There are approximately five schools in the

Verth that they sarted teaching Cree in Grade I, II, and III with
English ae a 3econd language and as the year progresses, the shift

is tcwards English so by Grade IV the student has knowledge of
Cree and he has also %nowledge of English at the same time. The

recemmendetions how ve deielop - we wori: very closely together
with the Department of Education and the Manitoba Indian Brother-
hoot and the trends that they ehow in theie language curriculum

approaches. We follow the eame trends to prepare thc students for
these trends that ail followed by these organizations. For instance,

we know vary well that the Curriculum Branch and the MIB are hav-
ing the schools to teach Cree, particularly Cree, in Grade I.

H. Sherk

Halamandaris

H. Sherk

Halamanderis

H. aerk

Halamandaris

H. Sherk

:ene the,A.1 two separate approaches or are the MID and the Curriculum

Bronch cooperating on developing curricula?

lien, they aee cooperating in many instances. They agree in some

instarcae. Sometimes there 5s a different direction that they take.

There aee two separate -

It might te said for comparison that the Manitoba Indian Beether-
hood is the eounterpert of the Indian Aesociation of Alberta.

They are developing their own curriculum outlines?

For inctance, through the Ccpartment of Education, we like to de-
velop the curriculum 30 it would be implemented across the province
wherever there are Iodian Yids in Grade I. We were approached
by one Indian recerve liee say Fort Alexander where they have 25
teachers and they told ue as I went theee for the chief to discuss
the possibility for having IMPACTE established al a center, "We

give you the money, we give you the people and we, in two years,
wonld Jike our teachers who are Teldians to teach our children in

Saulteaux".

Dees this mean they are only anxious to have them for teaching the

laryege?

Halamandaris They like te have ale° netive teachees fer native kids. Because the

trend over here is also the Indian,centrol of education.

H. Sherk Could I move from that to another related question2 How do the

expectations of the treaty Indians compare with those of non-
treaty - in other words the hetis people?

Halamanda expectatiors in terms of eourse requirements or -

H. Shc4 y Yes. What kinds of things would they like their children taught?
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Halamandaris I think starting this year, we are formulating a committee that

we call Community Feedback Committee. The purpose of that Commun-

ity Feedback Committee is, we get other people from various areas,

Metis and Treaty Indians. Parents or older people, they are in-

volved in educaou The idea of this committee is to take some of

the local needs that the community will have in terms of school.

What do they need that we didn't know, and we bring it back to
the university and through the IMPACTE curriculum committee, we
try to formulate a course that we can send to the Senate to be

approved and be put in the calendar. So, in this way we can have

the input of the'lcommunity need. We try to formulate it in a

course that would be officially accepted by the university and thee

we try to teach this course with the proper person involved. For

instance, there is another approach we tried over herc. We had

the course which was Contemporary Native People. We asked the

Manitoba Indian Brotherhood and they organized this course the

way they wanted it. For instance, we had a chief who came and he
discussed the self-government reserves, what it means To be a

chief and so forth. We had Joe Keeper who discussed the aspects

of the Indian identity. We had George Monroe who discussed the

Indian or native organizations, Metis and Indian peoples. Another

person spoke about Indian religion and Indian culture. Ve had a

number of people and this was open to all students - 1MFACTE and non-

IMPACTE. We had an enrolment of approximately 52 students in

this course.

H. Sherk Do you have any courses that will acquaint the students with na-
tive arts and crafts and this kind of thing? What is your ap-

proach to that aspect?

Halamandaris There are so many things to be done and in this 2 1/2 year3, we

try to set priorities -

H. Sherk That is the number, the amount of time that a student would nor-

mally spend in the program.

Halamandaris Two and one-half to three years. So we try to give him the prior-

ities and then from there on - when I say priorities, in terms of

what he requires in order to be certified. So, what he requires -

he should have a course in Ed. Psych.; he should have a course in

Methods Arithmetic; two half-courses in Language Arts, a ,!ourse 411

Science Methods and a course, two courses, in elementary curricu_em.

So the rest of the courses, we try, for instance, ark methodp,

to teach 3rt in the schools is an optional course. But we have

invited as a lecturer in that course, an accomplished artist,
native, from Island Lake and he taught the teaching of art from
his own point of view, using existing materials where this school
is going to be and not expecting to get the sophisticated mater-
ials that maybe in one school cannot be found, apd from that ap-

proach we have, let's say, a native input in the tc,:.ching of art

methods.

H. Sherk I think we could turn to another question and that is the one on

certification. Will there be any restrictions placed upon the
graduates from the IMPACTE program with regard to the kinds of
teaching that they may undertake?

ilij
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Halamandaris The certificate is a regular certificate that a Grade II teacher
will receive in Manitoba.

H. Sherk Grade II, now what does that mean?

Halamandaris Level II. That is two years university training. That is every
student who completes a two-year university training, this is the

certificate that he is going to get. The student will be eligible

to teach in any school in -anitoba, elementary and junior high.
This certificate, there is no restriction, there is no such thing

that he should teach north or south. The restrictions are very

open and apply to any student. It depends a great deal where he

is going to get a job in terms of his experience, in terms of his
ability to teach in a competitive field of teaching.

H. Sherk Another question that I think is not too far away from this one

in relationship; it has to deal with teachers already certificated
who have been working with native people or who may work with them.

You have indicated to us that cooperating teachers that are super-
vising the native students in the IMPACTE program sometimes re-
quire a period of in-service. I think this has implications for us.
Hcw do you go about preparing non-naiive people for'dealing with
native students in the first place, and even if they don't have
native students, for presenting an understanding viewpoint in
dealing with the whole question of native peoples today?

Halamandaris I think we don't claim right here that we have the remedy for that
or what we are doing as a panacea but this is a long process in
trying to change the attitudes of some people that they have some
stereo-type ideas about Indians. This cannot happen in one year;

it is a long process and is a long preparation for that. What we

try to develop is a kind of awareness to the teachers. The prob-

lem is, that if we have a student who for some reason didn't show
up in class or he let down the teacher in preparation and so forth,

then right away there.is this; "Well we know who are the students,"
and we try to caution the teachers that such generalization& do not
lend themselves to a betterment of change in attitude. So we de-

veloped a kind of new approach last year. Last year we developed

a program that had 3 components and one component was a kind of
intercultural education or Indian awareness. You had native pet).-

ple coming in to speak about some of the problems. We had somb

of our students who came in to speak about their lives and some
of the problems they encounter - for instance, it is a very sim-
plistic thing, like finding a babysitter. What does this mean to

the student teacher? She couldn't go to school one day; she

couldn't find a babysitter. This is really a realistic problem
and this is one thing. The other thing is with the human relation-
ship aspect. It doesn't matter if you have a native student or

not but how do you dea2 with him in the same classroom with another
person in a team teaching approach. The third component that we

had was some of the kids need supervision. How do you supervise,

and I think the case of supervision is too problemat,ic not only
because of implications but in general, how do you supervise in
general student teacher0 What do you observe? What is considered

to be a competent teacher? These are problems that are with us.
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It seems to me that what you are saying (you haven't actually

said this), - it seems to me there is an implication here that

the selection of the people who are going to be teachers and the
kinds of awareness or if I may use the word, sensitivity, to
other people is rather crucial regardless of whether teachers
have been prepared for dealing with native or white children.

Halamandaris Yes, I think one important thing is how much empathy these tea-

chers have for working with native students. We neer'. a person

who is willing to help and be tolerant and be flexible and be pa-

tient because this is an important thing. I mean you cannot go

by only one thing; say, "Well he didn't show up today". Very

often it happens that the teacher discusses a few examples with
the student but the teacher doetn't get through to the student.

H. Sherk Do you think that it is a worthwhile approach or procedure for De-
partments of Education to take to follow some kind of in-service

activity? Do you think that a teacher can be made more sensiti'e
to the values and concerns of native people through that kind of

activity or do you have any suggestions at all as to ways and
means of doing this, admitting that it is a long tedious process?

Halamandaris Well, I think there are many teachers who need help; they have
expressed this and they don't know where to get it. This is the

one thing that many teachers say, "We need help we have ques-

tions and we don't know whom to ask".

H. Sherk So there is a need here that should be spoken to. Dr. Halamandaris,
I would like to ask one more question now, about the program. It

has to do with the off-campus courses. Will you explain to us,

please, why the courses are being offered off-campus: I think

that there may be some implications for Departments of Education
here, too.

Halamandaris We have in the project three centers off-campus and the idea of
these three centers off-campus is to give an opportunity to pro-
spective teachers '.7ho have the ability to become certified teachers
that never had the opportunity to go to university due to family
commitments, for instance. You have a wife with eight children,
her husband has a small job somewhere in the area and she has
worked fur 10 years as a teacher-aide and for her in order to be
certified, she has to quit her community, her family, and go to

university, either Manitoba or Brandon to receive the proper train-
ing. Then come back after three years and then interrupt family
ties, community ties and very often what has happened is that
somebody goes out of the community and then comes back, the com-
munity does not accept them automatically; they ei,e outsiders.
Well you have now the training and you come to tell us what to
do but a continuous process of being in the community and of re-
ceiving your instruction there without being interrupted4 you are
part of the community. I have to say in some communities, this

works very well; in some communities, it does not. I want to give
you an example. Over here they are training police officers in
the community. The same idea was behind this, to train police
officers in the same community and live in the same community and
this did not work because of the very close ties that they had with
the people; the policeman could not carry on his own task, as a
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policeman, objectively; so there was some kind of a decision made

that this should be different. The same thing applies also here

in teaching. Is the teacher who teaches here comfortable here in
this community where everybody knows her? This is the question.

Dr. Halamandaris, you have mentioned a couple of your off-campus

courses; I am wondering if all of the training is taken in all

of these off-campus programs. Is all of the training taken in

the field? In other words, in the full 2 1/2 to 3 years.

Halamandaris Yes and No. The instructors are going to the various centers

and they teach the courses. The students are expected to be on.
campus in the first term for three weeks where they receive intense
instruction here on campus and then for another three weeks in the
second term for additional instruction. There is a problem in that
resources in the off-campus area are not adequate at the prerent
time, the library and so forth. So they have to come on campus

to receive this instruction.

H. Callihoe

Halamandaris

H. Callihoe

Halamandaris

H. Callihoe

Halamandaris

H. Sherk

Very good. I was wondering about the average age of your students

and also the marital status.

They range about the age 19 to 42 with a mean of 24 years of age.
The average is 24 years of age. Most of our students are married.

We have a number who are not. But most of them are married.

So this would be one reason for off-campus courses as well.

Yes, off-campus does not mean that off-campus we have only married

people. We have even single ones in the off-campus area.

I was also wondering about your tutors. Are they graduate students,

certificated teachers or university staff, this type of thing.

The tutors usually are third-year university students. Very often

we have 35 teachers with 3 or 4 or 5 years of university training

who tutor our students. In many cases IA have some specialists
like speech%specialists or others who tutor our students. In some

other areas, university instructors go out in the variols centers.
They have a built-in tutoring session for them so it depends a
great deal on the need, subject area and what we can offer.

Perhaps, if I may interrupt here, this might be a good time to ask
a question about the way that up-grading is incorporated into some
of your egular courses for these people.

Halamandaris As I mentioned before, the university operates - the IMPACTE project
operates an alternate admission policy so we have students who
range from Grade VII to Grade XII with the majority of students
ranging from Grade X to XI and the students do not have to go through
a Grade XII equivalent in order to be admitted. They are admitted
automatically in the program and the plojects provide the additional
support services for those students. It might take longer than the
regular students; the regular student with a Grade XI might take
about two years to get through with summers. A student with lesser
background would take probably 2 1/2 to 3 years to complete the cer-

tification requirements.
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H. Callihoe I have one more question on native languages. What are the me-

thods used in teaching the native language to your teacher trainees

and perhaps more specifically the use, for example, syllabics,
the Cree syllabics or the Latin alphabet when these courses are

taught?

Halamandaris In the Cree, the Cree syllabics are being used in the Cree language.
In the Saulteaux, the Latinized alphabet is used and in the approach
that we have, very open, we use native students who speak the lan- .

guageto teach the others who do not speak the language.

H. Callihoe One ether question with regard to syllabics. Do you have any
knowledge of courses that are now being taught in public schools?

In other words, is syllabics starting at the Grade I level or do

they start at say a higher level, around Grade IV, Grade V?

Halamandaris Well, the Cree and Saulteaux, I cannot answer this question, but I
know that the Cree is taught in Grade I. I cannot say exactly

what approach is being taught. For instance, Saulteaux is going

to be like in our alphabet but in Cree, I think they try to have the

syllabics to use.

H. Callihoc The reason for my question is that we think perhaps that it may be
difficult for a child coming into schools speaking Cree then learn-
ing to write Cree in the Cree syllabics and having to change over
to a Latin alphabet at a later date. We were wondering if it might

be betier to use a Latin alphabet at the Grade I level and perhaps
change to syllabics say around Grade IV.

Halamandaris I think this question really would not depend on the child. It

would depend a great deal on the community - what do they use as
the Cree writing system - because if they use the syllabics and
they use the Latinized alphabet then it becomes a very sensitive
matter over here and the issue could be are you changing our lan-
guage? It has to be looked at within the community and the commun-
ity has to be consulted.

H. Sherk What kinds of materials are available in this area of native culture
and native history and so on upon which you can draw and which also
might be available to people teaching in the schools?

Halamandaris Our library here at thc university has a good stock of material,
of books, speeches, tapes, in native languages, even published ma-

terials. Whenever possible we get it at the university, and these
materials are available not only to our students but also for tea-
chers who are teaching in the public schools to use. We try to
develop films and for instance, we encouragu our students to develop
slides or other materials in social studies that could have input
for their own areas. We cannot say that we have succeeded in that.
We are in the second year of operation right now and as we go on
we hope the interest of the students will be more towards this area.

H. Sherk Really they are involved here in a kind of curriculum development
process in this area. Perhaps we could ask you now what kinds of
things we ought to be aware of in which a good deal of success in
working with native people and developing curriculum components or
in helping to educate native people have been achieved and also what
kinds of things should we be aware of which might cause problems?

4 Z-Js
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Halamandaris I think a very important thing in any type of teacher training or
developing materials is the participation of the native community
and participation of the nativL community not only at a consultative
basis, but actual participation and carry-through in the project.
I think the native community suggestions should be in such a way

that can really be implemented. For instance, as I mentioned

before, we have the elders and we want to get the needs of the elders
in a course at the university level so we can teach it in the commu-

nity and we can use people of the community to teach that course.
I think if we can get the university to go about and make these

changes, this 'is possible. One of the main difficulties, I believe
is that it depends at what level is either the university structure
or the academic area that you have to deal with, or with the depart-
ment that you have to deal with (a bureaucratic approach). Things

have to be open, tried, fail, and then tried again and improved
and tried again and fail. You cannot expect that something is
going to be tried once and that is goingoto be the end of it. There

has to be the flexibility of openness and realizing that we are
going to try and maybe we can fail but we can.try again and this
should be maybe one direction that you should have in mind.

H. Cherk Well that is very useful and helpful and I have one last question.
It seems to me that there may be an implication in what you have
just said that we should be going out to the local native commun-
ities rather than bringing people in from there to work with us.
What is your experience in.that?

Halamandaris I think going out and also th- feeling that should be there, there
should be that I am not just consulted - give my idea and then what
happens? Because the next time you go out there, there should be
something that is alright - what do you want to do? We can help you

to do it yourself and maybe we can assist ycu in doing something.

H. Sherk To what extent are people prepared to come in and work here, though?
After you have made the initial contact wherever the people are,

are they prepared to come into the university, into the city and
work at the problem then?

Halamandaris That depends on4the commitments of the people. For instance, to

get a chief to work in a project like that would be kind of diffi-
cult with all the tasks he may have in his (Ain reserve and his prior-
ities. But educational consultants, for instance, we have a humber
of education officers from the bank being with us and participating
in our activities.

H. Sherk Well thank you vory kindly Dr. Halamandaris. This has been a most

interesting and informative morning.

5(1
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ROCKY BOY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ON THE ROCKY BOY INDIAN RESERVATION

NF.AR BOX ELDER, MONTANA Tilugsmy MAY 17, 1973.

Having left Brandon at approximately 2 o'clock on.Wednesday, May
16th, and by ariving into the evening and getting an early start

on Thursday, we manax7od to arrive at Havre, Montana, shortly after

noon on Thursday. We contacted Mr. Gerald Gray, the Superintendent
of Schools, on the Rocky Boy Reservation, and he invited us to core

out to thcs school immediately. This we did, and we were priv-
ilepd to hold discussions with Mr. Gray.and some members of the
Rocky Boy Elementary School staff - in particular, those associated
with thc bilingual and bicultural project, untiljlearly 6:00 p.m.

We ware given a most gracious welcome at Rocky Boy. We were taken
through the school and we were also shown ancillary aspects relating

to instruction at Rocky Boy. A "bilingual and bicultural" program
is under development here as a result of special funding that has
been procurred through Title I and other grants from the U. S.

Office of Education. This bilingual and bicultural aspect of the
rocl-y Boy instructional program is being integrated into the Montana
State curriculum to provide a special native culture and heritage

component.

We consider ourselves to have been very fortunate in the kind
reception that we received at Rocky Boy, for several reasons.

First cf all, the school is undergoing expansion. Several large

trailers lre currently being used as offices and to house ancil-
liary aspects such as production center which is an audio-visual
media production area and print shop used in the preparation of

instructional materials. I had been advised by Mr. Gray before
leaving Edmonton that visits from outside points were being dis-
couraged at this time because of the crowded conditions at the
school and the congesticn which was resulting from the construction
of a pew wing to be added to the Rocky Bny School. However,

possibly because of a previous contact that Herb Callihce had
made with Mr. Gray while 'at a conference in Billings, and, due
to the facts that staff members at the Rocky Boy School are keenly

aware of developments relating to native education in Canada and

arc familiar with a number of developments here, together with the

fact that we were planning a tour to a number of places and this
made it difficult to schedule a stop at Rocky Boy which would be
most convenient to the people there, Mr. Gray very graciously
agreed to having us come at this time.

We ware literally 'handed the hey" to Rocky Boy Elementary School

and its personnel. We were .Free to visit any of the classrooms,

and, in fact were given guides to l'acilitate this. But, even

more important, staff members who hod been involved in both the

planning and the carrying cut cf the bilingual and bicultural
program as well as the Career Opportunities Program (an on-

reservation program of teacher preparation directed by the Northern
Montana State College at Havre, Montana) were availablu for

consultation.

a.
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We were able to tape record interviews with quite a few of the people
involved in developing curriculum materials and in' offering the
program of instruction at Rocky Boy. Transcriptions of these inter-
views appear below.

Interviews with Personnel of the OCurriculum Materials) Production

Center

ROCKY BOY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

MONTANA - May 17, 1973

We have Mario Patacsil with us to tell us how things are done in
the production center. We also have Larry Denny here who works
in this center as well. These fellows have taken special courses
in print shop operation and they make booklets and filmstrips and
all kinds of things.

Larry, I wonder if you wouldn't mind telling us brie ly how you
prepare your materials for classroom use.

Our materials start with storytellers. They come in and tell
stories, different types of stories in English. Then'we have
Cree interpreters who take this English, write down the stories
in Cree and all the work they do they bring out here and we try
to put it on paper. We read the stories ourselves, draw the
illustration, put them on paper. We have a cultural artist here,
who does all that work. That's how the booklets are made.

I wonder if you wouldn't_mind telling us Mario whht types of
machines you have here and briefly how they are used in preparing
these-materials.

We have quite a bit of equipment here. The artist does the
illustrations and paste-ups and we bring them over here to the
copier; we make a copy and plates and we make the plates and
we move it over to the press. That's ytere all the production
is done and we have a dark room for developing filmstrips and
fcr taking different types of pictures; we also develop them
her. We have got kids that come out; we have an enrichment
program here; they come out here and work with us. They learn
how to develop different kinds of film, learn how to do a little
art work and paste-ups, help us out here making the booklets.

We have an off-set camera that we use for enlarging or reducing
any size we want; any type of letter or pictures we can reproduce
in black and white.

H. Sherk Is it mostly materials for students to study that you are pre-
paring here':
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L. Denny Yes.
\\

H. Sherk I notice some of the things here are for pow-wow and things'of

that kind.

L. Denny

H. Callihoe

L. Denny

H. Sherk

L. Baker

'4e

It all ties in with the Cultural School and the kids.

I notice your materials are done in different colors too. Would

you mind telling us how you go aboutidoing this?

Well color, all it is, is merely.putting a different color ink
on a press and running it on paper. There is no trick to it; it's

just a matter of you deciding which coloring you would like the,
story cr booklet to be in. If you wanted it black, I'll make its'

in black. If you want a copy or the front page done in blue on
gold paper, I do that by merely changing ink on a press with a
different color of ink on the press.

We are now talking to Lynn Baker, a linguist in the bilingual

program hero .-?.t Rocky Boy in Montana. Lynn will you please tell

us about this bilingual program - what kinds of things you are

doing and the number of people involved and so on?

We havu alTroximately 12 people involved in the bilingual program

- nine of whom are paid by the funds of Scuthern Bilingual Project.
We have a Director -- oh, I should say all the people involved in
the project excert myself, are Indian and we have nine people paid

by the project. We have a director, a linguist, myself, two Cree
specialists who do the actual teaching in the classroom apart f.om
develcping their own matorials, a bilingual secretary and a trans-
lator who is kind cf A jack of all trades, and three people who
work in our motcrials production center, a cultural artist, Billy

Day Child, wh-; has had five years graphic arts experience in

Dallas. Larry Denny is the printer and he'has worked about six
years in Venture, California, as a printer and Mario PatacSil who

is our audiovisual technician.

H. Sherk Why do you need so many people hcrc in the production industry?

L. Baker

H. Sherk

L. Baker

Wu hdve to create all our own materials- When we started the program,
really I'll say in 1971, we had no materials to work with. There

have been a lot cf things written cn thc Crees but there was nothing

written for use in schools. And so we had. to bogin right from
scratch to develop everything we needed including worksheets and

any kinds of instructional bocks, tapes, and filmstrips. We had

just ncthing to work with.

Do you tliink that what you have produced could be used elsewhere?
Is there any plar for producinp this and making it available else-

where?

This is one of the problems that we have come up against recently.
When we orieinally started the bilingual program, we made an

agreement with the old people that the information we received

from them would not be sold'at any time and we are very strict

5
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about followine this rule. We've had probably five dozen requests

in tke lest two years from people wanting tc buy our material and

the Institute of American Indian Literature (I don't know exactly

Wiat it is called) in New iork City,They wanted to buy 10000 of

everything we-put out and they'd pay us any price we asked for them.

This brings us tn something we are very concerned about, the gen-

sitivities of the people involved. We are very anxious to get the

cooperation and more than-that,get deep involvement of tha Indian

people in our area and yct we are very concerned about these

sensitive areas. Perhaps you could tell us why they don't want

to have chose reproduced? Do you know why?

I just hear?. several things. I think one of the problems is that

for so lcng onthropologists have &me in and relied upon Indian

people as informants and they have obtained either their Ph. D. 's

or a 'eeok through the use of Indian people and not given anything

to the Indian. 1 just think thera eefear and I know we had

this problem when we started outea fear that we were going to

take the materials and use them for some hideous purpose. And

then the other problem that we've comc up against or the other

thing that people have told me is that these materials are not

necessarily sacred, not the ones we are using,but nevertheless

they don't belong to anycne but thc people here,at Rocky Boy

anl that perhaps some of the legends and stories if they were

dissemineted throughout the country, --- people would laugh at

th'Lm. They wouldn't understend, theM. They wouldn't unaerstand

the meening behind them and so this is the other thing. They.

just don't want people who don't understand the Indian ways to

have control of these booklets.

Now let's switch gears a little bit. That is very helpful. Will

you care to tell us something about the programs you are producing,

the actual'Crce language programs.

Wc have three basic series we are working on. The first serieev

is a leaguer* arts series. We've developed 7 beginning re'ader

workbooklets. We hAve developed a Cree alphabet book, which

explains the 36 cheracters of the Cree alphabet. I might say

we an working with kindergarden,first and second grades right

now and that's the third grade. But most of the materials we

developed can be used by any grade. As I said in the instructive

portion of our meteriols development, we've'done the Cree alphabet

book, we hey: a Cree number book. We've got 7 Cree readers with

a kind of patterned workbooks really. We've got a Rocky Boy

Handbook ofplants in which we photographed 100 plants that I've

seen on the reservation and we've had our tvbibal elders write a

brief descripticn of the Indian use for these plants. Now we

'haven't recerded any medicinal uses. They didn't went that so

wc just used, for example, red willow is taken and peeled in a

certain wey so that the part between the bark and the wood can

be mixed in with tobaceo and we describe these sorts of things,

edible and non-edible berries, for example, and edible roots,----

thines like this.

Li
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H. Sherk Is it truly zilingual end bicultural then. These two things go

together.

L. Baer You Can't separate, the languages from the culture. We have de-

velopee the family-at-home booklet which is just a simple little

coloring booe, really and it talkst,ebout one of the problems we've

come up against - that in most of our emmercial materials, when

they tal;,. about the family, they talk about the mother and the

'ether and tec thr:e kids and the dog. And in the Cree family

this is not the traditional family. The traditional family is

perhaps the mother, perhaps the father but the kids and certainly

th . grandparents or at least one grandparent and it is completely

different. We have developed the syllabic character workbook and
then a porcupine hook which is kind of a feeble attempt at a
languag2 nstsr no an experience Ttery,and we hope to redo that

and do some more things. Now that is in what we might call a
laneuage arts seviee and then apart from this, we have developed

several books of legends and these are basically 'WE-SAK-KE-Chak"
legends and other types of legends.

H. Sherk What is "WE-SAK-KE-CHAK"? What doee that mean?

L. Baker It's a name of a croup of characters. I know a lot of people

misunderstand these stories. You read the story and it seems

like a very funny little story and so forth. Rut as you read

these and if you try to understand, each story has a. meaning

in it. This is the old tradition - Me traditional way that
childr.el were taught say 200 years ago and in these stories you
will find a teaching of. right and wrong and a definite moral to
the story and sometimes two morals to the story and then perhaps

it appears to Le funny but you will find an ending and a reason
why eertein enimals are a certain color and so forth. Actually

the reasone for animels being certein colors and so forth is not

es important as the morals of the story. For example "The Closing

Eyce Denceu is about this character "WE-SAK-KE-CHAK". He gets

hungry and he tries to trick sole ducks and the ducks are very
curious and so he can trick them. He tricks them into closing

their eyes and ddncing and while they are closing their eyes and
dencine eround,he wrings their necks, so ho can now have ducks

for eupper. Well, one of the ducks peeks nnd then they all taRe

off and the ene that peeked is the last one to start to run and
WE-SAK-KE-CRAK kicke him and breaks his hip. 1 to end of the

etory is,thet this is why ducks waddle today. But in the stovy

ere many marines- tke meanings like don't be too curious, don't

poke yeur noee inte where it's not wanted; end perhaps you could
read into it don't cleee your eyes for anybody you know, keep

awake. Theo we heve got storiee and .1.gends series and I suppose
we've probably got 5 books done in finished form plus about 60
others in menuecript form,both Creo and English.

H. .,herk !;ome of these scrn to mc to be beyond Grade 11 level.
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The kinderrarten ink; Grede 1 level osn't road these. But we haye

t.apcs, cassette tapes, onc side in Cree, the other side in English
and they can tell you to turn the page or they can read along or
lnok at the pictures and listen tc what you aro saying.

But they are net all that interested in the English part. Is that

right?

No, that's nct necossarily true. Wu have a lot of kids who, would

just as soon heer it in English. But like I say the tapes are Cree

on side English the other side. They can listen tc it in whichever

langua(e they choose. 'eut we've dcne the books, you can see up

here is thc English and then here is the Cree. We've gotten the

story in Crce, then we've translated it to English and of course
our second graders are learnins- to read in Cree and they road fairly
well but they can't read complicated things like this. We hope by
the end of next year they won't have tco much difficulty reading

this. So apart from the stories we've got what we call perhaps

cultural and historical stories. We've got the story developed

on the role of the Cree graedfather, the traditional role of the

Creu grandmother, how bebie got their nemes. This is one of the

things that our kids really don't foel and understand is that
Indian puedl . a lone time aeo had different names within the same

family. i",nd so wc wrote a little story to explain this. We've

got ono very Nod thing done that's probably used by fourth grade
ur mcre than anyone else,on the cconomy of the Cree in 1750 -

1850. It is not that general but it's kind of watered down to that

level. It talks about the importance of the buffalo, the horse and

the der. Then we've got a story about how the Cree used the teepee

:ad then We'vL got such things as these, how our ancestors used the
buftalo Ind buffalo hunt and these are two of the five part series.
We've got the other three parts translated and they are ready to
le. printed now and those stories were told by Raining Birddog, one
of our tribal elders and then we've got a history of Little Bear
and e history of Eig Bear; we've rot a history of Rocky Bey. They
ere just short tnings. We've got the materials to produce a com-
Tlete histery of the Rocky Boy Crees and we just heven't got
around to it yet. W. hope to get most of it out of the way this
summer. We didn't want to rush into it% Weve got, I suppose, 100
houre cf tapes.

.
H. Sherk Where would that story start then?

Lynn 3akcr T. story would start in 1385 with tee Riel rebellion, the movement
of the Cree eouthward. I might also say that we feel 't is our res-
poeeibility to invole tne community as much as possi le in our
deeisien-mlking Ind material-making process and so we ave two boards
esteblished, one we call the 5i1ingual Advisory Boardj which is com-
posed ot just ttibel elders. They are on loan to us from the Bur-
eau of Indian Affciers and we have two right now. We used to have
fie.% but now ue hdve twe.

H. Sherk Are these people hired, are they on somebody's payroll?

'Lynn Baker Y. You could cal it that. Bet they agree to come down and work
with us. They tell our stories for the most part, they correct
everything we do. Everythin has to go through them before it can

1)u
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bu printed, and they Ore around juat to help us. Now apart from
this, those two gentlemen, Raining Bird and Joe Small arc working

on separate Cree-Englihhdictioneries, Rainine Bird's-is just about
complete. He hae been workinr on it for two and one-half years

aed whcn compl.ted, we hope this summer, it will be the first Crue-
Enrlish dictionary to uss Crte. syllabic characters. There have been
prbbebly twe or three Cree-English dictionaries done, but they have
never used the syllabic characters before. Joe Small's we hope
will be done sometime next summer and Joe's is more of a Cree-
English phrase !esok rather than a dictionary.

Could I ace a question? Are there any people of Indian ancestry,
who ere not full-blooded Indians, involved at all in the materials
development, and secondly, does the school serve the children that
would be in this category? We would call them non-status Indians.

Y. We consider all th. children living on the. Rocky Boy Reser-
vetion ae Indians. As far is the bilingual program goes, we don't
discriminate against anyone. Ths definition of an Indian in ths
:etates is by degree of blood eg. half-blood - three quarters - so
our people are lieted on the rolls for instance, as ninesixteenths
Chipewyan-Cree. As for the people wcrking on the bilingual pr)gram,
I doubt if we've got anyone that is reeistered as a full-blood or
is 100% Indien. They tend to b%: people who arc Indian in outlook
or perhaps we wsnt all Cree speekers. That is the requirement.
was just goine to explain about our other board. It is called

the Bilineual Parent Advisory Council. They meet every other Wed-
ncsdey. It iJ composed of parents and grandparents in the bilin-
guel progrle. They hevt. done a great deal to help us with problems
WC, have. For exemple, one of the things thet has been bugging us
for two yeere is what, if anything, should we teach about Indian
religion. ne Fer.nt Advisory Council, just a couple of weeks ago,
adviSed us th.Jt we should teach something about religion, a very
lieitA amount, but just enough so that children are aware that not
only is the:e an Indian relieion but there are also other religions
such as the relieions we have here on the reservation, the Catholic,
the arthsron, th,2 Mormon. WO haven't developed anything for this
yet but we'll b.. doing this this summer. We've two things that
help our projJct. One ie a college class out of Northern Montana
College thot esets in Havre, every Monday from 3 to 5 and this car-
ries two credits for the Collegu. It's teught by a non-degree Indian
person who works withih the project here and it is a course in
Cree language and culture. :low we've had this since last spring.
This is the fourth quarter. Another class that we'll be having this
ounmer ie at Northern Montane College.. Its enrollees are all the
people that work here richt now - all the Indian people and myself.
It i3 a class on dterelopeent of curriculum in both language arts
mnd cultur. .ne will be meeting Thursday and Friday for the first
eummer cession snd Friday morning for the second summer session. It

will be fiv credits eltogether.

h. Sherk Pow where do they go for a professor to offer a course like that?

L. Baker They don't. We run the course ourselves.
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H. Callihoc I have juSt one mere question, Lynn, with regard to the objective

of the whole project. Of course I have some. ideas but I would like

to hear what vou think is thc important thing about the projeat.

What can it :!c for the children?

L. Baker We always hear talk about theriajor goal of our project being the

instilling of pride in Indian children. What we are trying to do

here, is through teachin the children about their language, their

culture, their heritage. We'are. trying to improve their education

,ne teach them more about themselves. We. hope to give them some-

thing to be proud of so that when they do face discrimination, they

Ilve something to Fall back en. Now most of the people I've talked

to in Ene years that I've worked with Indian people say that they

ao to a white school, they think they are white., you know, until

the fourtn or the fifth or the. sixth or sometimes the seventh grade.

Then, at that time they find out they are not white, they are Indian.

The solor of the skin is different and then what do they 'know about

being an Indian? Well they havan't Leen taught anything about being

an Indian; they don't know anything about their background or their

cultur, or what thair people did. They certainly have gona to a

white school, don't know their languag, and they say well Gee, I'm

not white. These kids arc calling me an Indians what do I know

about being an Indian? We have th, opinion here that this is where

a lot of problem start, tae:drinking problems, drop-out problem am

o forta. So as I say, we feel that if we can make children proud

of who they )re, we hope we eliminat_ a lot of these problems,

thst arise, perhaps for the most part in junior high school.

H. Callihoe Can you se- any results frvm your program so far - perhaps this is

1 difficult qs_stion for you to answer but is it possible to evaluate

your program for increasing self-confidence?

L. 3aker our program is being evaluated by the division of educational recea-ach

at th, University of Montana and I'll ga.vc you a copy of their last

year's report and I will also giveyou copies of our audit reports.

We have 0.40 types of checks on our program. Y have independent

evaluation from the University of Hontana and thon sic have an inde-

pendent ,sducational audit from 1:ontana State University and the audit

is responsible only to the Fedtral Government. And the, evaluators

ire responsibla to the auditors. So we have several checks on our

program.

Tnis year we. attempted to do something difterent. We separated the

second grade according to language ability. We put all the Cree

speak m; in one classroom and all the. English speakers in another

elassroom. We have just gone through the evaluation of the effects

<al that separation ane we. have found it has been very positive. The .

teacher who is in the Cree-speaking second grade class taught first

-1"ade last year and she.evaluated things for us. They all indicate

that each individual child, has increased at a much greater rate

this year than they did last year Then she had them. She had a mixed

group lsst year. Tha' have also increased at a greater rate than

the English-speakia classroom.

H, Sherk I think we were told earlier that the Cree is not used as the len-

'runae of instruction.

t)0
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That's not altogether true.

I gathered that from what you said. dould you carQ:to explain how

It ie used then?

11e it in eeveral ways for Cree-s ehildren in the second

grade, we call cultural instiuction. They are given, I suppose,

50% of their steriee end thinge in Cree.

Woule thes 1e ehilcren who epeak Cree when they come to school?

Yes. qe are teaching in Cree only to those who can speak Cree.

We are teachtng CrLe as a eeeond lenguage to all others and wo are

teaching the stories vhich ,Irc written both in Cree and English, in

English, to Ervlich ,peakers end ebout helf t'ae time in Cree to Cree

speaRcre. But we do not want to (I can't think of ths word) to de-

erade but we want to give English equal time because this is the

language :et' the dominant society.

Cree language have to
in English, I would ima-

H. Callihoe These cnileren thst ere being taught in the

learn Englieh at a later date and be taught

gine

L. Beker

H. Eherk

L. Eaker

H. Sherk

G. Gray

No. As I sey most, almost all of our Cree

euel. I eay all of our kide epeak English
ef our Cree speakers are bilingual.

speekers are also bilin-
to some degree and most

I hove another qeestion. since this program that you are engaged in

is tbe bicultural and bilingual, is this the whole 9r almost the

sele place where the Indian emphasis coms in? In other words, is

the rest of it pretty well etandard aS it would be for any other

youngster in the States?

We have to fo_low the etatc requiremente. What we do in bilingual

end bicultural is in addition te that,.

;Ire Gerald Cray, the alpt. of Schools et Rocky Boy has agreed to

tell us how things have been run here insofar as these might have

implications for us in Alberte(

es I was tating earlier, with the limited amount of funds to begin

with for our preject, Mr. Corken, the previous Supt. htre and myself

eat down and eiscuosed a number of ways to'get the information re-

corded in such forme thaz could be implemented into curriculum

materials to he ueed in the curriculum. One of the ways that we

f;rst everted out, vie to record stories about the cultural charac-

tec. In this case WL-SAK-KE-CHAK, with Cree here and we were hop-

ing to get a hold of what we call the curriculum reading person who

could gear thee.: storis; at verious levels. Of course this was with

a minimum of funds and reseurces we hed. So now wu have just been

r ( )rdine them in A series of readine materials in the form of a

little booklet. T am sure that you are well aware, working with.In-

di.el tribes lad peoples, tnet every tribe has a cultural character

which of course tekes on meny forms. It often takes on the form of

being a very wise person, a very philosophical person. He can

chan.0 into any form and a lot of the early history of the tribes

of course was passed on to the children in the form of these stories.
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A lot of morel ri& traeitIons and moree of tbe -tribe are passed

on about what wc've been talking about to the children.

Then cf course we were intereeted in introducing the language now
end wc went DwrA ir. Sdr Runningboy Junior and myself went down
to hough feice, to their school system. Of course we were interested
in the kines of materials they weee developing because they have
etart,d a or 4 yeec'e beyond :here we were and we were just beginning

and Le were very interested of couise in teaching the language,
hen,ine onto the lanuage and culture end also communicatine witb the
students in the native tongue if they were dominant Cree-speaking
children. L',o frem thie we employed people from the community that
eeuld speak -Ole language through claeereem assistance. classroom-
lidee; ohechever oee you named; the children do have a means of
(Yommunicating lnd understandinq, the instruction.

H. Sherk 4ew is this primarily u.scl when ehildren first s'art through school.?

G. Gray

h. Sherk

G. Cray

H. Zherk

Yes it is. Let m Jvc you one exemple. There is a first grade
boy; a y_er ego he wes -tstod and he was recommended for Special
Ed. and now T unrstand from one.of the classroom assistants in
CrLe, he is ene of the feetect learning ct.ildren in the classroom.

I wich that you would repeat what you said beforeweturned the
tape recorder on ebout what this bilingual and bicultural program

,

seeme t) be doilv, for eelf-imege of the student.

We've witrh.esed or experienced a number ef things as far as being a
young program, I think thet we ceuld be coneidered still an infant
as for as developing the pregram goes. Ve are still a very infant
program bet we ape eitneesine many positive things as far as the
ehildren lre concerned about their attitude about themselves. The
children are 'h,coming very proud of the. fact that they are Indian.

Now es I stated earlier, our education process for a great number
ef years has taught us chat Indian people are more or less, jammed

down our throet thAt we have puL en a negative feeling about ourselves
as Indian peeple teat has made us feel very negative about ourselves
because we are not in the image of the white man or living like
the whit. men en.: no- spedkirg his language. Therefore Indian chil-
dren here deve!oped very negative self-image about themselves.
;iut we startec the program, of couree, just for that underlying
reason - te chang, the avative sulf-cencept that Indian children
heve ebeet themeelves to a pesitive one and to show them the many
fine thinee they heve in their eulture and their way of life, their
passive lif: ane show them tht centributions they have made to society.

I would like te turn to sometning else, beeouse something is coming
threagh to me loudly and eleari:/. There is a little four-pagc sheet
thet we prepaxed before Wu came out here. In the beginning a number
of the internal steff membere in 'h( Depertment of Education got
tegether dud looked et the cuericulum in what I now perceive is a
very eup( rficial way, becanst we tried to identify the areas of the
curriculum into which native culture dnd netive heritage would fit.
1(.2 looked at native arts and creft:, the eultural heritage which
wu thought could be built into existing curriculum, English ae a
second Language, Cree as a language of instruction and then, later on,
poseibly ether lenguagee, (the greateet demand now seems to be for Cree),

6
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and then teaching the Cree language. When we met with some of
the Indian people, initially they were uneasy about this and they
said, you know, you're not starting in the right place and I think

I'm be7,innin: to understand what they meant, I really mean to under-
stand it. Because when we have been thinking about curriculum,
we've been thinking in terms of what we call the curriculum.
It's a program of studies, it's an outline and what you people are

producing are .liaterials and these materials, you know, contain the
cultural heritage. And you are getting the community involved;
you are getting the students involved. I notice over here in the
production section that a lot of the designs and so on had been.done
by the students themselves. Now I wonder if this is the way we
are to be going because we don't normally work on the production
cf materials. Wc say we will produce the outlines and somebody
else will produce the materials. have you any comments to make for
us there?

We've been very successful by starting right away to develop mater-

ials and when you talk about culture - we had a girl here from
Havre. It was an Indian lady working with the school system in
Havre and who had told me that she felt that the parents were
oretty receptive to teaching the Cree language and culture in the
classroom. But you can see here now where people are very unbertain
about their culture and language and we are saying that the people
will accept it bee .use Indian people have such a lack of self-
confidence. You get Indian people, occasionally (m have very few
out here) that will say, "Why dre you teaching my kids that Indian
stuff?" and this shows us how negative theY think about the lan-
guage and the culture, that the teaching of it is bad and the
girl from Havre said; "Well, we feel our kids know the culture;
they know what an Indian pow-wow is; they know how to make fry-
bread.' To me that isn't even a fraction of a fraction of the
culture.

H. Sherk Now are you talking about white students?

G. Gray

H. Sherk

L. Baker

Nc. This is the Indian and white. She was mainly involved with the
Indian students. But you know when we talk about culture, we are
talking about a total way of life; that is the definition of culture,
the total way of life of a group of people and the total way of life
includes many, many aspects. hnd of course we've been trying to
develop materials all along this line, you know, through the lan-
guage and course illustrating posters, flash cards, even such things
as making bingo cards out of the Cree alphabet.

I realize that, but I am we-Idering whether at the Curriculum Branch

wo can pursue a somewhat traditional approach here. Can we develop
curriculum outlines and assume that we can accomplish our goals
without producing materials and without getting somebody that knows
the culture.and that has lived it to do it?

I was just going to say that I've seen a lot of good bilingual pro-
grams brow is a good example, Crow in Montana. They have worked
three years with a tremendous amount of money in developing curric-
ulum and they have a good curriculum developed but they are finding
right now that they dun't have anYthing to use in that curriculum.
They have got all of the ideas in the world but they've got no
materials to take into the classroom. Now one of the problems they

1
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came up against last year was that they were trying to pawn this
stuff off on their white teachers to have them take it. Your

white teacher does not, in most cases, understand how to teach
this stuff; he doesn't understand the background of it. They have

to have the materials and they have to be coupled with an Indian
person.

1:ere's what we are hoping to do. Is it possible to prepare bro-
chures or to conduct in-service? Do you think this is possible on
a province wide scale so that teachers who really don't have the
background of experience or understanding of Indian people can

teach whit: students about the culture in non-Indian areas?
This is one of the things we are hoping to do too. Can we do this

any way other than superficially, and if so, how?

I don't see how, I suppose, how you can attempt it on those terms
but the question and proLlem has never been fully answered. In my
experience, being here two years, it's very difficult to have an
in-service workshop and an all-white teacher and:teach her the things
she needs to know to teach other kids, teach kids about Indians.

H. Sherk One thing you need is a kind of total immersion for a period of time.

G. Gray

H. Sherk

G. Gray

H. Sherk

G. Gray

Right. We're under the firm belief that it takes Indian people to
teach Indian culture and the arts. In this respect they have a

deeper background. They don't have the formal working with curric-
ul'a. materials iL the school system but once they are trained along
this line, they have a deeper understanding of course and a knowledge
of die cultu,a and these kinds of things. One thing we must admit too,

a lot of it has been lost, you know. A lot of the younger Indian
people don't have any idea about the past Indian language and culture,
so this is where the older people playra vital role in developing the
program.

But thu:.e is a rual awakening now and there are some Indian,people
that are beirg prepared, because we saw some of this going on at the
University of Saskatchewan. We saw it in the IMPACTE program at the
Uni.ersity of Brandon and before we turned the recorder on, you were,
mentioning tLe North Dakota College, was that what it was?

Univer3ity of North Dakota, Grand Forest. You had asked me about the
area u: individualized open classroom instruction. This is being done

there.

The course is really geared to instruction of Indian...

No. Let mc take it back in this respect. They are teaching Indian
people along thcse lines, working in this type of a class situation
but they've also been trying to give young intern teachers some infor-

m,Aion and hnowledge and cotno in, you know with the Indian language
and culture. Rut of course they are using Indian people to do it.

Let me give you an example of two different situations working with
Indian people in.the classroom, classroom assistants or classroom-
aides - Indian teachers. Three years ago when we had a white principal
Imre in the school and the school was run by an all-white administra-
tion, 76 miles away, we had classroom assistants or classroom-aides
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and cf course he would at various meetings mention to us these Peo-
ple are your assistants. They had very menial tasks, correcting
papers, record keeping, playground duty, lunchroom duty, all these
menial type things and he would even at a meeting--I was a teacher
there and I don't know why he ever made these comments in front of
me knowing that I was an Indian in the system - But he would say
you know, whatever you do, don't let the Indian people get involved
in the instruction. You let them do the correcting and the record-
ing and this kind of thing but I want the teachers doing the instruc-
ting. A fellow would go out to the BIA and drag out some wife that
has maybe never set foot in a college clabsroom or run over here to
the teacher housing, drag out some wife who maybe never at all thought
about teaching. She might have been in college for a quarter or
two in some other field but just because they are white, drag
them into the school system and have them take the place of a tea-
cher who might have been ill, a white teacher. And the classroom
assistant or Indian-aide wasn't allowed to take over their place
and here was a girl or a fellow who was thoroughly familiar with what

was going on in the classroom, familiar with the material, and
probably knew some of the teacher's methods. He knew what was
going on in there but yet this was this fellow's attitude toward
Indians. Of course when we took over control, that was stopped be-
cause we have to provide our people with a change to learn. They
are going to make mistakes.

It's more than that. 'It's the status of that person. Lynn, you
were telling us about getting a program going and getting the con-
fidence of parents and grandparents.

I was just saying that when we started our program, we attempted
for awhile to rely upon our parents for support and materials and
so forth and we found out that for the most part, parents of our
kids, kindergarten through first, last year were parents who had gone
to Bureau'of Indian Affairs Schools who had lost most of their,cul-
ture and the traditions and the language. *So what we had to do,
we went to our grandparents, the older people and talked to them.
The first thing we did was have a community dinner and we invited all
of them. We invited people for lunch, for breakfast, to come and
look at our program and I think we are very fortunate in having a
Director whc is very deeply involved with being an Indian and very
deeply involved with the Indian way and considers this his way of
life. He could go to the people in the correct manner and.several
times he would go to them with a pipe and ask them for help and so
forth and if it hadn't been for the grandparents, we probably
wouldn't have reached the point where we are at now. We had to rely
upon them to help us and to cmvince the younger parents about
children.

I think that ycu have to be responsible because you are going to be
working with it. When yuu are talking about developing a curriculum
guit:e for teachers in the classroom fur daily lessons or whatever, to
me it doesn't make much sense if you do not, as we have stated earlier,
have the materials. The development of cultural materials and putting
the cultural information into various audio-visual materials has
been very beneficial for our program and I think that we could make
up many curriculum guides or lesson plans or daily lesson suggestions
or guides with the teachers and even the Indian people themselves and
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they wouldn't get any use or they wouldn't know how to use them

effectively or get the inform§tion. So to me it only makes sense

to start into the actual production of audio-visual materials and

then lay out curriculum guides, after you get the material down and _

then lay out the sequence lessons or whatever you'd like to do. But

I think this is what we've attempted to do here first.

Do you think it is practical for'anybody to develop curriculum re-
source materials that are universal in their application?

The Northwest Regional Lab of Portland, Oregon has attempted to
develop English language culturally relevant material for 27 Indian

nations in the northwest and they just gave up. They had us con-

sult with their consultants for a few days and we talked to them and

so forth. They are completely different. The Indians on the coast

don't go up and hunt in the mountains. There are certain things

that are common perhaps, too like the Northern Plains Indians but
you can't develop anything in depth, in detail.

I think tribal counsellors have been telling politicians of the U.S.

this for years, that you have to treat us as individual tribes. We

are all located in different areas. A lot of our ways of living are

different and these kinds of things and I think that you just have

to realize that that's it. It is a major task to develop these mater-

ials but yet let's take a look at the white curriculum. The philo-

sophy is to teach a person how to survive in his local environment,

his society.

What you are saying in effect is that here is a model for all edu-

cation.

Right. We would have just as bad a time trying to teach the kids
about the Nuiajo way of life as we would have trying to teach about

Dick and Jane in New York City.

We are talking about Rough Rock.

The people in Rough Rock were too geared to really isolating them-
.
selves, really, and you know, we have to realize that Indian children

do have t8 learn to live in the human society. They have to have

the knowledge and understanding of,the culture and the environment
of the reservation and the customs and the traditions of the people
and this kind of thing and they also have to, when they decide to

gc off the reservation, among the white people, they have to know

how to survive in that society. So this is.why we talked about a

bilingual-bicultural school system. Too often, you know what a

saying is and then you know this is a fact. Indian education in the

past has only been a one language system and teaching about one soc-

iety and that was not Indian. They were trying to force the image

of white people.

You were saying
day of language

Right, and the
state required

whatever.

that there is about an hour to an hour and a half a
and culture devoted to the Indian way.

rest of the day, of course, spent on learning the

subject, writing, social studies,toth, English,
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Thanks very much gentlemen; just one final question. We understand
that this school is operated by an all-Indian board. Perhaps Mr.
Gerald Gray could tell us a little more about that.

Yes, it is. In fact, the Indian people here took over the operation
and control of the school system July 1, 1970. So this is our third
year of operation and direction by the Indian people. Prior to that
it was operated by an all-white school system administration. It was
located 26 miles north of here at Havre, Montana and people had felt
dissatisfied with what was going on --the number of kids graduating
from the Havre school system and a number of other things. They
passed around a petition which helped to create our school district,
which is operated by 5 members on the Indian School Board. One
other important thing I would like to point out is we are trying very
desrately and have been somewhat successful in creating advisory
boaAs to the school system. It still isn't operating the way we
want it to because of a number of reasons. Indian people still
don't want to become involved, probably still don't believe - really
have the feeling that this is their school and school system because

they just haven't been-involved for a great number of years. But
it's becoming a reality. More people are offering to serve on ad-
visory boards and get involved in the school system.
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ROCKY BOY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (MONTANA - NEAR HAVRE)

Friday, May 18, 1973

Robert Silverthorne, PrinciAl of thu Rocky Boy Elementary School,
is going to tell us something about the programs at the school.

R. Silverthorne Thu programs that we have, people at a regular school would not
have and so the responsibility of the normal school are the
principals too, to make sure that the curriculm is whet it should
be, that standards for accr-Iditation, teachers, personal matters,
these kinds of things are taken care of. That's the principal's

job in most schools. But additionally here, we have a bilingual

program, which is under our director, Bob Muri. But, because we'

work in the classrooms, Bob works closely.with me and his staff,

to make sure of the time in the classroom, these kinds of things.

Our line of command as set up is that the school board of course
is at the top and the superintendent and then myself and then
all our department heads like the director of our bilingual

program. The director of our COP and adult education is another,

H. Sherk COP?

R. Silverthorne Yes. That stands for Core Opportunities Program and these are

where our classroom assistant teachers are actually going to

college while they are teaching. So they are getting the

teaching experience in the classroom and they are having the
opportunity to go to college. Now this year, I believe, we

are'having two people graduate, one or two people, and next

year we will have quite a few more graduating from college.

H. Sherk What kind of admittance requirements are there for these people?

Are there special admittance arrangements?

R. Silverthorne Wu worked out things lath Northern Montana College and most ofour

classes are, up here. I think I'll get Lydia over here after a bit

and let her-talk to you about these kinds of things. The

principal's duties here are of ay.ariety. We have our teacher

housing. We have housing for 7 families. So we have mainten-

ance on that and upkeep, and upkeep on our buildings which are

petting pretty expensive now with our new additions here.

H. Sherk Would you care to tell us about that addition and why it's needed?

R. Silverthorne Three years ago tIle local school board petitioned to take back the

district and take it over at local control rather than being run

by the white district or white people, a distance of 30 miles

grade. Now thet limitations just made it impossible to take K-8;
away. And that as a school. A school for kindergarten to 8th

there were just oo many students and we didn't have the building

requirements. We went to the Congress of the United States and

got a direct positional appropriation for about $650,000 to build

this building. The new addition will then have enough students so

that we can take back the 7th and 8th grades that ar'e now attending

Box Elder School which is on ihe edge of the reservatkon and again

is a white-controlled school district. About 94% of their students

are Indian and they have no Indian schoolt.board . We've run into

the traditional kind of problems that we have had on the borders

6 if
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of reservations and reserves that are non-native controlled.

H. Sherk What has proMpted bringing schools baek to reservations?

R. Silverthorne I Imuld say there is a myriad of reasons that we'd like to bring

control. But from the family side, are the needs for local control,

wnat's happening to their kids and not someone who has a different

socio-economic level, who has a different economic base and who

are just a variety of things. So the need is to bring it back

to the people that should control their own schools. People that

have kids attending.

H. Sherk Now you say Grade 7, 8 or 9 arc not in. High school students

eventually are going to be included?

R. Silverthorne Some day we hope to have a high school and we hope in the future

to have a high school, let's say within our five year plan and

even the possibility of looking into a junior college program

tis considered as a long-range goal.

H. Sherk How do you square with the fact that students from Rocky Boy are

eventually goinp to have to live shoulder to shoulder with the

wh#e society? When do they really learn to do this if they are

being taught in such a fashion?

R. Silverthoohe That is an interesting question. Because Rocky Boy is in the

Public School District #87 so far in the State of Montana, we

have a teaching class of 16 non-Indian people here--out of a

staff of 73 wo have 16 non-Indian peeple. Our certified teachers

;.n our classrooms happen to be non-Indian teachers and the rest

.of the staff are people of Indian ancestry. I think thi4/does

vo things. First of all we are an accredited school. Secondly,

this gives you an opportunity to be both things. No matter what

you do to a school it's still a white man's institution and it

still meets requirements to be a state institution and therefore

it is half a blending. But we have a unique situation that we

here, the people in the community and the staff people, can bring
re

the unique pdrts of the calg.p4wyanGpee culture into the classroom

without fear of reprisal. Many of the people on the staff, they

weren't allowed to speak the language. Now the language is used

frequently in the school and fluently by both staff and students.

Areas of culture that at one time were forced down the student's

throet if it's an area that.is a little bit on the taboo side is

left alone or if it'0n area, that needs fo'be stressed%and to be

understood; that's prought in. I think this is unique. In a non-

Indian school controlled by the non-Indian district, these things

were not done.

H. Sherk Are the white teachers accepted by the Indian people here or woad

it be preferable from their standpoint to have certified Indian

teachers?

R. Silverthorne We would love to have certified Indian teachers. At such time as

they become available, we will. But I hear many comments from the

comnunity that they never want the school to be totally Indian

,
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because of just exactly what you said. It has to be a blending

of both.

H. Sherk Bob, you're commenting now on the way that this school is different

than another school might be.

R. Silverthorne I would say that there are more similarities between our school and

any other school than there are differences. But I think the dif-

ferences are unique and beautiful because they are differences the

people would like to have in most cases, things like mural on our

walls. There is free writing, welcoming posters, Indian kinds Of

things. Things located in our Cree c1-sses and our culture classes,

dancing in our classes.

H. Sherk Let's describe the dancing he)?.. -.A the kind of dancing that

you might have at other schools.

R. Silverthorne It's our native grass dance, plains war dance, whatever, getting

ready for pow-wows.

H. Sherk Okay, here's Bobby Muri, the Director of the Bilingual and Bi-

cultural program and Bob you were going to tell us a little bit

about your own background. You're from Rocky Boy initially and

you're also a college st Jent. Right?

Bob Muri Right. I've been born and raised on a reservation and probably

most of my life has been spent down around my grandfolks and

uncles. T've learned a lot of things from them as far as our

culture and traditions are concerned. Other than that, I guess

really I don't have much of a background except that I went to

a school system here that was still run by the BIA and after

going to school system here for seven yeAbs:.I.went downtown to

get into high school and I didn't graduate. I only went as far

as the eleventh grade. I was in my senior year when I quit school

because I was married".

H. Sherk I see. How did you get into the college program then?

Bob Muri I started working for the school and then I heard about the COP

prograwand I kind of wanted to get into it.

H. Sherk And the COP again is?

Bob Muri Career Opportunities Program which Lydia kind of informed me about.

H. Sherk How long have you been in that?

Bob It's going on my third year.

H. Sherk Can yOu take courTes here at Rocky Boy or do you take some of them

away in Havrc?

Bob Muri In the summertime I take courses in Havre and in wintertime I take

them here.

H. Shark Lydia Sutherland, you are the Director of the COP program.
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I would like to kind of back up hero. I think Bob is being a little

hit naivei When, even though he doesn't have a degree, you know

college degree in anythint:, I think his background and his own

personality, is probablx,why he .7,as hired for this job. Our first

superintendent was d eh-10.44 Indian and I think he saw that

Bobby hed potential and a background that the job required and

that is what he was hired for. Not because he had any special

college degree.er anything.

Yes, T think he was not only being naive, he was being very modest

maybe.

The COP program, (Care,a., Opportunities Program); we are funded

directly from Washington, D.C. It's a five-year program and we

are now in our third year of operation. We are funded for 20

people. However, at tho present we have 28 people signed with

the classes. The overall COP program-there are 150 programs
throughout the United States and the overall objective of the

COI is to change the teaching methods from what most colleges

dre doing now. There it's probably all theory and they never

really get into teaching things related directly to classrooms

so when a person graduates, they have to learn all the basics

and all the workings of it, whereas in our program and in the

other COP programs, they are right in the classroom right from

the beginning. So they are getting all the practical experience

and averyday things that happen which is probably just as valuable

because once they graduate we feel that our people will be com-

pletely ready right from the classroom.

F. Sherk NeW you say "our people." The Career Opportunities Program is for

Indian people, only. Is that right?

L. Sutherland

H. Sherk

L. Sutherlard

H. Oherk

No. The only condition that you havo to - I mean like there are

other programs across the country, you know. So it's not only

for Indian people. It's probably set up for low-income people,

to upgrade their status and so that they would have not a dead-

end job. We have some things to look forward to. However, each

program was set up to meet their particular needs. Our programs

wero set up to train local Indian people to become certified

toachors. That's the goal of our program, and this is what we

arc doing. We have various different linkages. Our teacher

assistants are plid from Johnson O'Malley funds, their salaries.

Wtot is that?

Johnson O'Malley. That's a federally funded program that comes into

the state. That's how our teacher assistants' salaries are Oaid.'

We hdve some Title 1 people. Their salaries are paid from tfie Title

1 Reading program. We have 3 of those and now we have the bi-

linguil program. Their salaries are paid by the bilingual but

we pay their tuition and books. And then with the exception of

the bilingual people, in the summer we pay them $90.00 a week and

we go into town for our classes.

Most of the special programs here, the COP and the bilingual and

bicultural are specially funded projects. What is going to happen

when these funds run out?

1
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L. Sutherland \ When the program started, they started from scratch. There was

absolutely nothing. Except all they had uas a piece of paper

and the symbols to start with. That's all they had. Their's

is also a five-year funded program and hopefully at the end of

five years they will have knocked the kinks-out of the program
and come up with scmething they feel is workable in our resere-
ation and have developed enough materials co that the programs

can be absorbed for instance the people will be certified.

They will become the teachers and they will get paid from the

state foundations monies which is where our teachers are getting

paid now. 4

H. Callihoe I wonder if you could clarify a bit more whet these 20 people in

your program actually do? Mat is their function? I believe

heard that they were involved in thc classroom with this being

as an aide sort of thing, as an aide to the teacher.

L. Sutherland

H. Sherk

L. Sutherland

We have many different - what we have is our career ladder in our

COP program and we have 5 different steps. As they acquire the

college credit eald their years of experience, they are moved up

to the next step of the ladder aed they are increased in pay and

status and so forth. We do have them classified ac assistant on

associate and such. And at the begianing, when they ficst started

they were under direct direction of the teacher. And as they do

get more experienced they do more things and most of them are lot

the stage of actually helping the teacher teach, they are not

only correcting papers.

It seems to me that this then itnples that there has been scale

kind of agreeme eer. worhed out with the state as far as certifying

teachers goes in this case and maybe with the teachers' assoc-

iations. Have you had any difficulties getting this arranged?

Well, we haven't aed I don't do anything Fotmally, because they

are under comp3ete direction of the teachers, so WO haven't had

that problem with my district. You could hardly call it a problem

because there is still a teacher in there. They are not the teacher

yet. But once they get their defg-ee we) 1 at the present we have

3 seniors, 2 juniors, aud 7 sophomoreis.

H. Sherk And will these people then he qua3ified to teach in schools sudh

as Rocky 3ey and any other ochool in the state as Uell?

L. Sutherland

H. Sherk

This is what should be brought out because they will be definitely

qualified and be then cvntiiied to teach; I would imagine, any place

that they want to. We've also tried to adjust some oi; the colYege

classes to meet our needs. For instance, the chilaren's literature,

we've collected. It's a requirement you know that children's

literature for your degree and so we've adjusted it so that we

are getting the Indian legends and stuff like this and present

it in booklet 'cm insteed of readirg.

Where does this come from? Who offers that kind of course at the

college Level? Where do they get pecple that have that kind of

background?
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They don't. We do this. They just had a college instructor to

more or less direct it. She really didn't do that much. We did

all the work and we got college credits for it. Indian literature

is another thing that we've done and then the college is going to
have current issues when. they bring in Indian speakers from around
the country and they deal on issues that we feel that all people

should be aware of.

Bob, I'd like to ask you how all these activities got underway.
Obviously something special has happened here at Rocky Boy that

isn't happening a lot of other places. I don't suppose it all

got started at once, but can you tell us where the driving forces
were and how you got underway with some of these programs?

The bilingual programs started back in about 1970 and I guess the

three mservations in Montana got together, Northern Cheyenne, the
Crows and the Rocky Boy reservations. These are the three places

where they decided that they had enough children speaking their
own native tongues that the bilingual program can be initiated.

By 1968 and 1969, Congress passed a law that there should be a
bilingual program in communities where bilingual programs are

needed. It was designed for low income families. It comes to

83,000.00 or less, where children are having difficulty in their
language and so this is what we come under. When we first got

started our Superintendent was working with t three reservations.

So in 1970-71 the bilingual program got started here. I started

working for the school in the summer of 71, under the bilingual

program. Quite a few people helped in this bilingual program.
But in '71 at the same time, we got the separate funding because

we didn't have comunication between Harden and here. It wasn't

very good because the distance was too great and things like that.

Plus we didn't know how much money we had to go on so that's whey

we separated from the program. So I guess that's how we started.

I suppos,a it's fair to say then that the climate was right, that
the Federal Government was willing to facilitlte this kind of
program and you took advantage of what was available.

I guess when we have a look back on the schools, of BIA, I guess

you Canadian people probably have experienced this. When the

BIA was running the school here we weren't allowed to talk our

native languages in the school. So because of this lot of pride

in the children was being sort of taken away from the children
and the bilingual programs are trying to instill this pride in
the children so that they will go to school maybe having a better
outlook of themselves and not being ashamed of being called Indians.

There ar :. a lot of Indians today that are ashamed to be called

Indians or cay. themselves Indians because of what the white man

has done to us or because of what they called writing in history
books in the past about our ancestors. And these are some of the

things that we want to straighten out in the bilingual program.

H. Sherk When you talk about bilingual, you are talking about bilingual

and bicultural.
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Right. In the past, and even now, in Indian communities when they

start bringing in the certified teachers, most of the time the

certified teachers don't know anything about Indian culture. So

when they come into the school, they really have to kind of adjust

themselves to that community. A lot of time what they start

teaching the children is biased. In other words the children are

learning something about Dick and Jane rather that what they'should

be learning. I think the child coming to school should learn some-

thing about himself first to be able to know where his ancestors

came from and who he is and what kind of language and culture that

they've been raised in. After that the children will feel more

comfortable, I think, after they know all this and therefore they'll

have pride within them. In all this time the materials that they've

been teaching the children have been culturally biased and all thatP

Even ac far as the testing goes we don't have the material and this

is what we are trying to do here for the school, I guess, under the

bilingual program. We develop some cultural material relevant to the

children of this area.

But you are still using other materials as well?

Right. We are still using materials only we kind of modify them to

our needs.

Yes. You were going to make another point here Bob.

Our most important'goal in the bilingual and bicultural program is

that the children become better educated. (as white man says, better

educated) so that after they go through school and college they'll

be able to compute with their fellowmen "on the other side". We

wanted to teach some of our tribal government to them about in the

seventh grade area and sixth grade area, because a lot of times

Indians don't really understand their own tribal government and

this is why a lot of Indian reservations today are so poorly

managed. Because they don't understand, they don't know where to

get the monies and all these laws they've got to follow on the

reservations. These are some Df the things we want to teach the

children. Not all of these children are going to school here at

Rocky Boy School. Not all of them are going to be talking about

going out of the rservation. Some of them eventually are going

to stay here and so for some of these kids that don't want to

teach, they are going to be staying here and dome day these kids

are going to be the ones running the reservation. So when that

time comes, at least they'll have a background and knowledge of

sUle of our tribal government.

So you have a two way focus here. The traditional Indian way and

learning how to exist and cope effectively in the larger society

as well.

B Muri Right.

H. Sherk Thank you very much Bob, that's been most helpful. Now here is some

very important advice for us, I think. We have Lynn Baker 4ith us again

and Bob Silverthorne; and Bob Muri is still here. Now Lynn you were

just about to tell us of involvement of some of the older people and
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I thinks that's important.

Yes. I was just saying that a major part of our budget, I should
say an important part of our budget, is money that we set aside-
about $15,000 or 320,000 to employ the old people to work with us,
to write down the stories and lagends that they wish to write down
and to just help us with our wcrk, because as Bob Silverthorne just

said in a few years these old people are not going to be here any-
more. I see this happening on other reservations too where they
have perhaps overlooked gathuring the materials for a few years and
now they are finding that there aren't that many people around that
can remember these things.

H. Sherk Okay Lynn, please continue.

L. Baker

H. Sherk

I just want to say that when Bobby and I went to a conference in

Vancouver, several months ago, we met many people that were very
interested in doing something for Indian kids but I think two
people we met that were really doing the most were Ida Wasacase

and I can't remember the other girl's name, in Manitoba. But the

two best eXamples of people that were really doing something for
Indian kids were two Indian people who had never lived the Indian
way, who had been brought up in the city and who at 30 years of
ag, or better had realized they had missed something out of their
life and had gone back to try to find out what they had missed. They

had spent a couple of years finding out what they had missed and then
they decided that "By George" the kids in the area weren't going to
miss the same things they had missea. And those are the two most
dynamic people that I've ever met that were doing something in the

area of bilingual, bicultural education.

There 1 saw; hope for people who have not lived in the Indian way
if they have the right kind of sympathies, of at least getting some
understanding and passing it along?

B. Silverthorne If they are not put into the position of being a professor at that
point a person that has not grown up in these ways to be thrown in
and told Well you're Indian and you should be able to teach Indian
culture. I've seen it happen, I've seen it in the universities here
in Montana and people who really have no background are put in the
role of the professor, and as Bobby has just told you, we are no
professors. The old people are the professors and that makes a big
difference.

L. Baker

H. Sherk

H. Harper

Ida Wasacase says that she Aad a four-year college degree and was in
Africa, all over Europe, and thought she really knew quite a few
things and she said that when she cam back to take this job in
Manitoba she just had to humble herself and tell herself, "Boy
you're really dumb; you don't know what ycu're talking about; you
better get busy and learn before you try anything in the native

studies area.

dide,
Here is Mrs. Helen Harper. Will you tell us what your role is here.

To go Into the classrooms and teach thc Cree language, to teach the
children how to read and write the Cree:

'7,
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What is your background for that then?

Nothing. I work here and I take college courses two times a week

and two nights a week.

Are you in the COP program?

Yes I am.

Perhaps you could tell us a bit about the methods that you use in

teaching Cree. I believe you are using syllabics. Is that correct?

Yes I am.

Do you use the Roman alphabet at all writing the Cree wordsi

No. We use the Cree syllabics.

What grade do you start your program?

At first we started in hindergarten and I followed these children

from kindergarten; I m in the second grade with them. I started

with them when they were in kindergarten; now they are in the second

grade. Now they are writing and reading Cree.

would like to ask your opinion on the teaching of syllabics
srarting when these children are set in school and of codrse they

are also going to schcy)1 and learning to read English. Have you

noticed if there is any cOnflict between the teaching of the
syllabics on the one hand for Cree and teaching of the Roman

alphabet?

In the Cree syllabics in kindergarten, I taught them the numbers in

Cree. There were only about 12 out of 20 that were actually Cree
speakers and the rest could understand it but they couldn't converse

in it.

You are not really aware of any conflict between Cree syllabics, say

and the Roman alphabet. Perhaps thcre is none since you are teaching

different languages in effect and are involved with different

languages.

Ho.

H. Callihoe This is one thing that we were wondering about whether there would be

a conflict teaching syllabics say starting at Grade I level.

H Harper In Grade 1 wc don't actually have them write these ;yllabics. We just

have them say it evcry day, just to get then acqw.inted with it. It'S

in the second grade we actually teach. Like here they know how to

read.

H. Callihoe It is more of an oral Cree.

H. Harper Kindergarten and first.
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H. Sherk Is English taught as a second language here also? Or do most of the

students come to school knowing enough English?

H. Harper
r

Yes they all do. That is one of the reasons why we started this

bilingual program because our children were losing the Cree language

and we wanted to keep it.

H. Shark At the present time you are teaching it to Grades 1 and 11 only, is

that right?

H. Harper

H. Sherk

H. Harper

Mindergarten, 1 and II.

Do you intend to expand it beyond these grades?

Yes, next year I go on to the third grade, I keep on going with these

children I am teaching. Next year I go to third and then fourth, I'll

keep going with these children that I started with.

H. Sherk While you are bringing the children along you are also bringing your-

self along.

H. Harper Yes.

H. Sherk When do you epect to finish your teacher education program?

H Harper In the spring of '74.

H. Sherk You will be fully certified by the State of Montana.

H. .Harper It means I can teach anywhere I want.

H. Callihoe Do you think it's possible or feasible to teach Cree using the Roman

alphabet? That is an awkward question to ask you but I would like

your opinion.

H. Harper When we first started out they weren't looking at this. They were

looking at the phonics part and so we decided just to take this off

and just use.symbols, eliminate the phonics part because they were

using that as a crutch.

H. Sherk

H. Harper

H. Sherk

H. Harper

H. Callihoe

You brought with you a number of sheets of paper. Would you care

to describe them in a way that we can visualize?

This is for second grade.

And that's a worksheet for the students. And\that's all written in

English.

We am teaching them both ways in English and in Cree. They have to

know how to read this in English in order to write it in Cree. We

are not hurting the English part in any way I can see. In fact we are

reinforcing.
The Grade 11 student would certainly know those words. Horse, pig and

so on. And of course the Cree equivalent of those words they would

be writing in syllabic symbols.
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Thank you very much. This is Enis Johnson's Cree language class,

Grade 1. The students are counting in Cree now. This class has

a certified teacher in charge but there are two of the Career

Opportunity Program students, actually native students from the
Rocky Boy Reservation, that are handling this class in two lang-

uages - Cree and English. (The students here are heard reciting.)
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'CHINLE, ARIZONA, MAY 22, 1973

The date is May 22, 1973 and the plac .is Chinle, Arizona. The scenery
is beautiful; the country is arid, all kinds of mesas and red rock every-
where with very little vegetation in most places. Actually very spec-
tacular scenery, however. The weather has been quite good, although on
the cool side. We arc up at 6,500 feet and it really has been a bit chilly
most of the time. People in the area tell us that the weather has been
much wetter than usual and as a result the country is greener than it
normally would be, (although there isn't very much of it really that is
green).

HA Schools and "Contract" Schools in the Window Rock - Chinle - Many Farms
Area

We left the Rocky Boy Reservation just before noon on May 18th. We travel-
led all day Saturday, Sunday and Monday, May 19th, 20th and 21st. ( A

long weekend in Canada!) co as to arrive in Gallup, New Mexico, on the
evening of the 21st. On Tuesday, May 22nd, we arrived at Window Rock,
Arizona, headquarters for the Bureau of Indian Affairs area adminis-
tration, and also a center for Navajo tribal administrative offices. We

had a short meeting with Mrs. F. Spell, Chief of Curriculum for the BIA.
She was extremely cooperative and assured us that we could visit any of
the BIA Schools in the area which we might wish to see. Furthermore, she
arranged for us to meet a number of the key pAple involved, and invited
us to return on Thursday for a meeting with her and a number of the

consultants who work in this region.

We then proceeded to Chinle, where we met a BIA official in the Education
Branch who, in turn, arranged for us to meet with several of the teachers
in the Chinle Boarding School in Chinle. Mrs. Slyll had made prior

. arrangements for this to occur. We had a very interesting meeting with

three staff members at this school. Later, we drove to Many Farms where
we were privileged to hold at interview with the issistant Principal,
Mrs. Rebecca Dotson. Mrs. Dotson is a certificated teacher. She is
one of the two or three staff members at the many Farms High School who

are Navajo.

After spending the rO.ght at e motel in Chinle, we proceeded on the

morning of May 23rd to Rough Rock. There, we recorded an interview
with the new Director of tfie Rough Rock Demonstration School, Miss
Ethelou Yazzi. Miss Yazzi took time out from a very busy schedule

in order to show us through the school and to describe its philsophy
and its curriculum.and instructional program in some detail. We drove

from Rough Rock to Rock Point--a distance of 50 or 60 miles. Once

again, we received a very fine welcome--this time, from the Principal of
Rock Point Community School, Dr. Wayne Holm. As in the previous instances,
this interview was recorded and appears in transcribed form.

INTERVIEW WITH STAFF MEMBERS AT CHINLE BOARDING SCHOOL

MAY 22, 1973

We are at the Chinle Boarding School in Chinle, Arizona, today (May 22,
1973). We are very fortunate to have a number of members of thesstaff

liere with us, Mr. Bill Morris is going to speak first. Bill has had

a good deal of experience in working with narent advisors in developing

111to
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curriculum and instructional programs. Bill you were going to tell us

a little bit about how you get this going.

B. Morris Well, Chink Boarding School had parent involvement, really to a large
extent, by DecembtJr of 1969. Our very first year was rather frustrating

because wL started with a caoup of parents, most of whom were not English

f
speaking and ecnsequently had little school experience to base their

decisions upon. So our first problem was to educate these parents into

what the schcol programs were, what goals,were, what objectives were,'
what academie success was in terms of testing, what testing was and it

has been a lo r process. We have to move rather slowly but in the last

year, year anc a half, the committee has had very good attendance - we
have 22 members and we nearly always have 80 to 90% attendance. We do

reimburse these people for their actull time.

H. Sherk. Arc these all parents?

B. Morris About 80% aro parents. W. do have some on-parents, people who were

interested from the community. But our uidelines from the Federal

Government require that the parents compcye 50% plus 1 of any committee

we have. This is designed to ensure that/parents are in control of any
committee and it is not controlled by either the school or some outside

group.

H. Shurk This is F.. Boarding School and there is a Public School down the street.

What really is the difference, in the charge that your school has as

compared with the other one?

B. Morris Our school is, of course, a Federal school and our guidelines ancIN.:(

objectives are established by us.and by the central office directly.
The public school's Title 1 programs or 8,910 programs are directed

through the state. They h.-ve much more leeway to operate within the

broad framework of the law. BIA schools have been recently commended

fv our parental involvement by the Office of Education.

H. Sherk Could we move back then tc what you were telling us, these committees

that you refer to, are they advisory committees or do they actually

develop curricula?

B. Morris They are adivsory committees but they do have a large hand in develop-

ment of our curriculum, particularly parts of our curriculum that are

socially based. You know social needs of children. They've had a big

hand in identifying the special needs of our children. We as educators'

know that our children have some measurable academic needs but the parents
can give us background on the children at home, things that they see as

parents that the children do not have when they come out of our school

that they would like to see them have.

H. Sherk NOW we are with Mrs. June Rcd, ale Languagu Arts Specialist at the Chinle

Boarding School. Mrs. Reed, you are going to give us a little more in-

formation on the special purpose and function of this school, I believe.

J. Reed BIA schools are special purpose schoOl. Thcy meet the needs of children

who qualify to attend, as Mr. Morris said earlier. They live too far

awe), from public schools to be able to go to public schools and because

of isolation and difference in experience backgrounds need special
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curriculum and special services that public schools couldn't provide.
We do not provide the same services for the children in the BIA Schools

as the public schools supply. But there are certain universal school
services provided by both. But we do meet the needs of children as such.

Sherk Could we get beyond the generalities a little bit, please, and become
a little more specific ac to thc differences: the kinds of curriculum
cemponents that you include here, that would be different than those
for, let's Say, non-Indian students?

J. Reed I think the two thinpa that the Navajo area has been working on, particu-
larly at this point, is meeting the specific language requirements of
non-native speakers or English who had to po to school in English. In

other words, 4c have an area-wide program in Teaching English as a Second
Language and we have developed two programs or two sets of ideas or
materials that are dusipned specifically for Navajo children and not
any other tthnic group. One program is plaled CITE. It stands for
Consultants In Total Education. The Director of that program is Dr.

Robert Wilson of UCLA and the program is now.in its fifth year of
operation. There are over 100 classrooms in the area using it. Next

year, we will have five classrooms in Chinle Boarding School using that

particular set of materials. Actually it's a total approach, not just

a set of materials.

H. Sherk What grades would that encompass?

J. Reed This was start..d for beginners and is now fully developed for both begin-
ners and first grades. Second grade was begun this year and third grade,

we'll start next yerir.

H. Sherk Would you mind telling us how this curriculum was developed?

J. Reed f,tiring the 1a:t 6 or 7 years, the Navajo area has been very concerned with
'revising curriculum to meet the particular needs of Navajo children, of
course, even before that we realized that this was a need that existed.
So there waa a period spent in trying to determine what the needs were and
then in trying to find existing materials that would meet,the needs or if

that wasn't possihle, adapting them or having special programs written.
would say in every ease special programs did have to be developed for them.

H. Sherk This is what we found at other places we have visited.

B. Morris One other point along this line, too. The special programs were developed
for thc children buy throughout the entire development period we had
parents, teachers ani children invclved in some level of the evaluation

of these programs. The parents were involved in terms of the culture.
How they caw the-,e materials in relation tu their children. The children

were involved as testers in follow-up and to see how it was working. The

teachers were involved actively in ravising and modifying the materials.

H. Sherk Your involvement cf parents interests us considerably, particularly since
many of your atudents apparently live quit._ a way from here. How did you

involve the parents? And has all of the work been done here by your

teachers as thl curriculum developers with tha advice of the other people,
or have you gone out to where these people live?
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B Morris Well, originolly all of these materials began as a project under area

offices, as June said, many years ago. We first went out to all of our

staff and cur parents and developed a set of what we call goals. I

guess you could call them needs of children, and from these needs of

children we've developed a whole series of curricula. Throughout this

entire period we've had staff and children and parents involved in the

on-going analysis of these programs and to this date we still have

parents involved, not just in CITE/but in all levels of our programs.

We had a program in April, whereby we invited parents to come through and

view our project. The parents usually end up being a selected committ e,

either elected by the local representetives or chosen at random by wh

ever shows up et the meeting, to get people involved.

H. Sherk But they 3re advisory. I would be ir4-erested in knowing what kind

involvement the perents have. In ether words, do the teachers who are

going to be the curriculum developers - the professionals, do they get

together and make some decisions first and then brihg parents into it?

B. Morris, Briefly wu have parents telling us what they think the needs are. Then

this information is either transmitted at -ene time or separately to'

another body who puts in the professional aspect. This doesn't always

take place; we've had some university developments.

J. Reed I would like to add something hero in that you keep referring to the

teachers as the professional developers of the system. One of the big

problems that we have with Indian education in the BIA and I think it

certainly holds true of Indian education that is conducted by public

schools and mission schools or private schools or whatever it illay be,

is meeting our perticular teacher needs and one of the advantages of

BIA schools is that we have an extensive in-service education program.

In this perticular school, (and I think this is one of the reasons why

we are having a lot of success at this sChool). We have talks in in-:

service education going on all the time. We've had an average of one

outside person every week come in and talk to our teachers and work

with eur aides and so on and so forth. Then, of course, we can carry

it on. One of the things, for instance, that I did this year - I gave

a course in modern English grammar to Navajo education classroom aides.

Approximately half of them took it for credits in NAU (Northern Arizona

University). Thie course gave them a basic knowledge of English and

enough awareness of it so that they can actually function helpfully in

the clesroom.

H. Sherk You have suggested -t least two things here that I would like to pursue.

One of them is the use of teacher aides in the classroom. I would like

to hear more about thet, if you don't mind. Secondly, the aspect of

in-service eourses for which students can obtain credit.

J. Reed Before I answer, I would like to go back a little bit more as to who

developed the curriculum. It is true that we've done a very careful

job of trying to keep the grass roots. In that sense, it is teacher

developed. There is teacher pacing, teacher feedback constantly. But

because of this overell training problem, we have found that in our

situation you can't just siteteechers down and let them come up with a

curriculum. They have a tendency to come up with "buy this textbook or

that textbook series and follow it". There is a matter of sophistication

that wehave to develop not: only among the parents but among the profes-

sional staff and it's a large job. It cakes a long,time. For instance,
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the social studies materials - we have a very effective and interesting

Indian Social Studies program.

H. Sherk We spoke to Mrs. Spell about that and we are meeting with Mrs. Spell and

some other people that work with her, Thursday, by the way.

J. Reed Let me jUst run down briefly how that came about. Mrs. Spell, when she

arrived in the area, set out these curriculum revision committees and

local ones werc set up at each school. Then each school elected a

representative to the aguncy committee and the agency committee elected

representatives for the area. In addition to that, curriculum committees

were set up so that there would be a representative from each one of the

content areas that hdd a curriculum revision committec and they worked

to see what should be worked out and so forth.

H. Sherk

J. Reed

H. Sherk

J. Reed

H. Sherk

J. Reed

Could I ask a question at this point: Have you developed completely new

curricula or have you been adapting existing curricula for special

purposes?

In essence, in one way you can sey it is completely new and in another

way you only have an effective program if you build on what you find

out. So you are always building in a sense. We have not adapted any

existing commercial materials. But we have certainly built on -

I want to clarify why I asked the question. We represent a provincial

educational system. The majority of the students that we are re-
sponsible for are non-Indian but we would like to 4ave the best of

both worlds so that we can improve the program, make it much more

rulevant and pertinent to our students who are Indian and at the same

time-have new curriculum components which will add a new dimension of

undersi-andinp on the part of non-Indian students about their cultures.

It has been my feeling for a long time that what we've been doing and

what.we've been learning, is of basic benefit to non-Indiana as well.

For instance, in our English as a Second.Language program which involves

Reading lnd Writing ?s well as speaking, J. think we are discovering much

about the process of reading and how to go aboUt inducting children into

the process of reading that will be of benefit to many, many other

native speakers of English.

Maybe we can movu back to snmething you aaid earlier - the matter of

in-service work that can earn college credits.

The amount of.colluge training and in-service work we are doing has

been made possible through the services of Dr. Jean O'Harvey. She

has given quite a number of ESL courses, I guess it's best to say,

linguistic courses. She has gone into every agency in the area and

I think she hds probably travelled more,miles in the Navajo Reservation

and she has gotten into more schools, I think, than any person I know.

She has been helping teachers that take courses for credit, the courses

that they have designed to meet their particular needs. Also, as I said,

it was possible for us to arrange for the adies to get undergraduate

credits.

H. Sherk You do use teacher aides; and this is what I was wondering, - do the

teacher aides then have any prospects of eventually becoming teachers?
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wf. cn. t, th,tt :iust completc,d hcr. deciree this year and we
now Y.-vs: :r el-:-sreom. SIT_ will bs, one of our sccorrl year class-
roc,. Vcrris -just sails that she was a teacher

r v y in sase you adn't catch it. ijE. have worked very
v wI ; hk.r r. hk.11.irl, her c:et thc degreo. r''the did her student

1-rs. ts b.2ttl-s. with Ni.0 to let her be a student
c-,ht.y .-srs, the ,."...ate F.Cucetion D partment _wanted to have h,:r go some

!Ci. ic n'It: it wouldn't LIN, b,.en possible for her to do it otherwise.
trow th'r. f ur t rre leAvin;*, next year to join the Teacher
cc,re. Thy will be dcino their worI; right here at Chink Board-

W.. h v uitc. e number of aides who are getting their first
two VG CC 11_ under the COP program which 13 being administered
)ut -f NCC. 't i e tat perated 'prograll - Career Opportunities Program.

H. c',11,;r1( COP th It similc..t. to thu COP that ir Operating at Rocky Boy?

j. 74. 4

ff,

I .x,-(ct it t the sJuge pror-im. It is a Federal program out of Wash-
Anoth, r rie f :..L1legc credit ,programs that we have included

oumm, r inc-uiT.tic ferenees. These were set up specifically to meet
th ' d in dealirv. with language instruction for our
childrtn. Ths ieroge b.Pcher who owes out of our teacher training

h 2r he ;:om re lding courses, some language arts courses;
tut th,,:y a:Tlicable in the second language situation or framework
and ver; t, w 11% offzring courses in modern English grammar and
in th rer.- c.f linguistics. We found that native languages are very
int l t opl . ;lout f iv. yt aro ago our average teacher believed
tjlet hc or ,s ntiv. spe.tker cf Err:lish could teach English to
1 c1 ild. cour'sc, ono .:1" th.? things in that ability to

! ,nguag: ,loesn't ncn jou know how to teach it, and so now
th,rc n ,cct.j,tlne,_ th, far_t that it does take special training
,n1 -1 unecrst !ntjirii;,ot nlich Ln order to elk it, and the teachers

"iven thist; ortunitv. ow thtse conferences are held at
11rth, f7niv,rsity 't Flagstaff but they are actually con-

Bli lh nrofessors Fer them as.%. procurred by thc BIA
wtr.,, act n's; ts...cnirx as:istent 0. Our i,in is for knowledge

In ' rwars nt of hcw thc Fnylii lanimag.. id structured and for teaching
SI-pro tche!, tc th ' children ltarn.

, you ri ,ht li; , t som thinc: her& th,l- would be pertinent to
t.%, -1 riL; th. w. loy with a v-Irioty c f dialects, for oxample.

H. I. w t;:1 , ws-,111,! 1kk to follow-ur, on what you said with
ff,irent rrogr:Im:, that might be in the school. I

t %ink ,f net& ls you he mentioned earlier.
JLIO t 'c-(r n stAy.' r I think you already

th t r t= .ve h.. n nvoive-..d in thir sort of thing. Could
t .11 u , w/l-t you -s ..inr the 1,11 r for native children as

scheolirw?

J. t. ,
Tt 1 -,.-)tt r. m. i . th-i tho children need to learn

rh:f x-- ct , tht Unitd f;tpt-s to lenrn while
in --oh ,n! sr, tn, I ;al-, chltd ci any Iric1.n chile needs to bo able

fun: ticn in nso ;..ackground that he can
understeird t h non-Indian culturt . In ledition to th rt, of course, I

ink that h. neeAs ),od cultural awareness, which he getc through

a
St
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school; of how his oyal culture is struczured and the implications and

so on and so forth. This is one of the basic furietions of schooling in

general, although I don't think that we normally"phrase it as such. It

is a matter of increasing the awareness of our own approaches as well as

the other teachers' approaches. I think that no education works for any

child unless it strengthens the basic development of that individual's

human potential. I am personally very muLh against-any education that

limits itself to economic proficiency, etc. I believe that you have to

amphasize the development of human abilities and potentials.

H. Cailihoe Do you specifically have Indian hi,ory and culture courses taught

,your school; I am talking about native history and culture courses.

J. Reed

H. Sherk

J. Reed

H. Sherk

J Reed

H. Sherk

J. Reed

H. Sherk

J. Reed

One unit of each year's work in the social studies is an exploration of

some facet of Navajo life or Navajo history or Navajo government and it

forms the jumping-off unit for the rest of the year's studies.

What grade level would you start with?

It starts at the beginning.

Grade 1.

Well, we have a pre-grade 1 I called "Beginners". Not in this school,

but in other BIA schools, we have a kindergarten program too.

You have up to Grade VI?

This year if graded it would be five.

You are not graded?

We are not graded. But the practice of not giving out grade reports is

not unique to us. At the same time it fits in with meeting special

needs of the Navajo child.

H. Ca/lihoe Have you been able to evaluate this type of program with regard to native

chi]dren? In other words, in the past ycu didn't have this type of

program and now you have it. Would you say that perhaps the children

show a little more motivation towards learning?

J. Reed I'll say a little bit on this and then I'll 3et both Bill and Wayne say

something.

H. Sherk I think we would like to hear from Wayne King, he is nodding in the

affirmative. I really would like to get him on tape.

J. Reed Let me say this, the change of attitude among the children has just been

tremendous in the three years that we've had our program functioning

here. The kids are very eager to learn. The other day - do you know

Allan Berger? He was here. Mrs. Spell an: Dr. Borger managed to arrive

half an hour before school was out. One of our classrocms, the children

were more than glad to stay an extra halfhour to show what kind of work

they did. They volunterred for that.
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Wayne King, the Teacher Supervisor. First of all, Wayne, you can briefly
tell us what that role entails, if you don't mind. .

The jol, I have is implementing curriculum that is being developed and
carrying through part of Bill Morris's job. When he gets feedback from
the Parents' Council, he brings it to us and tells us what they are
thinking and how they are feeling about things. From that point on we
try, if we can, to emplement what their request is and this type of thing.

For Lxample, when thc curriculum was being developed, the Social Studies-
one of the units that these parents wanted was a unit on the Hopi because
they are in conflict with the Hopi over land dispute. The parents wanted
their children to understand the Hopi, so this was included. Going back
to this other, we work with Bill and the parents. For example: weyent
1ore the Parents' Council and explained to them the non-graded approach
for OUP children and they readily aecepted it. So we have moved in this
direction and the program we are implementing in English as a Second
Language and all Social Studies and Sciences are fitting in real nicely
with this. This is one way that our school is different from those for
English spcakers. We use the Mind and Linguistic series in our primary
section because it is controlled in structure and we wouldn't use this
if it were a public school.

What program is this?

The Mind and Linguistic series. They are readers. These are small paper-
backs. But the readin6 in it is controlled; the language structure is
controlled, so the children have a chance to start picking up the
English language at a controlled rate rather than drawing in a lot of
structure quickly so they get confused. We use this in conjunction with
the NALAP which was objectives for instruction of the English language.
We tried to run them side to side. But this is not a program that you
would use for native Indian speakers because they come in with the speak-
ing of this language. They have control of some of the structures of
the English language but these children don't. This is different.

Let me just add - I mentioned the CITE program and in the ESL curriculum
we have developed two special programs for the Navajo child. We found
that because teachers are different and children are different, that one
approach and one set of mmEarials does not meet everybody's needs.. Now

the CITE program was developed under the direction of Dr. Robert B. Wilson
cf UCLA. The Navajo area Language Arts Program which is also a structured
sequential EU program 411D is being developed by educational specialists,
all the Navajo, and people who have taught the children in the classrooms.
We are finding tremendous response.

This is again a program that parents have asked fop. They do want their
children to speak English, and learn it quite well. For they request it
"We want our children to learn fnglish".

J. Reed In fact they s.d, they don't send their children to school to learn
Navajo, they send them to school to learn English!

B. Morris Their point was: "We'll teach them Navajo at home; we'll teach them our
re)igion at home. We don't want to have you teaching our culture and
your religion in your school by a teacher who is not Navajo."

101.10112111m101111...
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But in our program in our primary sections, the techniques that we
use I think could be used quite successfully with public school

English speaking children. But WC. use intensive questioning - you

take a sentence and you get all the understandinr out of that sen-
tence by asking questions for which thc answers are found directly

in that emtence. It isn't an open-ended question, but we are trying
to get comprehension cut of the sentence or the paragraph. Then we

use vocabularly words, stockpiling, which are words the children know

in english. Then you take these words and develop them into sentences

and paragraphs. a is somethinp they have said. Then they begin to

use their reading because if you can use the second language and if

you begin to see it written, it becomes a reading process.

H. eherk At what ages or gredes are you beaminr these special language programs,

(ESL programs)? At all grades or levels?

W. King Yes. CITE has e language program, so 4: actually run through CITE all
the way through the levels that we have. If we were a graded system,

we could be a fifth grade. But we haw language in all these classrooms.

H. Sherk What is this CITE again?

J. Reed Consultants in Total Education. They have four years work developed now.

In this particulPr School and this is true of some other schools, we
start with young children and we get progressively more children as we
go alone with these other schools. Our children in the beginning class-

rooms are in CITE and then the children who don't start in CITE are in

the Naa. The NALAP is a slightly more flexible program than the CITE
in that uppL;r ,',rade teachers can take the NALAP materials and can spiral

them and we are giving them the training so that they can do it. They

ear, spiral it up end catch the children up on certain English instruction

they have missed before. Wu have actually been using former ESL programs

for G or 7 years. But it hasn't been until we've had these more special-

ized programs that it has been as efficient as it cOuld be.

H. Sherk I notice that every once in a while somebody drops a comment on the
side, and I try to pick it up because we come in with all kinds of

assumption that are not necessarily right. Bill Morris, something

that you said triggered off one of these chains of thought. One of

the possibilities that we have been exploring is the teaching of a

native language, Cre, in our area. Did I hear you correctly when

you said thPt the parents do not want the language taught as a

language in school?

J. Morris The prents don't necusearily object to the language being taught but
they do object to the laneuage beine tnueht to the exclusion of

English. They want their children to be fluelt in English and the
comment wes based on that frame of reference rather than not teaching

the lancliape at ell. They say we can teach them at home in Navajo

but we went them 'to teach them in English. Not,, if you can teach them

both laneuages, we won!t obi. et. But in goin7 oack to another thing,

when we discussed non-graded systems with thc parents, the thing that

we got across to thk parents, festest, was the,fct that bhildren no

longer fail. They caught this very rapidly. Thie sold tbe program

immediately.
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Yeu were askine the question about how do we compere our children with

the native speakers and English speakers. What we have been using is
the Btanford achi_vement tests. It's a test not really designed for
our childr:n or for thi,r program. But it does tell us this. It tolls

us how wt_ll our children are deing in comparison to native speakers on
th... norm of the nation as a whole. And we -do use this one particular

thinrnr to see how well we are going. Over the Past three years that
we've implemented this program, cur children definitely heve shown
gain on th,_ national type of markinR. It is quite rapid and for the
three years wu feel that we've done quite well. As far as this agency

is concerned and all the schools in it, Chinle Boarding School at the
present t1eJe is &finitely succeeding ae far as achievement goes in the
second, third, fourth and fifth (year) levels.

H. Callihoe My question has to do with the Navajo language. I understand this
school is not using Navajo as a language of instruction. Is that

correct?

J. Reed

W. King

H. 7,herl.

J. Rttd

Yes, let me answer thet. In one sense we definetely are, one of the
main reasons that we have Navajo speaking classroom aides is so that
the Navaje language is available and can be used to develop concepts
as viLll as to make the children feel at home and to meet emergencies
and so on and so forth. But we have very special training programs
for the eides so that they will be able to fill in behind the'teacher-
fill in isn't exactly the right work, but they can work cooperatively
with the teacher in explaining things in Navajo that even help to
develop more articulateness in Navajo than would be-possible if there

weren't such an aide. In other words, one of the main reasons that
we have the aides is not as e teacher's helper but because of the '
special assistance that she can give as a fluent speaker of Navajo.

Can I give an example here? A teacher maybe trying to get across a
concept, let's say in social studies, and he does so in a large group.

Say when they go into smell groups, activities and these types of
thing, is the child has difficulty, then hopefully the aide will get
to that student and explain to him in Navajc.'

I wculd liec to ask a very irportent question. Will any of the materials

that vou heve produced be available and it so how wculd we procure some

of thee? I knew thet our needs are going to be somewhat different but I

think tint we could learn e. let from whnt you've done and I think that

wc would find ideas there.
I woeld olv thnt anything that 14%.'IN produced is certainly available to

ou. The centact would 3e throueh Mrs. Spell in the Area Office. Even

CTTL weuld COMJ throueh the frc r1 nffice. The CITE materials are right

nv,; in th' erocess.of Lein- d_ereleped end there are some limitations on

<her. But oee ,ense theee re public funds programs and so they are

. I will like to add just coe mort thing about the aides, the
edeeation eides, and the matter of Navaie laneuage. In one sense our

'ereerems et thle ocheol and in all scheels that use the Navajo speaking
ei1eL ar_ hielltural ene bilinrual. It it, a slightly different type of

Idlineueliem. We ere not starting literacy in Navajo
bet in the larekr sense it ie just Ps bilinrual.and bicultural as any

that yr)v find.

6 ,'



W. King

H. 3hLrk We have lealelation regarding teacher certfication and our teachers'
rissociatien is wetchin- this particular provision rather closely. Do
you have a sluilar situation?

W. King Ne. The teacher is still responsible for evLrything for everythinr that
takes place in the classroom.

H. Shark We have the same_ kind of provision and thPt is acceptable.

J. Reed On th4 uae of Naveio_ language, we have found that as a general linguistim
principle, the mare articulate the child hecomes in any lam:liege, the
more articulate he is 3s a whole. That sounds like redundancy. But the
thing is if he can bu helaed to become more articulate in Navajo, there
is a lct of transfer to beine more articulate in English as well and
this is the. basic princirde. For a lcng time, of course, the approach
to teaching Indian children was that they ad tc speak only English.
If they spoke their nativ_: language they wouldn't be able to learn
English. But the CITE linguists have found thet it is just the opposite,
'that if you tan increase thc desire to talk and flueacy in the native
lanoagc, you heve a person who is mer e. verbal and he will learn English
better. One cf the things, ef course, is that we have aides who were
raieed in the old fashion and we h:ve some Navajo speaking aides who are
aometimes hard on the children about Enrlish. Another thinr I would add
ahrut tieing Navnjo language, we have found that even in the teaching of
English it la much easier to sometimes use the Navajo explanation but
not by eirect trenslation. For instance, if the lesson is going to be
en introductien ef the people in the past, the aides tell thc children
in .:avajo. 'Now listen the teecher is going to say something different;
it hle to do with this meaning. It will mean that she is talking about
something in the past. Listen for it." 'If the child has to see what the
structurc is by listening all through English, it is a very difficult
problem.

(Es)

Some cf the nides are actually teachin- seme cf the acial Studies.

H. Sherk Thank yau very much. We an just going to have enough tape left to talk
to Bill Morrie.

W. Morris cne point I-didn't make this moreing in ttrms of parental involvement:
One cq- the main thines that we''ve bencfitee from is that thG parents

arc more aware of what we arc doing. They arc going to the community at
ierge and telling pecple 'Chink Boarding School is doing this and this
and this for cur children. Why don't you go over and sec?" And we have
ha(,: prenta comin,- up and finding out what is Foing on. Consequently,
they ,re ror. interested in what their children arc learning and ere
.ecepnaeinp their children to come to school more. Overall the children

t: be ruch more enthusiastic about the things in school. We still
helve e deeout prellem hut we used to hove three-quarters drop-out.

R. Shrk Than ycu vkry kindly. It s.ems to me that what you have been telling us
ihout naren involvement lat of implications for th regular
scheel eystems, teo. I think e, have to tahe note of that. I would like

ae ase sto say thanks very, very much for teking the time and for offering the
dvic and sistancc that vou hav o kindly provided.

t al. a e
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INTERVIEW WITH ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL

AT MANY FARMS HIGH SCHOOL (BIA) MAY 22, 73.

We are at Many Farms, Arizona and we are speaking today with Mrs.
Rebecca Dotson Assistant Principal at Many Farms High School. Herb,
you were going to pose a queStion at this point.

MANY FARI.:. HIGH SCHOOL

MANY FARMS

MAY 22/73 ARIZONA

H. Callihoe I just wanted to tell Mrs. Dotson that wu are looking for ideas
with regard to native education. We are looking for advice and
hoping that Mrs. Dotson will be able to help us in this area.
Mrs. Dotson, perhaps you could tell us briefly what types of
programs you have in your school which you feel are a benefit to
your Indian students.

P. Dotson

H. Sherk

R. Dotson

H. Sherk

As I was saying, with our school board we try to get them to let
uS know what are some of the things they would like to see.

Can we stop at this point and have you explain just what this
board is?

They are all Javajo and we have a local school board. We have
an agency and we have an intra-agency school board but the local
school boards are from different areas, different communities
that are elected by each community to represent them here at the
school as w, have children from different areas within the radius
of 200 miles, you might say. So we try with our school board
members to give us, - there are quite a few things in the Navajo
culture, somc things you don't talk about, some things you can't
talk abott and some things you would like the children to know.
So some of those things that aru sacred, you know, they prefer
that you don't dO, like basket weaving. When you do basket
wervinp, there ara certain ceremeLies that ro with that and so
whoever is instructing that area should have some knowledge of
stories or ronf's that go with that basket weaving. Or even in
pottery making. There is a certain way that you make the
pottery and yni just don't make a pot for cooking on a wheel used
to make pottery for ceremonial purposes. That's why they have to
b made certain 1W.ys.

V,ry intercIting. This is the kind of thing that we are trying
to get at in some of our questions. t!hat ire the sensitivities
that we ought to bc awar( or? Now you are from the Nav?;jo culture
so that you would be aware of this, but someone like myself who
dous not have an Indian background to draw on (and there ane many
others oi us in the )epartment of Education like that) - have you
any supgestions for us as to how wc would develop an awareness of
this or how we could pot people involved who would have that kind
of awareness?
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You would have to go right to the people. You would have to ask

the parents that are living the traditional culture, you might

say. Like even for me I ask questions as to what are some Of the
things that I am supposed to do and what are some of the things

you would like to ask of me and they give you this type of an idea.

At the high school level, what differences are there in your curr-
iculum? (as ccmpared with a non-Indian school curriculum)

we have the Navajo arts; we have the Navajo studies.

Could you tull me a little about what you are doing in Navajo art?

Hostly the Navajo art is stories. ThGy have legends which are

passed on from generation to generation and you have the sheep

story, the coyote story and stories about how things were made

and how these came into being and what have you. It is moral;

a lot of them have morals and these, of course, are passed on

so we have some of those written and we have to improvise a lots

of them.

But you call that an art, why not something elst?

We have that under Navajo art and then we have basket weaving;

we have painting and we have pottery.

Who teaches these? These don't sound like the kind of things

that certificated teachers would normally teach.

I taught it for a while and I taught it two years, with an anglo

teacher and we worked together for two years. Therefore, I

taught her how to teach these kinds of subjects so she actually

is the only one on our staff that can teachq\ravajo art besides

me. I had to train her to do that.

Are there any institutions that are preparing teachers for this

kind of role?

We have what we call the NEAVO cup appropriltion which is Navajo

Education Association which WPS formed the first time in 1962 and

then it kind of dies off and then the last five years we reorgan-

ized with support out of the U.S. office of education. Therefore

we have teacher training, Navajo teacher training program, and at

this teacher training program we teach about culture, what to

teach in culture end we teach all these different things but this

is more or loss gearud to the elementary teacher. We don't have

a program for high schooi teachers.

H. Shurk Now is this done at the college?

R. Dotson no, this is not done. This is done by ar organization. This summer

we will have a proeram at Rough Rock Demonstration S.thoo1. We will

have a workshop there; we call it a workshop.

H. Sherk How long will it last?
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It will last six weeks. It begins June llth and will be for six

weeks. So we have that kind of thing which is entirely different

from the Bureau, BIA. I am a Board member of that we sponsor it.

This is different from the Bureau.

'This prompts another question and obviously it will indicate how
ignorant I om of what is happening but does this have any relation-
ship tc the Navato Education Office that Mr. Platero is now in at
Windcw Rock?

Yes, the Navajo Education rivision is a branch of the tribal

council. But this other one is Navajo Education Association

which is a group of Navajc educators. There is no connection

there but right now Mr. Dillon is president of the organization

and he is with Navajo Education Division. We are hoping that we

will be abk tc work with that branch.

In a cooperative way. Most of the activities that we have en-
countered in our travels and in our reading that are geared to
curriculum for native students have really been geared to people

at the elementary level, Let's get back to this question, if

you don't mind, to this question of what you are doing at the

high school level. Is there just this one course where you really

have the cultural component?

Under our social studies program, like I told you, we have Indian
studies and here the instructor is Navajo and he has come this

year. In his studies he compared the different kinds of Indian
cultures with our culture where there are similarities and where
there are differences, where our group did certain things and
anoth:x group did certain things.. It is more or less a com-

parison of all the different types of Indian cultures with the

Navajo.

Would that be essentially an anthropology type of thing?

R. 'Dotson Not really, You might say that but basically it was not that kind

of a course.

H. Sherk

R. Dotson

: mean it may be more ef a historical anthropology course?

I guess you might sec it that way but they more or less take it
just from the cultural point of view rather than going to the

scientific studi,--s.

H. Sherk Are you doing anything with language, with the Navajo language?

R. Dotson No we 're not doing anything with that because it appears we can't

find anybody that can read and write Navajo and so the Navajo

Association is teaching. We have some people that have taken the

studies to road and write Navajo fcr three years. So we do have

some people that are alreidy out in the field to teach our elemen-

tary.school teachers and te.-Icher aides and we don't have anYbody

up in high school pat can do that. I would love to be able to

teachthe structure of the havajo language and then also compare it
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with the English language since English is a very difficult
subject for our students. I think ...t io eur w ikest area and
it is the arca that we really need to work on.

Do you thin!., there would be much interest in such a course on
the part of your students?

I think s. Tht.y would like to learn how to read and write in
Navajo.

I would like to ash a different kine of question and one that
1., quite crucial L. us. It would hu related to tho percentage

students that actually enter high schocl as compared with
those who .mter Crade 1 and also the kind of retontion rate you
have here. This is a real serious problem with us in Canada;
very few of our native students actually get to high school
and almost none graduate.

I would have to soy that, for instance the high school, taken
from the ninth grade until the time they graduate. I Would
say we have about 45% drop-out and this is not like the drop-
out you have in the public schools. We may have a student
who drop-out for that year,; he may be out a whole year, then
he might come back when he is 18 and then finish up.

H. Callihou ,Have you found that your upper grades or tenth grades are im-
proving sinet you had this program?

R. Dotson
,4

I am sorry to say that, no, it isn't. Vo do not follow-up on
the dron-outs. We don't provide for our drop-outs. We have

not done any stuslles on our drop-outs. It is just something
that happcns that we don't do anything about.

H. Sherk What would your cnrelment be hero?

R. Dotson Our enrolment right now is 600 or mon. about there, but when
the coll,r, 1erves, we should have a snace for 1,200. But wo

are exp,ectinz -,bout 800.

H. Sherk The college will'not be continuinc, hem?

R. Dotson

H. C:llihcc

No, they will b, nogine.

This cour-3, helpae, rotivat_d other students to continue
through or.hool, this typ k. of thing?.

H. qierk That is a hare question to answer.

R. Dotson

H. cl'erk

Well all I know is that the boys that I had in -my first year
are rridtv,tinr, th:o y(,ar. And a roue per cent a.re graduating
this year anr! they lru the ones that still come and sue me in

f ry of fie...

I could 4-iee th-t course like that might do a lot for making
students feel comfortable in the:school environment.
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Well, for instance,'when I taught the class we had a lot of

fun because we talked the Navajo language and a 2.ot of times
I'd say "you are not supposed to do that" and they'd come back
and say "why, it wouldn't hurt MG", and I tell them that this
is what grandma would do,

H. Sherk So you are actually teaching a lot of culture in there along
with the arts?

R. Dotson Yes, along with the arts - a lot of the Navajo wa7s and a lot
of the do's and don'ts or a lot of the sayings that grandmother
had. The other teacher and I taught the course for a half a
year and the students really resented the,fact that the was
taking ov and that I wasn't and .they, used to come after me and take
me back OliA, there.

H. Sherk Because she is not Indian?

R. Dotson She is not Indian.

H. Callihoe This is the attitude - to teach Indian Culture, you have to
have an Indian teacher?

H. Sherk Do most of the students enrol in that course; It is open to
everybody?

R. Dotson It is open only to juniors and seniorsethe coui4e that I had.

H. Sherk Do most of them enrol in this then? /
R. Dotson Yes, those are the two classes that usually fill -up before the

other classes.

H. Sherk

R. Dotson

We would appreciate learning any words of advice that you4tight
have for us in regard to procedure.

Community involvement. I really feel that you could get all
kinds of support and I donPt know what kind of situation you
have, you know. I would like to have time in the dormitory.
I would like to see parents in the dormitory and have them talk

to children because a lot of the culture - the kids don't really
know which way to go, whether they are going to take the anglo
or whether they are going to take the Navajo and they don't
know too much about both sides.

H. Sherk They need to be prepared for either or both?

R. Dotson For either one. I feul that they should have the information
from the home. They should have that down pat and if they want
to take it and use it, fine. If they don't thcn they have some-
thina to go to.

And you've uentioned the dorm. Obviously then 7 'ot of the
students are living away from their homes here. .ire most of

them in that category?
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Yes, particularly the bureau school, with the public schools

the kids can ccme home.
_

H. Sherk Is your school serving as a public school?

R. Dotson Ours is a bureau school. Therefore, we have the dormitory.

We house and feed the students here.

H. Sherk- Are all of the students here in dormitories?

R. Dotson Yes.

H. Sherk WiAl they have come from other BIA schools? Does this mean

that these- students have been away from their homes a great

deal?

R. Dotson Yes.

H. Sherk Is this a real problem, or not?

R. Dotson I think it is a real problem because the studenta really never
learn what life is all about. They are mixed, I won't say they

are mixed up, but they have a living 3ituation at home. They

don't have the running water.- You don't have all this and then all

of a sudden you have all this water and all these facilities

that are provided free. So when you graduate all of a sudden

you are out in the open, only you don't "pow how to tackle life

because you've had your bed and meals prepared for yOu all the

time:e When you get back then you don't have this. I feel that

our kids are really strong and they have to get out. Especially

the Oles that start in the first grade in the Bureau school.

H. Sherk

R. Dotson

H. Sherk

R. Dotson

Sherk

R. Dotson

Is there much concern about this? Is there any likehood that this

willchange?

The Navajo people are very concerned about it. In fact one of

the reasons the school is here is because they demanded that they

have a high school here on the Navajo Reservation where they

would be closer to,home so the kids can be home on the weekends.
)(We used to send them to Oregon and then over in Intermountain.

)

To what extent, then, is the school Navajo run? Now, you ob-

vioutly arc a representative of the NaATI?_people. To what

extent is th,is the case? You mentiOned\thatthereare some
angle teachers; arc there many other Indlan teachers?

1

/

No the percentage is vex", low. We have one in music, one

social studies. So we have two Navajo staff members, two in
adm4istration and one is an educational specialist. \ '

,

Is this largely because there just aren't people with the qual-

ifications available.

A lot of our Navajo people that get degrees, they don't come back

t* the 743servation. They go to the bright lights.
- ,
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44Sherk This Happens in our area too.

R. Dotson It is when they get tired, they come bc_ck, like me! laughter

H. Iherk Thank you very much. A lot of time has gone ane we would like
to thank you wry much for having us hero.

That was Mrs.. RebLcca Dotson at the Many Farms High School. Mrs.

Dotson was very ronerous in giving us her time because she was
busy preparing for the high school c,raduation which was to occur
on the following day7
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VISIT TO ROUGH POCK DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL

AND INTERVIEW WITH THE ROUGH ROCK EDUCATION DIRECTOR

rLss ETHELOU YAZZI

(CONTRACT SCHOOL OPERATED BY THE NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD

AT ROUGH ROCK, NEAR CHIULE, ARIZONA)

This is Hey 23rd. Wc ,ere at the famous Rewh Rock Demonstration

School which Le some 14 or 15 lailes frem Iany Farms. We are priv-

ileged this morning to be talking to :liss Ethclou Yazzi, the new

Director of Poueh Rock. She is not only director of the elementary

school but of the junior and senier schools as well. Wc have just

had a most interestiw tour of the RouFh Rock Demonstration School

and Miss Yazzi has agreed to tell us a little bit about the history

of the organization and also what is being attempted and accomplished

here.

I think 1966 was the first year Rough Rock had input in terms of

community-oriented schoels where the community had a voice in de-

signing the school or designing education for their own children

and at this time the BIA built the whole compound. But they had

net hired the teachers or personnel yet and so the church here and

the community through the chepter came and got this school built

and at this time it became a contracted school. We have our school

board members. Wt have seven positions in there where the community

actually elects a representative frbm different sections around here

within the radius of 30 miles. But we have seven positions to fill

and the board members are representative of the community. We have

community people come in and the board meets every week, every

Tuesday, to consider some of the problems here as well as negot-

iation with other parents. We do a lot of decision-making here

and mainly the decision-making is in the homes.

I can recommend and make all kinds of suggestions and implement

their suggestions and implement most of the plans that they have.

But I am not here to make the final decisions on certain things

and hiring people and they prefer to hire people from the comm-

unity if they have a qualified person and if they don't have that

qualified 1, rson in certain positions, they are open, and these

rare for oth,r Indians of othcr tribes who come in.

H. Sherk We have noticed that you do have some Anglo teachers on staff at

the present time. We have heard that you arc going to have quite

a turnover this year. Is that right?
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C.

Ne thi,- year I don't think so. Dui: in high school there are five

thit. .1re opn ded thL i mainly lecause two of our

Navaio teachers ar, eping bac} tn sch,)ol to get their Easters'.

r,ne is coring over here as calling officer and I don't really

bow two of ther.. I thinl they applied for anotner scholarship.

that is neither herP nor there. 'A: are primarily interested

in 1earni11 !, abdiat the involvement of the Navaio people themselves

In the developm:nt of currieLlur dnd in vour school program. I

wonOor 1' wo coule. turn to that duestion?

7. Yazzi Yes, I tlink thi: is part or what we were saying, I'd like to make

some reference to those.

everal vearT ago I 'a tt11 i tcaeher. tili at that time I had

;ome information or s.ome other thlw,s in the office; I h d some

assicifimerts.

At the time when T was _Ain a teacher, I eidn't know h w to write

:avajo, I didn't know how actuall to present myself in the Navajo
lancluag..; - d1fferent people and di fferent subjects. Right now you

can't tell th.-..t I had any pre.,lem::. because I can communicate with
they and I havc leerned how to communicate with neople in the Navao

laivua,-e. I thought T had those -kills when I went through coney,.
'ut when I cv.t beck herc I learned hew much I didn't know. At

thil the board was .,ay:no thdt these are the thin7s that we
want taught, naturallv the Kavajo universe which is a little bit
different than th,a classifZcation in terms of science and the

vajo lFe tyle and means of income. the plants and the food,

everything:, These euLiects .-n% implicated in terms of curriculum.

Er time we needed bilingual pople, cultural personnel to really
piel. up these things, but that really didn't hapnen. So I am saying

that tle Javajo people who didn't rceivc the forral education had
far better idr.o of ,,hat they want(A to be taught to the studentt -

§tudents ro be' taught In thp Na-ijo way, the science area and social
:,raa, in a reading area, in a math area.

Our problem v,:ls to haw a rso:, to be ak,le to pick up these things

and irp1emen1 it int, the ctarrieuium. We didn't have that person.
And th,_ Ncvdjo p.:ople-have yet to have a person to pick up these

thingr_ and implement. Right new th,, trite i going through the

proc.:sr, of a standard curriculum ox education system for the BIA.
Iut they ,lre having nroblem, right now, Lecause they don't have a

definite plan or understanding on picking un this or that. The

board rzhers weren't rlly satisfi3O with regular report cards
with ntudentt3' marks on it, with the comments we received from
the community ane the parents. Ee, I chang .d it, for at that time
hod /11,: ponition of the principal, and I told my teachers to

write personal lettern and tell them about tbe child. So we

rh:ncq.d -11 th,, renort cards 5,tr, the form of a letter. About a
,Ionth later, parents .care in complementing how well I have done,
and now I can understand how much work the teachers had to go
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e.eroueh,erc I 'Ivir 'el ee - 11. To ineieidue-lieing the eval-

uat.un ,
th:- -eerl etertine fror the reginning e.etting

t: o.:f,et:7ee In ou ccid tudie . o /eae'.1 7nglisn as, a

e'en- L,eer,udee - tLi-! 'e "eer, -e ere noe and we are in the

nrocos; et 4ettlne a eYet-,e. I theJ that response is rather

rec:e:Y .

.at e:etent are ezeeente ir eeloeing the curriculum?

hew, r:arenee :n ehe clesseeeme. Wien T was a Aeacher I knew

-ee ecurce hNilind the legenC etoriee, and the other stories, but

rot !All e-touh i.e. present tc th, children and I hdd my lang-r,,

pt the time. Itc-, tn:e ie the time the naeents cam(3"'

-And hehed me cut lhe nareet beeame as a teacher.

r1;.c.1 ?Cu 7-.neee to get the narents irvolved ir tbe classrooms',

T thinr te.a' tr.! lecause the parents feel that the school be-

long to then, rot r%e Ht.. The parents eit around here, hut if

voe weee to co to other rlacee, I don't thinl< they have that.

H. re tnel eaid ror this?

E. Yaze7 Wt entirelv; t:Iter heve e lot of worh to do at home.

H. Sh,r, '.%o the parerte teke turns coming in here?

E. 71zzi Ye. We tried fer two ronf.e:, a uThole semester. ',,ight now th.

teer.,nte Pr, emplainin8, "but he tit% we g-t vecd to the

cle'sroom- It '- time to go .

YaLlei.

I. t's -o to eoneting e3se we caw in the classrooms. Yoe have

te2-cher' who haue teachirg certificatesyou have teaching aides,

alei you haYe the narentE. Would you care to tell us about how these

peorde work together?

ir an ungradec svetem :t almost forces you to have thdse

'eine of neoF,le. We have 2', students tee a classroom and we have a

n-Arent ide, a teacher ard e teacher aide in the classroom and they

will heve as-ienmeets for 5p eific tashs for those in teacher aide

eoeitior-. They are resnonsihle for the classroom. The Anglo

teacher har 6 rely en the teacher aidee to provide the culture

evc7 language. There isn't that much difference. The tearher

eooete;mes the parent' teke the whole clase. The teacher aides are

to IR tri,inod cn r certn5.n dave T4e hive a teacher education center

here fron the :71livereity of New Aexico.

"oule veNu ytove rev, to a deecription of what the yariovs programs are

in the vn,ioes gridee 7ou were mentioning to vs about the,

Mculierel end hilingual program. Po all of the students start

thtir instruction in Navsio vnen they enter hindergarten?
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t a '-c.:-,;t-rot.r: (Mis- vazz, toyed tn e ohr,rt -e dre-:

t-Y-Idel or ai6wr,e).

Wtar vro. hec._ -Jeer% p7t.+,'nk, cn the chart :rdIcates there aro varicu .

la>e: her, 'rots: IA nd:garrn ,rour's ir this ungraded
or pble :s 1.%o ecuiYc:lant oC ii,rades 1 to 3

tIci a 1-rd bha_e of grade 4 an(' !). There alm._)st

a=, ,e tite zInd 4radually thls dt;creases as T.:,nlish

and t'-= teachinv oc Fal,-.41h e a Ocorld Language is
-ctu7tll7 t,e st-dents ,Int?: school but it is not c'iven

7e?.\- Tue. the tier,: inencse colvi.deraLly late,- on.

Coul, W-at :s a re.ther crucitl question? To what
t:ir lv -crno kind of oducation as

'tC .toul:. Lt. .2ttirx it! a au'.:1tc -chocrl How -,uch js different?

rh: transfer frov public s;c:lools,

'JO the7 considtif t'ae situation

atmosphere hen ln tLe olasroom. How many of
tf tL 1,1: and tot: -anv o' H[J1-, <-1e-oo1 s of

' of trceect ir clPs-room:.?

that 'k,uto. nod.

here. It is .--. free

the nulslic schools
thc BIA bave the

You a.-out an,1 .ci,nco nroiTrams ttnich rr wore or
T :.ondr how rue., of your curriculum really

ar how ffUC k d;l-ferent, with tIte Nzwajo culture back-

ground.

we ,to riit pty ti bet, been goinp or for two years.

I)* rtc, Wc are using the Navajo lanpuage for
ci:r -or aiT:ccfr,nt su2i.ect. The reading rokes a

Mdth is just ae t.ate, Social ctudies s just the sarre.

'Ut th-' Aec 1,1vcrid the elementary -.cheol how much of the Nsvaio

culture 'Lr7 Nava:io lero,:uage

it is !Ircatet BC B subiect.

And o yoa marege to teach these; do you have tcachr aices?

', have a oc:a1;,t, a Navajo specialit, and an English :7pccialist
;11,1 rt'.cr spec'elists around 1:erc tt he3p in these areas. But then
wo E0 T),:,c1 to tl, trmsitrred stueepts. They say it is too easy,
hut Ow% put the work beforc them, thlp, can't actually do it.
Dtv tho zhing.3 that are'difforent for them we discuss vith the
,i-,r,-nts rt ,,tueent the lv . lath the atmosphere in the class-

roor: aon't iav c tO sit down at the desks. And it is hard for
t to accept that. You have togo at your own speed, are thero

.11; coulan't do

-eer-s to me you hav,, anoth,r crucial_issue You_f:e2

thaL is a value, end T woulc gre tl.et it is. However, students

goin, to 1r,u( to make lheLr way 5n th!.s bicultural milieu. You

m.ntioninp that there 1.7, much nore of tho cultural emphasis

1
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in your tre,,ra:; than c,thers: -o you h.lv. any indicati-n hot.' your

stud:.,,nt,.; yin -r1r.: acad(micollf arteY thk:y finish :,igh school? You

Pr%cuatc3 haw, you-:

1 don't thinl: can sw bow our success will compare to others. In

scv_ral nazc,s, TrIrents Lav- r^v,d awT. from this community to where

the:r childrel had to Le enrolJet: in public schools. In those

c-:c,, we 7ound t th- studcnts who Iransf;_rrod to another com-

munity lrc on( grade 1.1J;h(,r th-In thky wem here. In one case where

th, child wat, trilingual, he was in tha 5th irade and

ws put in tha f,,th .-rlde, so I think mt have some indications

thrt identityand culture do help in tLe academic propram. The child

knoyc. th7t he ha somethJ.ng in him or in the family line. He can

stay in school can he ri success.

H. eherk One quest'_on I would like to ask about the hiph school. Is it acc-

waited in the same way other !ehools arc?

E. Yazzi t7c hawn't really graduated any sts,dents yet and next year will be

the first year we'll have a senior class. Right now we have two

people from North Central Pssociation down there talking about our

application.

H. Sherl f:;o you will hlve an rwaluotion team coming next year?

C. Yazzi Yes. N,:-xt time there %Jill be things you will have to do to be

rualiried.

H. 91erl, Herb, you have a nuestion or two you want to ask?

H. Callihoe Ye We were 3n your materi:l section for a short while, I wonder

if you -0.ould mind exploining how matorials ore developed by the

Rough t.ock School for use of the students, teacher input, this

sort of thin.!.

E. Yazzi hve our ovr. curriculum here. Come thinrs you see hero

are written in Pavaio Communitiec proide this kind of thing for

a Licu:Iturl ;rot!r:m and the government schools have been here for

mor, thlr a hundre years. A child fe,:ls tha.t his Nevaio language

is ir.7ort-Int, tt his culture is impertInt in the school system.

This t:rm WQ didn't have that much material; we teach them how to

writ, ,tnd r:-e NPvFjc. Materia3 , to read, ond write, we haven't

come l)y. T:7e -r,e going as fact os ve can, hut we can t keo up with

th stid-,nts.

H. :Mork I can see another problem here, you have 0 curriculum center and extra

staff in each classroom, a terribly expensive operation.

E. Yazzi WU, financially, we have auditors come in and go over some of the

papers. In the process we lose things, people come and ask where are

the reports, yet we have been fortunate enough to keep up with all these

forms. We have a Navajo training program going on right nowt with our

teacher education.

H. Sherk This is apart from the school?
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E. Yazzi You have to consider all these other departments, the janitor service,
the teacher service, the bilingual education, the elementary department,
the high school department, the Navajo medicine, the community service.

This comes directly under the Director of Rough Rock.

H. Sherk There must be a number ef specially funded projects, that you are busy

writing proposals for.

E. Yazzi

H. Sherk

E. Yazzi

We have at least gix difterentfoundations, financially involved.

Is this likely to continue for some time?

This is,another reason why we dcn't have to remove "demonstration" from
our name now; we have to have a grant.

H. Sherk Miss Yazzi, is there any way that we could possibly obtain samples of the
materials that you have produced here at the Rough Rock Demonstration

School?

Miss Yazzi I'm not sure in terms of samples, but I believe that they are available

for purchase.

H. Sherk

E. Yazzi

H. Sherk
had another question?

H. Callihoe Yes. I juctt wanted to know something more about what you alluded to
concerning the tribal elders in the production of materials.

You say there is a list?

Yes, you may drop by the Curriculum Center and pick up e publications

list. This will give you the titles.of the books that have been
published and will tell you what is available, the price and the post-
age required if it is to be mailed out.

Fine, that is the Navajo Cur-iculum Center at Rough Rock. And Herb, you

E. Yaz7i

h. Sherk

E. Yazzi

There are consultants during the winter. You see, there are certain
seasons and the legends are a seasonal thing. There are certain seasons
of the year that you are not supposed to tell the legends. Most of our

stories are told during the winter. Therefore, there are certain
periods when we are very busy at the Curriculum Center. But during the
summer, there are certain materials relating to our culture that we

cannot even type. So the summers are just pretty easy around here.

Well, Mi-s Yazzi, you have been extremely cooperative, extremely gracious.
You are a very busy lady; we have had ample evidence of that. You have

had a number of callers sincc we started this; you have had a number of
phone calls. We sur4F-do appreciate the time that you have taken to
give us the benefit oE your background and experience in the area. I

was just wondering if there is anything in summary you would like 70 say
that would be particularily important for us to remember in our work and
relationships with people of Indian ancestry in Alberta.

We are quite accustomed to having -ezople come in and ask questions and
I can say thai we, want to give the information. But I think RoughrRock
and the community here, and on behalf of the board I can say that we are

interested in the-Indian tribes. I think the board here is willing to

help. But at times Rough Rock is in the hole financially. But we can
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E. Yazzi

H. Sherk

learn to overcome some of these things and we don't get too excited
about it. But I think we have come a !ono way with Rough Rock. We

have the coneept of Indian control, and involvement 16 the "grass roots."

Otherwise, I don't think a lot *of things that have been accomplished

would have been done here.

Well, I can certainly assure you that what we have seen today has
impressed us considerably. I was very fever-ably impressed with what we
saw in the classrooms. And we surely do appreciate the time that you

have taken to give us some further insights.

I would liku, ds Director of Rough Rock, to have a written summary of
your impressions of Rough Rock. And this could not only be to me, but
to the school. I think that the school board ought to know that you
have been here and your purpose, and your plans for the future. I

think they would be interested.

Well, I would be glad to do that Miss Yazzi. As you know, we have only
been here a relatively short time and, therefore it will only be an
impression. And once again, thank you.

Lcrendzen and Mr. Tennant drew to our attention a new book which has
recently been published. It reports in some detail on a study of Navajo

education at Rough Rock, Chinle, and some other places.--Werecommend
that this book be obteined and placed in the Department of Education
Library, as well. The aut:ors are Estelle Fuchs and Robert J. Haviphurst.
The title is TO LIVE ON THIS EARTH: AMERICAN INDIAN EDUCATION. It is

published by Doubleday ana Company, Incorporated, Garden City, New York.
Publication date is 1972. Price marked on the jacket of this book was

$8.95, (U.S.).

10,1
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ROCK POINT (CONTRACT) SCHOOL, ARIZONA

It is May 23rd p.m. and we are now at Rock Point School. We are
fortunate in being able to speak to Dr. Wayne Holm, the Principal.
(Rock Point was formerly a DIA school)

You have almost completed your first year as a contract operation?

Yes; that is correct.

We have been travelling through parts of Canada and the United
States. On this trip, we have been primarily interested in learn-
ing what we can about procedures which we might possibly follow
in building a workable curriculum or at least in developing com-
ponents in Native culture and Nativelanguage, which you refer to
as bicultural and, bilingual in this area. We would be very inter-
ested in hearing any suggestions you might have as to how we might
proceed. In doing that you might want to tell us the kinds of
things you are doing here.

Well, I think in looking at bilingual education - a friend of Op,

m4ne is sort of in a career in Sacramento State. I think she makes
very useful distinction because bilingual education has all kinds
of arguments - maybe even more in your country. She makes a dis-
tinction in four kinds of programs. A specific education program
could have any one of these four components or more. I assume she'c.
starting off with your countryman, Mackey. Hess probably the
foremost authority on bilingualism in the world. He is Canadian;
his name is William Mackey. There is a center for international
research on bilingual education which does absolutely fantastic.
things. Mackey, a number of years ago, did some very interesting
work.

Ee is at Laval?

Yes." Instead of having people argue on whether you had a bilingual
program or not, he tried to set up a typology of bilingual programs,
and he broke it down to a number of criteria for analyzing types
of bilingual programs. So, he would look at things such as, for
example, a distinction beiween transfer programs and maintenance
programs whidl-you used child''s language as t-iMply alridge
the national language or one in which you maintained the two lan-
guages parallel. Assuming that in'a transitional language you
would make a distinction between an abrupt transition and P gradUA1

100
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transition, he would analyze the areas in which you taught one sub-

ject and areas you taught another. He would analyze the govern-

ment's re.z4sons for doing'ithis. In other words, he had what he

would call a culturalist thing or irredentist type of thing and

then he had a number of cross-cutting classifications and another

typology for classifying language communities such as for example

_we are one of these weird type of communities where you have an

English speaking school in'aAavajo speaking community, and a Na-

vajo reservation in an English speaking country. He would analyze

these four levels. Now what Tina did is to go a little bit further

;than Bill Mackey.

Looking at school programs, I think she makes some very useful

distinctions that, I think, at least allows people to have rational

discourse instead of arguing. So she talks about foUr kinds of

programs. She says we have a bilingual program and all that this

really implies is that the two languages are being used for instruc-

tion purposes, So for instance, in teaching Cree, some other in-

struction may be included, instead of teaching Cree as Cree, it

might mean that some instruction is in Cree hivoory, Cree reading,

anything. This is what she would call a 'bilingual program.

She has what she calls a biliteral program, and this is a program

where kids are being brought to literacy to read and write in,-two

languages, and it is pretty hard to have bilingual--

H. Sherk In other words, we didn't have the right terminology -

W. Holm She is one of the few people I know of that supplied the terminolo-

gy for this sort of thing.

H. Shark

W. Holm

How do you spell her name? Krear?

Krear - Then she takes a third area that a lot of people talk abou

that's fraught with emotion - bicultural. This would involve,

say with French or Spanish, the national literature; the world

literature. It would also involve things like dance, music, reli-

gion, mythology, this sort of thing. So these would be bicultural

elements whereas both cultures are actually used in the program.

Then she has what I think may be the most important of all, a

bicognitive program, where in fact you are making explicit efforts

c.) to teach kids to think in both languages and this is the thing

you find missing in so many bilingual programs. People have a

rather naive assumption that talking to kids in their own language

will cause theM to think more effectively in their own language,

and it may, but only indirectly. We don't make that assumption

about English only programs. It is rather naive to make this assump-

tion about some other.language program.

H.-Sherk
Z-hope_you_will tell us which of these you are adopting here.

W. Holm I would say in effect that we are trying to work in all four areas,

,but there are people who don't work in all four areas. And you can

have a bilingual program that is not a biliteral program where

literacy does seem to be a problem.
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But, to go back to your'original question. The sorts of thing9

Spolsky was talkin:, about (University of hew Mexico) - Thc Summer'
Institute of Linguisitcs, has had a great deal-of experience in
literacy programs. What.you find more and more is that linguists who
work in this area are recognizing that most of the deciNons in-
this area are socio-political decisions, not linguistic aeaisions.
The BIA thousht rather seriously of setting up nilingual programs,
selected a number of areas, asked Spolsky to come in and give his
advice to them and his adyice was so simple that,it may sound ab-
surd, but they were questions that these people Dad not asked. In

the first place, the question was, "Is there a body of native speak-
ers of this language, and what is the language ceneus data. Are
there young children sp2aking this language?" We hadliteracy
material prepared several years ago for Hopi, and it just may be
that we don't have enou3h Young people coming into the schools
that speak hopl to.justify the effort that went into the-prepara-
tion of these materiels. So I think the first thing is that we
have to identify a speecn'community that is large enough and has
speakers in the age group that have children coming to school.
Recently, the University of New Mexico sent out a 5-point question-
naire to each teacher of 6-year olds on the reservption and got
a very crude, but probably still the bese piece of language census
in this country. It is hard to find out; a few kids come to school
speaking the Navajo language. You go from one portion of the com-
munity to another, and you will get very conflicting situations.
By polling, getting very crude five point scales of Navajo mono-
linguals, Navajo dominant with some lavlish, hut not with the
ability to do first 6rade work in.English; balanced bilinguists -
English dominant with some ability in Navajo, and English monolinguals.
And getting teachers to rate on this, we are getting fairly useful

demographic information on communities and on language groups.
So I think it is important to locate a group that has a strong mar-
gin of or body of young speakers of the language to justify efforts
in that area.

The second thing Spolsky would.say relates to the fact that you have
to identify groups that arc essentially receptive to this idea. The
official attitudes and the personal attitudes are not always the
same thing. In our'own area here in the southwest, we have a
Laguna community that is showing a great deal of interest in having
a bilingual program. This actually coVers up the fact that in the
last fifteen years the language has almost ceased to be spoken
to kids in the home. The kids are enterihg school not speaking
Laguna, and what parents really want, and grandparents, and people
in the leadership category want is a revival of spoken Laguna. The
Laguna tribal council is rn record as favoring a bilingual program
for their kids At the seine time, Until fairly recently, The.Santa
Doming, Public.Council_has actively resisted.any type of bilingual_
program in the school. This actually covers exactly:the reverse
situation. The language is very strong in the home, but is so closely
related to religion and culture, the people lust feel that the line
between secular and sacred can't be drawn. And until quite recently
they were unwilling to allow their langudge to be used in the schools
for secular purposes.

10
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Sher:: Wha.t. you ai, descrih,Ar g. is very similar to our own situation .in

'whlch ther.,2 is areat:diveobity ie thc desires that different bands
and tribes have wjth regcr:e to education.

4

Hol On Vt.02.; ilorrcint is,L.hat you simply cannot impose
thi .col-t of thing a: the,top. Whac you have to.do, if at all
possil)3e, is tc find embrypnic p-...-ogr.7.ms that ara.struggling along,

arl try to help fh"71,1 develop, ra-her than atteil)pt to develop
prograT,Ns at the top,

A. That is au intsting cemvnt - fo,. something that is al-
vcsady k,ainz tried, and try la build on that!

W. lolm Wa have a IvogrevIthat Is strugg3ing along ends going into its third
It ney he begnr,inT- to straitehlrout. It has had a long

slcw 6lowLos p-cricd. 3imp.ly because some wallintentioned people
in Washington came to so.hool cu Spo3sky's sug,pstion.and asked
-the cch.dol bQard if they would be willing tO ru the teacher train-

. Lng program.' The boar3 sa.d they fti_c that they had all that they
,could harx11-. c they went to anochev cd.mmunity that.didn't have
anyting ard dA not have auy edudation leader,ship that showed
,nte.ri Ln tlus brd oltem tea to aet commthing goinz. Maybe after-
two years now,%thinv may Legin to happen. It's been a long, hard
time.

u rbevk

II 61,

Holm

I thiA, though, whdt you may bLiimplyiug could ba significant too,
There js vo unilateral type o: program thcit cal be Iltilized in tpis
cield.

I ft;e1 vev; strongJy that it wou'd almost have.to be home grown.
Th: firs iugredjent ycu have .to fihd is at least a few Competent
prsioAat Fael,le who have an interact in this area, and of
cou*s, if yen ar tueky enouh you-can put the two together. ,If
you hav,a an iirblych.,%. pr,e,:am

1 am sure it tai e-. mo-e. thaG luck, knd this is where we need help.
Fany of th placee we have been, we have boen told you have to in-
vo3, the native people and cften the older peope who really have
a fe,41 feu what the cultur.a3 components are, whq know the legends
and L;o oo. And some people ay, aG 'far hare said, you need the pro-
fessional people too, Now:do p.0 have dlr.? su3gestionp for us-as
t.0 tvw we get Ebese two gu)upl workinz together ef.77ectively? Be-
cau'!ze Y don't think these guou:): normally do work closely together.

I think you have 1::-) so tht pol:tLcal route. I think that literacy
bchl med for church purpose, cr at least in some areas, na.:

tive langlage literecy 1a5 been used for political purposes. It
Ives rake native p,roups su,:picaous. Native 3anguage literacy can
ba uscd fo assImidaticnict purposes. I do think the thing you will
find wi.rh gioups who Twórt thi;, ,?or whatever their reasons are,
maybe an in-trums.ntalist t7pe vupport, wnere they actually feel
this will help xheir_kids lewm Eneliv-h-betteL;or-it-may-be-an

irredevItist attitude where they feel it w41 help them preserve
th:ir culturt-- Put I do think it is almoret impossible; it was tried,
in the late a's and 40'6. There was a bilingual pr9gram on the
reservation here, struggliug along for 30, Ll, 12 yfars. Slut because
of the fact that it was tiE.d with a political progrim, it was linked

a
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W. Holm

with an unpopular political program, the Navajo livestock pro-

gram. The people wouldn't accept L. You almost have to find

a group that shows an interest -

You are not necessarily speaking about groups who officially

represent the Indian people.

I think it almost has to be at the community level. When you

really get down to it, the real decisions are made by bili ual

parents.

Now are you including the bicultural asPects in this?

No, I think ccmmunities have the option of whether this is what
they want or not. Soms people may take it as a very narrow

thing and they might say all they want is a bilingual-bilateral
program. We have controversy on the reservation right now,

because of a small cadre of college trained,Navajo teachers are
some of the most articulate opponents of bilingual education.
They,hlve been trained to teach in English. They feel threat-

ened. Their "union cards" cheapened quite a bit. You see we
have a Navajo population of 130,000 and we would be lucky if we
even have 150 college educated teachers. Another thing is that
a fairly large percentage of those people went,through mission

schools. In fact we have Navajo teachers in 'this school whom we

call English language teachers. They are Navajo; they speak

Navajo; they speek it quite well. They do not want to teach in
Navajo. They teach in English. One lady that I am thinking of
has a mission background, and she would feel entirely uncomfor-

table if sho were asked to teach in Navajo herself, because her
training is in English.

H. Shark Obviously any teacher like:, to work in his or her area of com-
petency) and I suppose this is no different from that.

W. Holm Let me tell you how we got into this backwards. There are ways
of backing into this without a lot of expertise if you have a
few school people who are really interested, and a community sup-

porting the school. We actually got into this when the Title I
monies became available to thc community. Schools started hiring

aides, Who did the unpopular jobs that the teachers didn't like
to do. We set tnem up right away as teachers and we had them
teaching in Navajo. We were far away enough from supervision.
What we simply did, that first year, was we moved into what we

called coordinate bilingual situalions. In our school you will
see in eight of these classrooms, a Navajo language teacher at
one end and an Englisn language teacher at the other end. They

plan together, but they teach separately. It is more like team
teaching than a teacher-aide relationship.

H. Sherk I think it is similar to that at Rough 'Rock, too.

W. Uo lm

.

Rough Rock tends to have a teacher, Navajo aide and a parent

all in the classroom. Our situation tends to be that you will
have usually a non-Navajo (Anglo teacher) and a Navajo teacher.
This teacher, by credential would normally be considered an aide.
In fact, the essence of our program - we are saying that it is
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easier to teach the basics of education in literacy and in mathe-
matics to bright young high scheol gradu:Ites who can communicate
with the kids than it is to teach the native language to college

graduates. In fact we are using aides with teachers and I think

we have somethinc tremendously exciting. These people are ac-

tually becoming teachers.

h. Sherk Can you tell us how this will take place?

W. Holm

H. Sherk

W. Holm

H. Sherk

W. Holm

H. Sherk

W. Holm

It has been a long time evolving. In the early stages you had

aides and fairly sympathetic teachers whe worked with the aides

in the classrooms. We are new well out of,the teacher-aide

state. We are in a team-teaching stage,

May I change the topic? On this tour we have noted that each

native studies project has a curriculum resources component.
Is it essential that resource materials be developed locally?

I think if you are going to have a biliteral program, it is

essential tha; somebody develop materials. Unless you happen

to be fortunate enough to find that some other agency is de-

veloping materials thatorou can use, you may have to do this.

But is it likely that materials produced elsewhere will fit a

local situation?

Probably, Navajo is in a preferred position as compared with any
other minority language in the United States. My wife and I

prepared a bibliography on it. We were able to identify about

forty items, mostly initial readers for kids. Still, it is a

very limited range of materials and we nave big gaps in anything

beyond the initial resource materials. What we found completely

missing were reading reldiness and learning-to-read materials.

Will you please tell us something about your program - its nature,

etc.

It keeps changing because f tna circumstances surrounding the

funding. At present, we are operating under a five-year grant
(assuming we don't bomb-out some way). We are required to have

criterion-referenced goals. We arc allowed to add one grade

each year but one grade is subtracted at the bettom, which has

to De picked up by local funding. This year our program is at

second grade; next year it will be at third grade. So we must

pick up the funding for cur beginner or "pre-first" level.

H. Sherk What age groups do you have here?

W. Holm Our children range from five through thirteen. (We have a kin-

dergarten in this school).

H. Sherk Do you include studies designed to enhance the self-image of

Navajo youngsters through knowledge of their language and their

cultural heritage, at all levels?

:Liu
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H. Sherk

We have tended to put somewhat more cmp.iasis on the biliteral and
bicognitive aspects perhaps than has been the focts at Rough Rock

where they have in the past put more emphasis on the bicultural.
In the primary grades - kindergarten thiough second - we have

eight classes. They are coordinate bilingual classrooms with two

teachers in each. The cultural component i relatively modest.
The board has insisted on (cvsiterion - referenced) objectives
such as knowing kinship ties, Rnowing how you ad(ress somebody.
(This implies a knowlcdge of app:opriate behavior, use of kinship

terms, etc.). The Navajo people place importa,Ice upon knowing

clan relationships and the appropriate kinsiiip terms in your nuclear
and extended family.

In thebr;ghter grades (three and higher) the language of instruction

is English. But the studenLs go out of the self-contained class-
room at certain points during the day in half-class groups. One

half of the year they go to a "process approach" that is taught
in Navajo; the other one-half they go to what we call "Navajo Social
Studies."

0

But this is a difficult area. Far you are concerned with a culture
which does not have a sacred - secular distinction. And this Ss

the first year that this community has had an cducation committee

for fifteen years. They have been reluctant to have Uavajo sing-
ing and dancing in the schools. Because, for instance, most of
their dancing and singing is performel for curative purposes.
they are improperly done, they may he li an over-dose of medicine:-

actually cause people to get sick. The board does not want to be,
held responsible for this.

So this is the first time that wa have sked to have NavajO\ anciag
and singing at che school that the board has alLowed it to go
And not just because we are a contract school. It is that they
have confidence that it will be done properly.

This is an important matter. W-a want 'co Le aware of matters like

this that are sansitlye areas rclated tc the beliefs and heritage
of our native people in Alberta,

May I ask you whether there have been major changes in what is
being done here since Rock Point became a contract school.

I have been in this school co: tillrteeR years. Ve have bean moving
in this direction. So there has not been an abrupt change to intro-
duction of cultural aspects of Navajo like.

But the Board has the option of hiring persons who7e aredentials
would not normally b3 aceeptrIlc to the state.

We hope to offer opportunities for study of native culture nnd
language to non-Indian students as well as to those of Indian anc-
estry. Do you think that'it is feasible to wo-_-k toward such a dual
goal? Can one curriculum serve both groups?

iii
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I feel very strongly about the need for Indian control of their
own schools. I have just finished writing a paper vhich I have

titled "The Decolonialization o2 Navajo Education."

You know, I was very depressed during my short stay in Canada to

find that the Indian groups were so small and had such small land
bases; and that in many instances the children were being taken
off the reserves to go to the public schools. This is essentially
an assimilationist type of system. I believe in quality education,

but I also believe that Indian control over their education is
extremely important. So you are asking me for my opinion about
what can be done, and I really can't say, because I don't really

believe in the system as I undestand it there.

Obviously, I have not made myself clear. ast can we do in schools
that have no Indian children?

I do think there are possibilities. For instance, a course was
taught in Gallup, where the Navajo language was used. (I believe

this has been done in places in Canada. I think Calgary has offered
Blackfoot, at least in summer courses.) They taught it in High
School. They paired Indian and non-Indien students. So the Ine,!an

students had the greater competency of the two. For a few years

there was a fine program in Gallup. But 1.hen the teacher left, the
program died.

There are some organizations that can
those of some anthropologists. There

American Anthropological Association.
based in Canada (e.g. Kwakiutl school
school in Yukon Territory). They are

pology and education.

be tu.med to -- for instance,
is an of2-t-'3ot of the

Some of their papers are
study and the Morepass
interested in both Anthro-

I think they could develop adequate matr.,...7z for non-Indian child-

ren. The only thing that I would see as extremely critical is
that at some place there ougat o be an evaluative committee of
the people concerned -- you know, the native group being discussed.
There should be two or three stares, then, in the prod-xtion of
the materials.

Can you expand on the matter of evaluation, please.

Here, we set out a number of performance objectives. And we have
a person working on a full-time basis who does nothing but eval-
uate kids. A teacher can say, "I feel my students are ready to
do this ---", and he will come in e7d spot check some students.

If they seem to be ready, then he will test the whole class. And

they have to be tested at he end of the yecr.

H. Sherk How do you report progress to parents?
t,
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Our school district covers about 1200 square miles. And in this
area there are perhaps 1200 people, because the land is arid.
We invite the parents of students in one specific class to come
in at a certain time. They come in the mornings and go into the
dormitories (we have about 40% day students and 60% residential).
We attempt to group our children in the dormitories by families.



)

VISIT AND INTERVIEWS AT WINDOW ROCK, ARIZONA: NAVAJO DIVISION

We spent the night of May 23rd at Gallup, New Mexico, which is adjacat
to the Navajo Peservation. On the morning of May 24th, we returned to

Window Rock. Our first interview was with Mr. Dillon Platero, who was,
until recently, the Director of Education at Rough'Rock. He is now

head of the Navajo Division of Education. Mr. Platero took time from

his very busy schedule of activities to share his views on Indian

cultural and language components in the curriculum with us. We think that

his comments will prove very useful to us in Alberta.

Mrs. F. Spell, Chief of Curriculum for the Bureau of Indian Affairs at
Window Rock very kindly arranged for us to meet with her and some

members of her staff in the afternoq of May 24th. Due to her involve-

nent.in some commencement exercises/Mrs. Spell could not arrive
until approximately 2:00 p,m. However, she arranged for us to meet with

two members of the CITE program. This is the "Consultants in Total
Education" program under the leadership of Dr. R. Wilson at UCLA, and
involving other staff members of the University of California, Los
Angeles, together with a considerable number of staff members in the
BIA Schools on the Navajo Reservation. Our interview with Mrs.

Dorothy Birch and Miss Ethel Yazhe yielded a good deal of information
Concerning the CITE program and applicable aspects that may bo
relevant tO the Alberta situation. In this particular instance, the

presence of the tape recorder caused some initial apprehension. However,

this was soon overcome, This was, in fact, the only time that any

concern was shown to our plan to tape record the interviews. From

our standpoint, it was quite important that these talks be recorded,
sinc%we could not be certain to report accurately on what we had

heard, otherwise. We spoke to and listened to so many people in the

space of two short weeks that it would have been almost impossible
to sort out the volume of information that had been made evaiblable to
us had to not been for tape recording of these interviews.

Following the very interesting conversation with Miss Yazhe and Mrs.

Birch, we were able to meet again with Mrs. Spell. We also interviewed

Mr. Eby, a language arts specialist working on the NALAP project which is
somewhat less highly structured language program geared to the needs of

Navajo children. The interviews with all of these people appear below in

transcribed form. We would be very remiss if we did not acknowledge a
sincere debt of gratitude to Mrs. Spell who is Chief of Curriculum for the
BIA Schools on the Navajo Reservation. Mrs. Spell greeted us warmly and we

were made to feel welcome from the moment of our arrival at Window Rock.
She was extremely helpful in "opening doors" for us so as to facilitate
our meeting with koy people in education at various points of the
reservation.
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INTERVIEW WITH MR. DILLON PLATERO (HEAD Or EDUCATION DIVISION,

NAVAJO TRIBAL HEADQUARTERS)

May 24th, 1973 Window Rock, Arizona

Mr. Platero, we are interested in learning as much as we can about
how we might proceed in curriculum and we will welcome any ideas
that you may have to offer.

Does the Province of Alberta have a Curriculum Branch that would

correspond with one here in the State Department of Education?

Yes, we have a fairly well structured curriculum._It would correspond
roughly to the situation in California or New York.

Here on the Navajo resemation, we have been saddled with all tS'rpes
of requirements. The-state of New Mexico has its requirements: The
State of Arizona has its own requirements; Utah has its requirements;
the Bureau of Indian Affairs has its requirements and then the churches
have pretty much their requirements and then as an umbrella over all
of this there is the North Central Accrediting Association. So

there is a maze of requirements, and this is not good.

You can go from one school to another and find that students want
certain things. At Rough Rock, the Navajo culture and Navajo language
area was introduced. That was something that just wasnit done -- it
wasn't suppose to be done. Well, the local people there felt that it
should be done. They felt very strongly that their language should be
used in the schools, that it could be instrumental in the learning
process of children, that it should be learned to the extent that

students could become literate in their own language as yell as in
English. There are enough Navajo people here today that the language
can be useful. More arid Tore you are going to find schools that are

beginning to implement this kind of program but at that tiMe, which
was six years ago it was really bad.

I think the local people have a right to simply say what it is that
they want to have in their curriculum.

Yesterday, when we were at Rough Rock, we saw that program in operation.
We are wondering how you strike a balance between the two aspects,
state requirements, and the native culture and language culture. Most
places that we have been at we have been told that the native students
need to be given the regular curriculum of this state or province,
and to have the native cultural part, in addition to that. How do you
find time to include both in the schooling for your students?

Just like here -- do you want to spend all day talking about, the Boston
Tea Party?

H. Eherk What you arc saying is that there are some things in the state curriculum
that you think could be eliminated?

t
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Certainly. One point is very evident. The mothers and the students
and the Navajo leaders want the Navajo students to have the compet-
encies that will enable them to cope with college programs. They
want to assure that there will be no difficulty for them to enter,
college. I think that there are several ways that we can integrate
the various parts of this curricula. You are located within the area,
and the curriculum can include studies about the local area. You
can learn alot about yourself, your tribe and your customs, your
values and things like this. So it can be integrated into the
various areas, and I don't mean simply taking a small piece of it
and saying "well, we've done the Navajo language and culture bit."

The Navajo tribe is now setting up the Navajo education requirements
for all schools on this reservation -- the public schools, the parochial
schools and the BIA schools. We are saying to the Bureau, "now look
you have your requirements and each jurisdiction has another set.
In each area there seem to be another set of requirements. Now
we'd like to draw up another set to which you and the state would
adhere." These will be relevent requirements for the programs that
we see as desirable. Why.should we be taking Arizona constitution?
Why should we be studying New Mexico constitution or Utah constitution7

H. Sherk But isn't it important that your students know about these things, too?

D. Platero

C

H. Sherk

D. Platero

Oh, certainly. But right now you don't have Navajo language in the
curriculum requirements. You don't have Navajo history; you don't
have many other things.

Would you mind telling us about the various programs that you have
underway? Your main plans for the preparation of teacher aides and
teachers, and you have some curriculum development projects in mind.

All right. The aides, themselves, have requested opportunities
tc learn more about the Navajo culture. They want to learn some songs
that they can teach to the Navajo children. They would like to learn
some of the crafts that the children can do. They would like to learn
about historic happenings and their significance to the Navajo. And
they want to talk about the Navajo foods and Navajo medicine. Because
we might be getting back to this.

H. Sherk And this would be for teacher-aides rather than for teachers?

D. Platero It could be for teachers too. But the aides want to be able to work
on the units and to be in a position to help implement them in the
schools.

H. Sherk What kind of preparation do you now have for teacher aides?

D. Platero They have no preparation other than working with the teachers following
a period of observation. Now they want to get into a more formal
situation for their own benefit in the future. They want to become
teachers.

H. Sherk That is what I was wondering. Is there a plan whereby the teacher aides
may become teachers?
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The aides would like to be able to teach the Navajo langaage. So

they are asking us whether the Navajo Education Association and the
Division of Education will teach them to read and write Navajo and

teach them to apply this in a classroom to children. Now this is one
area. This summer, in Rough Rock, the Navajo Education Association
will be sponsoring such a program. The State of New Mexico had

enough faith in them to run this workshop. We will have one over in

Rough Rock that will involve thirty teachers and teacher aides. It
is an all Navajo group there. Some of them will be more advanced
than others.. Then, we have linguistics (Navajo).

The DiBolta Association will run some workshops June 11 through 20.
Workshop I is Navajo language and culture, with Navajo music, read-
ing and writing Navajo, child language and behavioral patterns and
histbry and cu4ure. So this is where that group who are new to
Navajo language)and culture go.

The second workshop is in Navajo linguistics: a) Navajo grammer
b) Navajo sound systems c) Navajo writing system d) meanings of

Navajo words and culture. So, these are all Navajo people instruct-
ing other Navajos, and they are all getting sik hours of college
credit for this. Now,, this is the workshop that is to be held at
Rough Rock. Some of the language part of the workshop will deal
with unit usage, because some of the aides do have difficulty with
this.

May I ask you a question which is of some concern to us. Several
_people have told us that it is virtually impossible for non-native
people to present the native culture effectively. What would your
opinion be on this?

D. Platero Well, they probably wouldn't be as objective as the other person
would be. But they would be more knowledgeable.

H. Sherk Yet, it seems to me that someone like Wayne Holm, for example, who
has so much interest in this area might be able to do a reasonable
job on some aspects of Indian culture.

D. Platero Yes. That's what I meant.

H. SherkN

D. Platero

Often, a professor comes to us from a university to participate
in a workshop and to the Navajo people he may appear stupid because
he does not undertano the Navajo way.

Yet, there are many situations, in which, at this.,time, it may not be
practical to obtain the services of native people.

_But we can puint out instances in which the behaviours of one group
differ from those of another..

Now in an Indian-held workshop, ruh by Indians, they would get right
to the poiht because they are learning more about their culture.
They're nq, $o concerned about comparing one culture with another.
They don't go into that. They will go ihto "this ia the way they used
to do it - this Is the real way." Do you see the diffemnce?
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I think co. But may I explain the reason for my question? Our

government has a two-pronged goal. One would be to help the students
with Indian background to have d better understanding of their culture
and to developself-pride and identity. But at the same time, they
would like to build into the curriculum more emphasis apon native
studies for the benefit of everyone, with both those of native ances-

try and those who are not. The gol would be to develop better under-
standing and some kind of empathy for Indians on the part of other
students. Is it feasible to texpect that teachers who have not really

had much contact with Indians can do this job?

Certainly, to some extent they can do the job. They can bring in quite
a few consultants and this should reinforce some of the things that
they are saying. So you could work it in that way. But I would think
that as time goes on, the Indian people, at least here, will be quite
resentful of having a non,Navajo run the Navajo studies program. For

instance, if we get a person talking about Indians, who comes from
New York and, maybe he is very knowledgeable from studying books, but
what the Indian is today and how he lives and how Indian might commun-
icate what they do are important to the Indian people. For instance,

here the rodeo is a big thing on the Navajo reservation. That is the
number one sport.

H, Sherk I see.

D. Platero And, everybody just flocks to rodeos. It gets in your blood, even if
you are just a spectator. And, what do you do at rodeos. Well,
would expect to find mud and stew, fried bread and a cup of coffee.
And probably some fried ribs. Now some go there to take a bottle of
whiskey and some beer and some wine and its a good place to get to-
gether and socialize with some other people. Still others take in
the whole things. It's a weekend in itself, because one night you have
a big western dance and the next day -- it's a vela-zing situation.

And here you have a person who tells how the Navajos live, which really
isn't true for today. Actually, less than 10% of our income is from
ranching. Dut people feel that that is still a part of their life
and they cling to a few head of sheep and a few head of cattle. They
have a lot of horses. Horses have a high value, but we don't use horses
anymore. Now, presenting the true Indian of today as opposed to the
way he was yesterday means two different things. It is possible to
get the two all mixed up. So I think this is important.

H. Callihoe Would you not say that, the traditional values are still very deeply
held by the Indian people?

D. Platero Right.

H. Sherk I am reluctant tc ask that we move on to another question, but time is
short. Also, we appreciate how busy you are and wa are very grateful
to you for receiving us so well ancrgiving us your help. Now, we have
visited the Chinle Boarding School and the Rough Rock Demonstration
School as well as some others in this area. We are left with a number
of questions that have implications for our own educational programs in
Alberta. Would you have any comment to make concerning the relative
efficiency of a PIA operated school such as the one at Chinle and a
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contract school like the one at Rough Rock? I see two kinds of
approaches being used here -- one in which the native people are
taking over, but they do not have the experiencial background to
do it and another which is somewhat more traditional in approach6
What do you consider to be the best way tc move in this whole area?

There is always going to have to bu a beginning. And there will
always have to be a developmental period. :this is what Rough Rock
is going through and they are going beyond ,11.at now. Now, right
here at the department level wu have 2800 teachers on this Navajo
reservation. Of those teachers, 188 are Navajos. 188, that is all.
Now what happened to the 100 years of education? You say that,the
people in the Chinle system are competent. We have a lot of other
systems in which these people are holding on to their jobs; it's a
.relaxed situation in terms of tenure and the real "zip" which makes
education what it should really be, is not there. At Rough Rock
there is a difference. New ideas are generated. New things can be
tried without fear of reprisal. So that we are really talking about
two situations that are quite different.

Oh, I would agree. But, in this new kind of situation, would you agree
that there is likely to be a period in which the quality of education
may suffer? Or do you think that tnis is not likely to happen?

It is not likely to.happen. I really don't think that this is true.
I think children are going to learn. Any dormatory situation, if ws
can come within 10% of whdt the professional educators can do, then
I think we're doing a pretty good job.

Mr. Platcro, obviously you are in favor in continuing and extending
the contract system so that there can be much more control over
Navajo education by the Navajo peuple. Would it be in order for us
to ask you what your main guals and expectations are in your present
role? You are head of the Navajo tribal division of education.

I have indicated that we want to continue to pursue the Navajo involve-
ment to the maximum extent possible. By this we mean that we want to
be recognized as a state education agency equivalent. States have
privileges of getting moneys directly from the U.S. Office of Education
which are supplemental funds to foundation funds which they have to
operate various schools. We don't have that kind of opportunity now.
We feel that with the 100 or so schools on the Navajo reservation
we should be eligible for that type of designation. This wou:id also
give us the leverage to say to schools for the first time: "this is
the way we like to have you run the schools." So there is some author-
ity beginning to come from the Navajo tribe rather from the states
which are somewhat alien to the situation.

Cecondly, we want to establish educational requirements for all schools
on the Navajo reservation, which means accreditation, certification
of personnel, curriculum requirements, facilities requirements, pupil
service and other areas of educational requirements. We hope that the
agencies now operating educational programs on the Navajo reservation
will cooperate with us and agree to abide by our educational require-
ments. So, the Navajo people are beginning to exert their ideals,

t
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their philosophies and to indicate some of the areas in which they
want changes. Right now, we have fewer Navajo teachers than the
number that we would like to have. In the next five years, we would
like to increase from thP present 188 by at least 1000. So this is
another objective.

The all important objective in the future is the unification of
Navajo schools on this :eservation, so that it becomes a Navajo
school system.

H. Sherk Will you explain what you mean by unification?

D. Plateru

H. Sherk

D. Platero

Right new, ycu have public schools, you have bureau schools, you have
locally controlled schools, you have mission schools and everyone is
doing his bit. But the Navajo tribal government sits here without any
requirements or authority over any of those schools.

If you do attain the goal of certification of teachers, would you be
undertaking teacher education programs, too, or would you still expiact
to have this done through the universities?

We are going to train 200 teachers, starting this summer. These will
be Navajo teachers. We will take them after their second year in
college. We have plenty of Navajo people who have completed two
years of college. They have dropped out. They have big families or
other responsibilities which keep them at home. We are going to pick
these people up. The two years they have remaining in which they will
fulfill all requirements for specification and a bachelors degree in
elementary education will be comp]eted at schools on the Navajo reserv-
ation. This will be done in cooperation with universities who have
agreed to do this in th- way that we want it.

H. Sherk So the students will not have to leave home in order to take these
courses?

D. Platero No. That is correct.

So 200 of them will be trained. This will be 50 for each university;
the University of New Mexico at Albuquerque, the University of
Arizona at Tucson, Brigham Young University at Provost, and Fort Worth
College over at Durango. Com, on, I will show you what we are planning.
(Note: Mr. Platero took us into the board room and showed us an out-
line of the planning that is going on. This is being traced right
through from statements of objectives through all of the aspects of
this program that are being planned. Following that, he commented tc
us that one of the keys to involving parents in curriculum development

and other educational activities is payment for time and services.
Some people will work voluntarily, he stated. But he mentioned that
they really should be offered some kind of remuneration.

With regard to native people assumin& responsibilityof school board
members, he was quick to point out that bankers, store keepers, and so
on do not necessarily bring an educational background to school board
membership in the normal or traditional setting. If the implication

12u
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is that the native people will be at least as well equipped for such
responsibilities as people are in non-reservation school districts.

With regard to teacher education, Mr. Platero has a proposal that will
involve the training of teachers mainly on the Navajo reservation, with
only a minor part of their training taking place on a university campus.

Just befcre wc left Mr. Platero, we invited him to call on us in Alberta,

sometime. He saild that he would be happy to do so, and suggested that
he would appreciate receiving an invitat n to come. He also expressed

interest in the idea of a conference de, g with native studies in the

school curriculum.)
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INTERVIEWS AT BURfAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AREA,OFFICE

'WINDOW ROCK, ARIZONA

May 24, 1973

Interview with Mrs. Dorothy Birch And Miss Ethel Yszhe.

H. Sherk

Mrs. Birch

We are at Window Rock in Arizona and we pre snenking todsy with Miss

Yazhe and Mrs, Birch. These neonle are nssocipted uith the CITE

Project. This is "Consultsnts in Total Education." 'St

What is CITE? CITE (Consultants in Total EducPtion) is 8 Program

designed and develoned snecificplly for the Navnjo child. Initially'

CITE materials are designed so that the teacher and aide teach: 1)

how to learn, 2) what to learn in P sequenced and structured wey, 3)

how to transfer knd annly learning, and 4) hour to learn in onurratracturod-

way. While it is imnortant to teach a child facts and dotp, CITE

believes it is more crucial to teach the child how to use these facts

to gsther more knowledge en his own.

The program is "total" nt the K-2 level.

H. Sherk What do you mean by "totPl" Mrs. Birch?

Mrs. Birch I mean thst the child is taught throughout the clan using CITE's

structural-sequentiAl approach at the K-2 level. Levels 1 and 2

encompass a total language arts nrogram. Non-CITE strands ere

integrated into the total program at these levels, using CITE

techniques for implementation.

H. Sherk But this doesn't mean that it is all Navajo culture ond language,

does it? .

Mrs. Birch

H. Sherk

Mrs. Birch

Not at 811. It is pot the teaching of Navajo culture and language.

The Navajo artifactb and toys found in A Nnvajo corner of a K-2 level

classroom Are "renlicas" of the culture. They are there to help the

child adjust easily to the school environment which, in many instances,

is foreign and frightening on his first entering school. CITE, designed -

specifically for Navajo children. recognizes their srecial language

needs as well as universal needs.

And, vnother question to clprify this--Does it extend beyond Navajo

culture and language? In other words, do the children get into the

traditional subject areas as well?-

"Readiness" skills are taught within the franework of the children's

needs for learning English as a Aecond language. Within this framework

the children are taught how to think. "how to learn" ps i4el1 PS the

content that is to be learned. "Strategies" for learning pre taught

and emrhasized initially At the K-2 level (nre-first). CITE techniques

and procedures are used throughout the day,--both with CITE strands, and

at the first and second levels with non-CITE strands alsO. Ench lesson

incorporates three specific devices for individualizing instruction.
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Miss Yazhe

1) Volunteering

2) Evaluption -

3) Correction -
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- the child p?ways hps the choice either to
narticinate or to observe in the nerformpnces of
the lessons' objectives. -

for every childls resnonse. tencher nnd teacher-ade
esk for Pn evPluption from his peers.

for each incorrect response the child makes,.the
tepcher demonstrptes the correct one by immedietely
re-presenting the lesson objective and giving the child ,

a second chance to nerform,

And most of these I would nresume, would be poplicable in pny class-
-room.

Yes, in any classroom implementing the CITE nrogrem.

Hew did you get this progrpm under way?

Four teachers were initiPlly selected to nilot test the mteriels in
early deVelopmentel stages, end were asked to nrovide "feedback" to
the CITE staff es the mpteriels were being tested in the classrooms.
Gradually more classrooms were pdded Pfl materipls were revised.

And now the crucial question is. how were the new materiPls developed?

411.

The materials mere developed by Dr. Robert D. Wilson Linguist, U.C.L.A.

and s staff of writers. Assistance was sought from P host of others in
the field.

So it is an educators develoned nroject?

Not entirely. A3 stated eprlier, many neonle who were contacted by
Dr. Wilson, not all educators, contributed to the develonment of the
program.

Ite would like to know to what extent it is desirable end fePsible to
have professional educators develon curriculum components in this
cross-cultural area, without the aid of people who Pr7.: a nert of, and

familiar with the culture involved. There-seem to be iery few people

with an educational background who also have the cultural background
and understanding. Miss Yazhe, woula you care to comment on this?

Well, I don't think it cpn be said thpt the programs that have been
developed were instigated by community groups. Even Pt Rough Rock
there was somebody that thought there waa a need for it. It has to

,begin from a need that is felt. They say they do hpve the community

Involved, but it took a lot of promnting by,the neople who wanted to
start the program. The Navajo neonle themselves did not start it. Even

with the CITE program, I think from the'beginning we began with p

group of teechers who were interested. There was Miss Ruth Werner.pt

Shiprock, and one ar two others. They used materiels that hpd been

developed for the Puerto Ricans by Fries-Rojps. Then when LukPchukpi

and Rough Rock were selected, Dr. Wilson and the staff of 10 or 15
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tepchers arranged to tare and film classroom activities at Lukadhukai.

And that is how the new progran got its start.

But the,Navajo people were involved, were they not?

Yes, they were.

Then how did their involvement come nbout? This is something that we

need to know.
were

The Fries-Rojps materials:voriginally developed for Puerto Ricans coming

to the United Stetes. These materiels were adapted to fit the needs

of Navajo children by pn English PS a second language committee. In

some cases, the nrogram planners did not consult the parents or children

if they wanted changes, but severel NAVCIjo teachers and other personnel

mere involved.

I would like to ask your opinion on something. In our initial thinking

me have questioned whether English ps a second language might be the

best place to begin in organizing rny cross-cultural education nrogram.
But this seems to be the nlace that you started. What is your oninion

on this?

Well, I think that is the best place to strrt. For instance, how else

could I be talking with you if,I had not learned the English language

when i was little? I hrve not forgotten my Navajo langur*. I have

not forgotten my:culture or customs or religion. I haVe high respect

for those things but I do not think thnt I would feel et home. And

I do not want to 11,Ne it said that I blame the boerding school cr the

education iv, that. I can work quite well in what we gall the Anglo

Society. There are many things I like about my native iwar but I
surely wouldn't like to bo going beck to where there ere inconveniences

in some eases, to live.

I think that you may be implying, if not stating in so Many words, thet
Navajo young neoole need to be able to function in both an Indian-

oriented society and in seoiety-at-la1ge. .

Miss Yathe Yes. Very much so. Otherwise, they don't know just exrctly where

they are. There needs to be a baluice.

Butanyway, Dr. WilSon stnrted with some teachers who already had e

background in teaching Nevajo children, Since the early beginning,

feedbeck hPs com in from teachers and the programs have been rewritten
on the b.1s of information so gained.

The situation has changed since I went to boarding school. Children

are now allowed to do p lot of things. They seem to be henny. Even

though I do not really think that the boarding school is the answer,
due to geographical isolation, noverty and heelth nroblems we need

these boarding schools.
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and wait for English to be introduced nt some time in the future.
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I could verify the comment about hanpiness to some extent. We visited
the Chinle Boarding school at Mrs. Snellfs suggestion. We were very
favorably impressed by P number of things. Some of the evidence cpme

from the happy smiles on the fRces of the children there. At the same

time, we were somewhpt concerned that we did not see the same thing
at Rough Rock. There, the children were uorking very hard end they
seemed tc be struggling to master the work that was set out for them.

We go around ard see happy children at the bearding schools, any time.
Because, now they aru allowed to go home pny weekend that they want to.
They are not in prison. Nin ,J. you, we do have Some walk-eways children

who go AWOL. But if they really want to see their parents, this can 6

be arranged through the nrincippl of the school for the child to visit
at home.

I think that programz are flexible enough so thpt p child cen learn in
some ways in his own language cs well as in English. These can be

parallel with one another. It is easier to learn languages when you
3re young.

I take it that you would frvor maintaining a bolince between native
culture and traditional content of school nrograms,

H. Sherk

Miss Yazhe

The peonle at the Chinle Boarding School told us that when they do
have the two programs going side_by side tho le-rning of Navajo
actually seems to facilitate the learning of English. I would like to

ask whether most of the youngsters come to the school sneaking Navajo
only, or whether most of them ?re reesonably fluent in English.

3ome are totally Nrvajo spepking. with very limited English words here

cnd there. And then there arc some that come to school with an English-
speaking background becau5e the mother and fether have been to school
and have comnleted up to fourth, sixth or eighth grades. or mpy have
even comnleted high school. And we have had some children who
supposedly sneak only English but the English usage thcy have learned,

sometimes is stilted.

H. Sherk In the CITE program, is there instruction in the Npvejo language?

Miss Yazhe

Mrs. Birch

No, not exactly. Just during the tuo weeks that We cell "orientation
period" the'teacher and the aide work together and the processes and
routines that are to be usr:d la the classroom are presented. Both

Navajo and English are'uscd. In Social Studies lessons Nevajo is used.

It sometimes is a frightenIng experience for a to uome to school
and find a completely "different" kind of situation facing him. It is

important that he feel comfortable end secure in his surroundings. He

should feel free to use his netive language to heln him in his adjust-
ment to school.
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Can he b-:gin to feel at ease in his new surrounding within twp weeks?

We think so.

There is tic intent in the progrm to initizlly curtail the child's use
of his native ltnguage.

Arc there speakers, then, of the native language in each CITE
c1,n3sroom?

Yes. There are SUM children who come to school snetking a very
limited amount of English.

Will you explain what the K-2 nrogram enttils?

K-2 is the level preceding 1st grade,

I see. This gives each student P year to become ftmiliPr with the
school and to vin readiness.

Yes.

Then what is different ,:bout the CITE progrm as compared with other
curriculums? I recall thpt CITE Ftands for "Consultants in Total
Education."

It was designed and developed specificrily for young Navajo children.
K-2 level formal lessons are taught for twenty-minute neriods with
alternating twenty-minute "breaks".

Bul what arc these letrons about? Could we be more snecific?

Thu lessons, called "strtnds" include Syntex, Phonology, Auditory,
Visual '.ence, Math, Bi-dialectal Switching, Tactile, and Categori-

zation sons.

This is a kind of readiness program then?

Yes, that's right. At the K-2 level, children are given the onport-
unity to internalize the syntrctic structures and phonological sounds
of English before they pre required to spetk the language. And, they
nre given onportunitie to 3peak the language before being required to
rePd it at the first and second levels.

H. Callihoe 16 it a kind of lnngunge experiences t-ne of Progrm too?

Mrs. Birch Yes it is.

H. Callihoe We might go even further

arts program.

Mrs. Birch Yet. The children begin

and tactile activities.

pnd w-11 it r kind of sneciplizbd language

letrning English through auditory. visual,
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Are there writlen n-e7-ms? Aro '.her- teachersi gpides?

Yes, we h...ve 1112nu1r one fo l. the teacher, and one for the teacher-
aide.

Are these available somowhem?

Yer Th..y are nvaihble. .%11 teachers hae theim n11 aides hpve then,
We are trying now ge gst conies of them into the hnnds of pll teacher
supervisor:, because the next school year teacher supervisors at each

school will bu responsible Zor the K-2 and the first grade levels of
this program. W:t plan to have n training session pfter school begins

to further acquaint teacher Etv,ervisors who work closely with C:TE
te,ach.:.rs in the progvnm.

H. Sherk We havp not dealt with ths extent of the program. How .f.cr through the
grades does it extend?

Mrs. Birch

H. Sherk

The nrogram is being imnlemented also at first 2nd second levels of
instruction with n tc.a1 lrncuage arts curriculum. integrating
subjects using CITE techniques and procedures to complete the child's
total school day.

Then, beyonc the languag, arts program, do the students in the CITE
program get essentially the kinds of school exreriences that any
other student in Arizona might have?

Mrs. Birch In any boarding school. Yes.

H. Sherk Will you repe.At what you told vs a few minutes ago about the main
thrust of this nrograa?

Mrs. Birch

H. Sherk

The main thrust of the ClTi] program design ',hat the child is taugh:,

howto think. how :,c) learn, Pq well as the content thpt is to be
learned whr4. tu 2earn in a sequenced nnd structured way and, how to
lenrn individu037 1n n unstructwed ray.

Thank you. Vow, Mis.. Yazhe you hsIde just made available some
information as to 1.,11..xe Lhese materials ma- be obtained, Just for the
record, the source jt: "Con71.1"tants in Total Education, Incorporated,
l(r1 Gv]e7 Avenue. 3rd and 4th Flows, Lor Angeles Californin, 90024,"

Now, the one that I,have in my hand is called "The Teachers Manual for
Navajo First Grade, 1971/72." And there is another called "Teachers
Manual for Naidajo %ginrers, 1971/72" and Herh you nre holding s
"Supervisors Mhnual for Navajo Bnginneri, 1971/72."

Miss Yazhe And there is one fo- second grafe too.

Now, in conclusion, I would like to ask if there is any advice in part-
icular that we should have concerning this curricullim and instruction
plan.

12-,
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No. None with pnrticular concern: except that children seem to enjoy
learning with a puppet doll nAmed Mary-Ann presenting lesson objectives
that they will later be expected to perform themselves.

H. Sherk Has Mary-Ann replaced Dick and Jane?
(laughter)

Mrs. Birch For children learning r.:2nd language through CITE methods yes.

H. Sherk

H. Sherk

Mrs. Birch

Miss Yrzhe hoz just pointed out thrt this is -11 set out in ch-rt

nnd we are taking n cony of the chnrt with us. Thank you for thid. It

represents the scope and sequence or the C1TE program for or Level
A and 1st grnde or Level B.

May I Ask a mean question? Is Mpry-Ann bicultural? I would have
thought that she might have been a NPV3j0 doll.

We do 11,,ve some Navajo dulls. Yes. But Mary-Ann really does not have

any specific cultural identity. The children simply Pccent her as a
Person who answers yes-no questions ls they will be expected to do
later.

H. Sherk There are some interesting curriculum develonments outside of CITE

es well. Perhaps you could tell us p little bit about same of them.

Mrs. Birch

H. Sherk

Mrs, Birch

H. Serk

H. Sherk

Mr. Eb3r

There are other programs being develoned And revised in other areas.
Mrs. Spell, Chief of Curriculum and Instruction. ern rrovidespecific
information concerning progress in those preps.

Is there a good deal of Navajo culture built into the Social Studies
program. for example?

Again, please see Mrs. Snell.

Thank you, that is a good lead in to our next interview.

INTERVIEW WITH MRS. F. SPELL, CHIEF OF CURRICULUM FQR B.I.A. SCHOOLS
ON THE NAVAJO RE'JERVATION, AND WITH MR. EBY, LANGUAGE ARTS SPECIALIST

May 24, 1973, at Window Rock. Arizona

lie are now speaking with Mrs. Spell, who is the chief of curriculum
with the B.I.A. here pt Window Rock and with Mr. Eby, a language

arts specialist. You were going to tell us something about s nroject
that you are engaged in, Mr. Eby.

The project that we are engaged in is NALAP. This is the "Navajo Area

Language Arts Project," This was started a counle of years ago when
e felt need was identified by teachers who needed second language /

learning materials that were written specifically for the Navajo cYildren.
We felt that there was a need for additional materials beyond *that was
available through the CITE nrogrpm which wes underway. This would

provide teachers with a choice of materials.
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H. Sherk Is this pi-ogram bepmec: at the same grade levels as the CITE materials

are?

- Mr. Eby They pre for the SPIrle grade levels. YOU almost have to stprt pt a
lower level nnd build up when you pre develoning a new set of materinls

-like this.

H. Sherk Is it your intention to carry them through the higher grades?

Mr. Eby It is our intention at the presem, time te develop this progrnm right
through the eighth gradl, so we will have a language erts program from
kindergarten through eighLh grpoe. Ine emphasis of the nrogrpm is on
oral language. Vie encourage the teachers to develon rending end
writing activities to go right along with the child's increasing
facility in the structures of English. But it is basically an oral
language program and we give teachers help with regard to how they cpn
develop reading and writng activities to go along with the nrogram.
The committee is composed of bpsicelly language arts suecielists here
on the Navajo reservation who pre working with me.

H. Sherk Are these Navajo people?

Mr. Eby

Mrs. Spell

H. Sherk

Mrs. Spell

Mr. Eby

No. At the present time, there ore no Navajos on the teem. This is
simply because the Navajo neoule thpt are working with us don't have
background in the field of linguistics and trsnsformationpl grammar.
We would like to have Navajo people on our team.

I think that in the next year or so we will heve some, because we hnd
Navajo teechers last summer in our linguistic conference. Vie have some

coming back again. I pm sure that we ill }rye some who will have the
potential to work in this area.

It seems to me that there ip c. crucial nrincirle involved here. I

have gained the impression thst there pre neonle who believe that en
educatLnlel background is not essential for curriculum nrojects of
this kind to go forward, provid-d the;, the neoule involved have P
knowledge of the langunge. I Lend to think that it is highly desirpble
to have people with en educptionpl and linguistic background.

I couldn't agree more e.rongly. 1,:e tell our non-Navajo teachers. again

and again, that being able to sneak English as a first language end
carrying qualificttions for teaching English to ueonle whose first
language is English, in no way qualifies them to teach English as a
second language. They ere not likely to hove an understanding of the
structures and the problems that will be involved for second language
learners. They can do a tremendous amount of damage to children.

I can give an example of whet Mrs. Spell is referring to. A teache in

a Social Studies class tries to get certain answers from H.s class bout

the school and the school environment. But the queistions asked involve

various kinds, including c mulic7..ted ones. The children do not resoond
because they ,don't under:A-and the structure of the questions being asked.
For example, the yes/no questions, the information questions (Who, what,
where, how, etc.), tag question7, intonational questions -- the teacher
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in this case really does not have a concent of the structure of the

language he is using, himself. And thus the stude:.ts do not understaml

him. So the people who are going to work with us in writing the kind
of materials that is going to help Navajo children learn the language
must have a solid background in linguistics and the grammar of English

in order to build a sequence from the simple to the complex. They

should not get into structures too early before the rerequisite
language skills are taught.

Now you do find it necessary to prepare the materiels 2s well as to

develon the curricular outlines?

Definitely, especially in this ares of second language leprning because
the majority of our teachers come out here with no training or only

very limited training in second language learning. So we really have

to help them a lot and the more specific the materiels are for the
teachers the easier it is for them. As well, there is need for an

on-going nrogram of in-service education for teachers.

Is the need for Preparing the materials a result of new interests or
new developments in the field? Are there unique requirements in each

linguistic area that make it necessa2y to nroduce different materials

in each location?

Well, my first reaction is that you pre right on both counts. There Js

a need for both. Here, at the present time, we are attempting to
economize on instruction and learning time and effort by develoning a
sequential and structured second language learning program. We now

have a much more simple and more effective way of teaching the lenguagc

then was used formerly. Once we can get the children to internalize

the rules of grammar so that they can ultimately generate language of
their own, we have achieved the repl purpose of this progrpm. There 2c

just no way that in a situational language ennroach we cpn teach pll of
the language thet children ere going to need to know. He have found

that there is very little transfer and pnnlication from a situational
language approach. It is specific language for P snecific situation.
But with a structured-sequential approach, we feel that the students
cen begin to internalize the rules of langupge and then produce languag;

of their own.

Frola what you have said, it sounds to me that you ere not necessarily
building this progrmpround the Navajo language or its idiosyncrasies
so much as you are struccuring it in accordmce with the English languege

itself. Is that correct? I am wondering whether this nrogrPm would be

transfereble'for use with P different linguistic groun. Could we take

this program and use it with p group of Cree sneaking peonies for
instance? 4

Ne feel that NALAF is being written snecifically for tNevajo children
with their pprticular language needs in mind. The reason I feel this

way is that we can program into the sequence speciel stena to overcome)

certain problems that we know the Navajo child is going to have in

learning English. For example, the pronouns he she, and it -- in

their language they don:t have an equivalent of these es one pronoun
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covers all three. Thas the Navajo child learning English hes a lot

of trouble in his use of these three nronouns. So we nrogrpm into the

sequence certain steps to help overcome this nroblem, which might not
be necebsary for other language groups. However, we feel NALAP could

be used with other language groups with minor Pdantations.

To some degreu\ it is an innovrtive thing in PF much es it is attempt-
ing to keep pa0\mith the latest thinking in the area of teaching

English as a second language. Ten years ago there was a great deal
of emphasis being placed upon a model mimic approach to teaching from
either a submersion pnproach or using en entirely situetional or
functional one (it was progress). But you don't stop there. You must

continue to try to progress. Another ref,son tlIzt we are doing this,

is that we have found out through en evaluetion of our English as a
Second Langupge Program that was made by pn organization celled
Teachers of English to Speakers of Another Language, with some of the
most eminent people in the field participating in that evaluation - thst
we were not doing a very good job through this particular method. We

mere using materials that had been developed for Snanish speaking
children -- since there was nothing then availeble which was specifically
written for Navajo speaking children. The materials we used were
specifically prepared for second language learners, but mere written
for Spanish speaking children. Well, the difficulties and the contrast

between Spanish and English and Navajo and English pre entirely differ-
ent. So there wasn't reelly very much relevance to the NOTAjo situation
in these materials. We found thpt just using P model - mimic annroach
does not result in very much learning by the children, They learn to

parrot what they hear. It is rpther sunerficinl. It becomes whet we

call "patternese". Now a difference in what me pre doing in CITE and
NALAP is thnt situations pre set un and the children must generate the

language themselves. And we feel now that this is the only way that

they are really going to learn: they need tc generate the languege
themselves.

May I move aWa7 from language for a moment? I would like to find

out what you are doing in other nreas and perticularly with respect
to Native Culture. In Alberta, it is evident that different groups
of Indian people, including the non-status peonle, heve varying
ideas as to what ought to be included in the curriculum regarding
native culture and heritage. Some of them nre very anxious to have
native languages included, but others say "no, this isn't pll thpt
important." But most of them are concerned pbout the cultural back-
ground. They want that incorporated into the curriculum. To what

extent are you doing that kind of thing here? Do you have Navajo

history, Navajo arts and crafts, Navajo legends and literature, ---
this kind of thing?

I gave you copies of our Social Studies Guidelines which pre definitely
Navajo - culturally based. We think thpt this is possibly the best
area in which to ppy attention to the culture. I think that we are
probably unique insofar as the Bureeu of Indieli Affairs is concerned
in having established this kind of a curriculum. At each level me
start with the child and his own local situation. If me are talking
about a community we don't start somewhere in the middle west or in the
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east. Rather, we begin with an anplysis amd ettemrt to develon attit-
udes and understanding on the basis of what the child knows as a
community. For many of them, th.A is the boarding school community.
If it's family, then it's the Navajo femily prior to o study,of
family in Mexico because there pre some strong similarities. Or we may
study about a family in the Netherlands or something of this nature.
When it's government, it's chapter government end it's tribal
government before it is .ta.te or federP1 government. We try to use the
child's background as a springboard for him to use in leprning aad
solving problems in relation to other cultures.

We do have a great deal done in the area of arts Pnd crafts. More of
that is done in the dormatories in many instances, in the clubs and
in extra-curricular activities. A greet deal of emnhasis is placed on
dances - not only Navajo dances, but some of other tribes, also.
Legends - yes. There are certain times of the year that you can do
this and other times that you do not, in accordance with Navajo tradi-
tions and beliefs. We have in our librery the materials that heve been
developed at Rough Rock! the Coyote Stories and others. Through Title
I there are many times when MOMS and Dons are employed. These would
not necessarily be related to any of the children,in the school. but
Navajo ...dults are employed in the doms to teach the children to weave .
in some instancer. it mpy be to teach them some silver-smithing, end to
tell them stories.

H. Sherk Would this be considered extra-curricular?

Mrs. Spell

H. Sherk

Mrs. Spell

Well, as far as we are concerned, ours is Practically P twenty-four
hour per day curriculum, because of the boarding school. We consider
the guidance curriculum guidelines to be every bit PS significant as
the Social Studies, or language arts, or whatever. So there is consid-
erable attention paid to the culture of the Wgvajo people in mpny ways.
Even with the English Ps a Second Language materiel. whenever we can
tie these in with activities that are related to the child's own back-
ground, we do this since it makes a lot more sense than trying to work
in an area that is absolutely foreign.

Mrs. Spell, I recall that when we snoke to you the other day, you
presented the viewpoint that there is a great deal available from the
standpoint of materials relating to Indian cultures.

If you have time befwe you leave, I would be glad to take you over to
the Navajo tribal museum. This is a very valuable resource center for
us. There is a Navajo subject index with information devoted entirely
to the Navajo.

H. Sherk Thank you. As you are aware, we do not have eny Navajo tribes in our
area. Of course we pre interested in the Nevajo people or we would not
be here. But, our primary concern is to learn how to work with the
native neonle in our pres. We realize that there pre certain sensit-
ivities that we must becomes aware of ynd we will annreciate pny advice
that you cen give us from your exrerience in approaching and working
with the native people.
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I am not quite sure what your concevl is. But, here, I would think
that you could approach schools like Rough Rock for instance and work
through them. You could use the contacts that they have made and
bui]d on the relationships that they have established in develooing
curriculum and materiels.

I would like to ask for clz:rification of thpt statement please. Are
you suggesting that the place to start is where something may already
bo underway?

Mrs, Spell I would think so.

H. Sherk

Mrs. Spell

H. Sherk

Mrs. Spell

There seem to be two extreme points of view in existence. Probably
there needs to be e kind of merrying of the two so that neonle with
educational backgrounds who mzy not heve ' feeling for or understending
of the native culture cn work with native neonle who can nrevide innut
of that kind.

Depending on what your situation is I would think that somekind of
cooperative approach between the Indian people md your organization
might work best. You could take care of the mpnsgement nossibilities
and administrntive aspects and still get the information that you need
from the Indian people.

Yes. I am sure thct is truc as long Ps We Gen maintain credibility in
the perceptions of the native neonle. I believe that some of tham
feel that it is not possible for p non-nptivl to fully understand and
enpreciate what it means to be Indian. Have you run into thet?

You are asking 'bout dealing with the Indians to develop material.
But here in this office, we have done much of that. Now, we do have
a bicultural program, in which new materish are being developed. A
part of this includes preparing ten iroung Nnvajo peonle to become
teachers -- bicultural nnd bilingual teachers. And, they are writing
things themselves, ao pert of their education. They are writing little
stories and things of this nature. I don't think we hpve to confine
it entirely to legeris. But, to enpeal to young children in school
we need things that are part of their everyday lives.

Another thing that was done took place in the public schools, under
Title I. They wrote a series of basic readers that were related to
the Navajo children's background. These wore originally written in
English, but they are being translated into Navajo. Instead of Dick
end Jane, they have stories about little Navajo boys end girls sad
things that Navajo girls and boys do.

H. Sherk flay I ask a question about that? I understood Mrs. Birch and Miss
Yazhe to say that there is no inntruction in Navajo.

Mrs. Spell Ile do have instruction in Navajo in the bilingual end bicultural program.

H. Sherk Oh, I see. Uhere is that being offered?

Mrs. Spell We have this program operating in a number of centers.
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H. Sherk It is not a pert of CITE, then?

Mrs. Snell It isn't. In some of the more isolated nreps where the nprents have
favoured putting this kind of nrogram in, practicrlly pll of the
instruction at the kindergarten level is in NPvpjo. They learn to
count in Navajo everything is in Navajo.

H. Sherk Does it go beyond kinderprten?

Mrs. Spell Yes, it does. In the first grade, the children pre learning to read in
Navajo. Our problem here to soMe extent has been in finding materials
bucause there just isn't that much written in Navajo. And the further
we go with this program, the more difficult it is going to be to get
materials written in Navajo. There are so many scientific and
technical English words that have no equivalent in Navajo.

In cooperation with the University of New Mexico, some research has
been done on the language usage of Navajo six year olds. On the basis
of this research, reading meterials heve been developed pmd we hone
that that program will continue during the next year. be are just pt
the point now where We can really start producing after all of this
initial research. Wayne Holm, whom you met at Rock Point, WEIS a Part
of that program. In fact he got his doctoral degree in connection
with working in that project for two yenrs.

We have had some very comnctent neople working on this bicultural program
for several years. We ere ready right now to start doilg some revising

nd refining of what has been develoned. We hope that we cpn continue
this program at leact through the fourth yenr, with P little less
emphasis placed on Navajo each year.

But I should mention that within the Bureau of Indian Otairs, we pre
in a unique situation. This is the only area Opt dezls with only one ,

tribe. No other areas have similar situations, to ours. How can you
develop curriculum which will be meaningful and meet the needs of
more than onc tribe? It mpy be that individUal units moTbe of interest
to more than one. That is the way that we started out in Social Studies
before we got into the total curriculum guidelines. We had a contract
with the University of New Mexico to write one instructional unit that
was culturally based, for kindergarten through twelfth grade. I will
give you p copy of one of those so thst you can see what it was like.
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MEETINGS* WITH DR. MILES ZINTZ (U. of N.M.)

and BIA LANGUAGE ARTS OFFICE PERSONNEL

at ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

The University of New Mexico - Dr. M. Zintz. May 25, 1973

We travelle:1 to Albuquerque during the late afternoon and early even-

ing of May 124th. On May 25th, we kept an appointement which we,made
earlier in The week with Dr. Miles V. Zintz of the College of Educa-
tion at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque. Dr. Zintz gave

us a very fpe welcome and we were privileged to spend two hours with
him, one o# which was devoted to a mostpleasant luncheon experience
at-"Old Town" in Albuquerque, with Dr1 Zintt as host. Dr. Zintz is a

recognized authority in the field of "bilingual" education, a term

which denotes "bicultural', as well. He has written several books and
we had these recommended to us by several of the people that we met on

this tour previObsly. It is our recommendation that two of these be

prchased for the Department of Education Library. These are: Miles

V. Zintz, EDUCATION ACROSS CULTURES: Dubuque, Xowa, Kendall/Hunt Pub-
lishing Company (Second Edition), 1969, and Miles V. Zintz: THE
READING PROCESS--THE TEACHER AND THE LEARNER, Dubuque, IOwa, William

C. Brown Company Publishers (Sixth Printing) 1972.

We did not make a tape recording of any part of our conversation with
Dr. Zintz. Since his viewpoints and rucommendations concerning inter-
cultural or cross-cultural education are available in his publications,
we are recommending that they be made available for study by persons

who will be working in the area of cross-cultural curriculum develop-

ment.

'BIA, ALBUQUERQUE

May 25, 1973

Following our vury pleasant and informative meeting with Dr. Zintz,
we, proceeded to the offices of:Mr. R. Rebert and his associates, Mr.

Harry B. Berendzen and Mr. Edward Tennant in the Language Arts Branch
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs at 123 Fourth Street S.W., Albuquerque.
This is the national headquarters for this particular aspect of the Bureau

of Indian Affairs operations. Er. Rebert was unable to be with us on

this occasion, but Mr. Tennant and Mr. Berundzen welcomed us in a very
friendly fashion and were most anxious to share with us their understanding
of °bilingual education' with a particular focus upon Indian people. In

particular, they were generous in making available to us a number of cur-

riculum guides dealing with Indian,culture.

We were advised that the Albuquerque office of the Language Arts Branch
of BIA is to be phased out in Juni-of 1973, as a result of a cutting
back in staff in certain areas of the BIA operation.
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NATIVE CULTURE - NATIVE HERITAGE IN THE ALBERTA SCHOOL CURRICULUM

(1973)

The Government of Alberta has appropriated sums of money for the

Department of Education under several different budget categories, which

have implications for improvement of educational opportunities for students

of native origin. In the field of curriculum, an appropriation was made:for

$50,000 for the next fiscal year, for the development of curriculum materials

concerning native people. This appropriation, although meant, primarily for

the benefit of native students, also carries with it an expectation that all

students in the province will participate to some extent in studies concerning

the life and culture of Canada's native people.

The Curriculum Branch has called together several groups of people for

exploratory meetings intended to provide information concerning needs, issues

sensitivities, and preferred procedures relating to curriculum development

and implementation in the "intercultural education" sphere. Initial exchanges

have involved representatives of the Department of Indian Affairs, the Alberta

Indian Education Center, the Metis Association of Alberta and the Native Com-

munications Society. Department of Education personnel who have participated

include the Associate Deputy Minister ahd representatives of the Curriculum

Branch, Early Childhood Services anu the Educational Opportunities Fund. The

three Intercultural Education con ultants in the Field Services Branch have

been involved in these meetings 4s well, since it is envisaged that they will

provide leadership in the curriculum development, diffusion, and adoption of

prograffs which are anticipated.

As a result of the dellberations in internal sessions to date, the follow-

ing categories for curriculum activity have been identified:
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I. Native Arts and Crafts

2. , Cultural Heritage (adaptations of existing curriculum)

3. English as a Second Language

4. Cree as a Language of Instruction

5. Teaching the Cree Language

As a result of the meetings between Depar-tment of Education personnel and

the other agencies indicated above it has been possible to formulate some ten-

tative conclusions concerning areas of need, concerns and sensitivities of

native people in the province with respect to educational programs and procedures,

and possible directions and courses of action that might be pursued by the

Curriculum Branch in this area. However, there is inconsistency in the "data"

available to us at this time from the sources identified above and through

perusal of a fairly extensive body of periodical and other literature on this

topic. There is need for consultation with representatives of the various

"nations", tribes and communities of native people 71 the province and with

persons experienced in working with native people in developing and implementing

educational programs. In the latter case, it is proposed that some centers

be visited outside of Alberta so that advice of persons recognized as having

some expertise in these matters may be interviewed.

Questions of General Concern:

Some questions which need to be resolved include the following:

I. what are the major concerns expressed by native people which have implication

for curriculum in this province?

2. What resources are available from native people individually or through

organized groups?

3. What kinds of procedural structures and approaches are likely to prove

most acceptable and effective in developitig curriculum components concerning

native cultures, history, languages, and current issues?

4. What must we learn about native people, their values, beliefs, aspirations,
and sensitivities, that will help us to develop enhanced awareness of and

appreciation for their attitudes and feelings?
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5. To what extent is it feasible to pursue the dual goal of (a) increasing
curriculum content with a view lo achieving increased understanding of
their cultural heritage, with concomitant improvements in self-image
or the part of native students and (b) providing opportunities for
developing additional knowledge and understandings concerning native
people--their culture, their contributions and the problems they face--

on the part of all students?

6. What models exist for planning and implementing curriculum development
in the area of intercultural education with a focus upon native people
and their culture?

7. What are the strengths Snd weaknvses that have been idenlified with
respect to the various models thats-have been tried or are currently in

use in various locations?

8. WhatI s of instructional materials are in use? What are the sources?

Who us4s -ihem?

9. What major problems have been faced in the program(s)? How have these been

dealt with? What problems remain?

10. What kinds of communication exist between the organizations concerned

and the native people?

uestions Pertaining to S ecific Centers or Localities

In addition to the foregoing, some questions relating to specific centers

and programs will be of interest, as outlined below:

a. The Saskatchewan Indian Cultural College

I. What is the relationship between the S1CC and the Saskatchewan Department

of Education?

2. -ethe S1CC and the Sask. D.O.E. working together under some cooperative

structure?

3. Does your organization supply resources and materials under contrast to

the Sask. D.O.E.?

4. Is the S.1.C.C. serving in an advisory function only?

5. Is there some other type of structure for communication between your
organization and the Sask. D.O.E.?

b. Brandon University (their native teacher training program)

I. How is this program funded?

2. Does the province pay for the training of non-status Indians and Metis?

3. Are native organizations involved in the operation of the program. If

so, in what way?

1.4u
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4. Are any specific curricular programs being developed for use in Manitoba
schools in this program?

c. The Rocky Boy Elementary School

I. What is the involvement of the native language in the school? Is it a
course of study? Is it the language of instruction? Grade level begun?
Involvement of syllabics?

2. The presentation of history, culture, arts, crafts, etc. Is this material
taught in separate courses? Is this material integrated with the language
program? Are "native content" and "non-native" content taught separately
or intcqraTed?

3. The uses cf audio-visual aids in the classroom. To what extent is
commercially prepared material useful? To what extent is teacher,prepared
material used? What types of audio-visual equipment are they using?
(projectors, teaching machines, "language masters", etc.)

4. Are teacher aides used in the classroom? Are they natives?

5. What is the teacher-pupil ratio?

C. Are open classroom and/or open area methods of learning used? Have they
been successful?

U. Ro,Jah Rock Demonstration School, Chinle and BIA School at Rock Point, Arizona

Most of the questions appearing in the foregoing sections will apply in

the proposed visits to these centers. In addition, the following would seem

to be pertinent:

What are the noteworthy areas of success achieved through Indian control
and operation of the Rough Rock School?

2. What appear to be the roots of this success?

3. What problems exist tou9y? What kinds of solutions appear to be viable,
and what implications would these solutions have for basic changes in
organizational structure, financing, etc.

4. How does the Rough Rock program and its achievements compare with those
at nearby BIA operated schools?

It i felt that answers to the above questions will indicate the r.)utes that

the Department of Education should proceed along, with regard to intescultural

education. This, of course, would have implications for the Educational

Opportunities Fund and possibly Early Childhood Services, as well, besides

being of :oncern to the Curriculum Branch.
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